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Suggested ESA Materials for Students in English Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies and STEM
Kindergarten
Item

Item #

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

$39.99

Kindergarten

Alphabet
Knowledge

English Language
Arts

$34.99

Kindergarten

Alphabet
Knowledge

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - Kindergarten

FF197

TT824

TT822

LL965

TT303

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Alphabet Folder Game
Library - Pre K-K

As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice sequencing the
alphabet, identifying letter sounds and more! Our library features 10 self-checking folder games covering 6
Early Childhood essential language skills. Kids select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then just follow
P.175
the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come precut and sorted—so there’s
no prep work required! Library comes in a sturdy storage box; folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Children build letter recognition—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their own! Our
instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce the
activity…then students use fun foam letters and activity mats to explore the upper- and lowercase
alphabet at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at
once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and
simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 104 letters, 4 drawstring
bags, 4 alphabet mats and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Letter Recognition Instant
Learning Center

Early Childhood
P.177

Beginning Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Students learn to identify beginning sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and fun picture pieces to explore
Early Childhood beginning sounds at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
P.177
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 64 game pieces, 16 activity mats,
4 drawstring bags and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

English Language
Arts

English Language
Arts

Students get lots of skill-building fluency practice—as they complete these engaging, hands-on activities!
Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential component of
reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use fun flip books
to read high-interest stories, identify difficult words, time their reading speeds, read with expression and
more—developing essential fluency skills in a variety of genres. The center includes 15 write & wipe activity
mats, 4 flip books, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 one-minute timers and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Fluency

English Language
Arts

$59.99

Kindergarten

Language Skills

Emergent Readers

Teaching Fluency Skills
Activity Center

Road to Reading Activity
Center

Elementary
P.28

Kids get ready to read—one skill at a time! Our hands-on center guides children along the path to reading
step-by-step. First, children complete alphabet puzzles to learn letter sounds…then they use picture cards
and letter tiles to build simple words. Next, kids progress to tracing sight-words with fun-to-touch tactile
Early Childhood
word cards. Finally, children put it all together to read an entire book...all on their own! Center includes 5
P.189
folders—each with letter sound puzzles, word-building cards and letter tiles, sight-word cards and a book.
Center measures 7 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

TT933

Catalog Page

Product Description

With simple text, familiar subjects and supporting illustrations, these skill-building books are ideal for
brand-new readers! Each book features repetitive, easy-to-read sentences with just one new word per
Early Childhood
Lakeshore Emergent Readers
page—perfect for building vocabulary and boosting reading confidence. Plus, each book features a fun and
P.189
familiar topic that kids will love to explore—from bugs to birthdays! You get 20 books that fit in our Book
Display Stand for 20 . Each 8-page book measures 6" x 6 3/4".

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

$49.99

Kindergarten

Language Skills

Emergent Readers

TT934

Lakeshore Nonfiction
Emergent Readers

Early Childhood
P.189

Introduce early learners to nonfiction! These 20 full-color books feature simple text with plenty of sightwords...plus captivating photographs that give kids the clues they need to read new words. Each 8-page
book includes a picture glossary.

$49.99

Kindergarten

Language Skills

Emergent Readers

PP247

Match & Sort Language Skills
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of language practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with a specific skill area—from capitalization
to subject-verb agreement. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions printed
right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 158 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Language Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore punctuation, capitalization and pronouns, they independently master reading and
language skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Language Skills

English Language
Arts

Children get a concrete grasp of syllables as they sort—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore
on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity mats to sort picture-words by their number
Early Childhood of syllables! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided
P.177
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even
nonreaders can participate. Center includes 40 picture pieces, 8 mats, 4 drawstring bags, plus a write &
wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Language Skills

Emergent Readers

PP524

EE181

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Language Skills Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Syllable Count Instant
Learning Center
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

GG112

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Kindergarten

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help
kindergartners boost skills in phonics, vocabulary, reading, writing and letter formation. Plus, kids can use
the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 76 pages.

$4.49

Kindergarten

Language Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.32

Children get super-involving practice with ending sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can
explore on their own! Just set out the materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity trays
and colorful picture pieces to explore ending sounds at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough
materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate.
Center includes 64 game pieces, 4 activity trays and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Emergent Readers

Elementary
P.32

Vowel sounds are easy to grasp—with a ready-to-use activity center kids can explore on their own! Our
instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce the
activity…then students sort colorful picture pieces into the activity trays—identifying middle sounds as
they go! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even
nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 sorting trays, 60 pieces, 4 drawstring bags, plus a write &
wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Help students practice and reinforce phonemic awareness skills…as they complete these engaging, handson activities! Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential
component of reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use
colorful picture cards to count sounds, sort syllables, match up vowel sounds and more—building
phonemic awareness skills independently! The center includes 15 write & wipe activity mats, 62 picture
cards, 4 vinyl pouches, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 answer cards and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore phonics concepts—with involving activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including missing sounds, two-syllable words and more. Children just choose an activity mat, follow the
step-by-step directions and use the letter tiles to complete the activity at their own pace…then use the
included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4
students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 148 letter tiles and a guide.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

TT823

EE185

LL961

LL929

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Ending Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Middle Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Teaching Phonemic
Awareness Skills Activity
Center

Teaching Phonics Skills
Activity Center
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

LC870

FF199

TT833

TT822

EE188

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.30

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use our letter cards,
sequencing cards and more to play—helping children practice everything from sequencing stories to
matching beginning letter sounds. Plus, an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even
explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at school. The pack includes 20 retelling
and sequencing cards, 52 letter and picture cards, 40 plastic chips, a game board and more—all in a heavyduty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Word Work Folder Game
Library - Pre K-K

As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice with word building,
spelling patterns, sight-words and more! Our library features 10 self-checking folder games covering 5
Early Childhood essential language skills. Kids select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then just follow
P.175
the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come precut and sorted—so there’s
no prep work required! Library comes in a sturdy storage box; folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Story Sequencing Instant
Learning Center

Children strengthen comprehension skills as they practice sequencing events—with a ready-to-use activity
center kids can explore on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent learning: Just
set out the materials, introduce the activity…then students use the included mats and story cards to
Early Childhood
practice sequencing stories at their own pace! The center includes enough materials for up to 4 children to
P.177
work at once, with a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities, plus
simple picture instructions that even allow nonreaders to participate. Center includes 4 sequencing mats,
48 story cards, an instruction chart and a write & wipe assessment card.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Beginning Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Students learn to identify beginning sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and fun picture pieces to explore
Early Childhood beginning sounds at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
P.177
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 64 game pieces, 16 activity mats,
4 drawstring bags and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Simple Sentences Instant
Learning Center

Students develop awareness of sentences—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and tons of word tiles to explore
Early Childhood
sentences at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
P.177
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 16 activity mats, 72 word tiles, 4
drawstring bags, plus a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Kindergarten
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

FF196

As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice with beginning sounds,
rhyming sounds, syllable counting and more! Our library features 10 self-checking folder games covering 6
Phonemic Awareness Folder Early Childhood essential language skills. Kids select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then just follow
Game Library - Pre K-K
P.175
the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come precut and sorted—so there’s
no prep work required! Library comes in a sturdy storage box; folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

TT821

Rhyming Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Reinforce children’s understanding of rhyming sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can
explore on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun, linking cubes and illustrated activity mats to
Early Childhood
explore rhyming sounds at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children
P.177
to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the
activities…and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 48 linking
picture cubes, 4 activity mats and a write & wipe assessment card.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Building Words Instant
Learning Center

Children get hands-on word building practice—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use chunky letter tiles and colorful activity mats to build tons of
Early Childhood words—at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
P.177
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 double-sided activity mats, 72
tiles, 4 drawstring bags and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Rhyming Sounds Instant
Learning Center

Reinforce children’s understanding of rhyming sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can
explore on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun, linking cubes and illustrated activity mats to
Early Childhood
explore rhyming sounds at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children
P.177
to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the
activities…and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 48 linking
picture cubes, 4 activity mats and a write & wipe assessment card.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Syllable Count Instant
Learning Center

Children get a concrete grasp of syllables as they sort—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore
on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity mats to sort picture-words by their number
Early Childhood of syllables! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided
P.177
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even
nonreaders can participate. Center includes 40 picture pieces, 8 mats, 4 drawstring bags, plus a write &
wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$34.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

TT827

TT821

EE181

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

EE187

PP246

PP522

PP521

EE182

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description

Students master 25 high-frequency words—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant learning center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use the mats and activity pieces to match up sight-words
Sight-Words Instant Learning Early Childhood at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a doubleCenter
P.177
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so
even nonreaders can participate. Center includes a total of 60 sight-word activity pieces in 4 drawstring
bags, 4 activity mats, plus a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Match & Sort Phonics
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Phonics & Word Recognition
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Phonological Awareness
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Sound Sort Instant Learning
Center

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

$34.99

Kindergarten

Phonemic
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of phonics practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with a specific phonics skill area—from long
vowels to two-syllable words. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions
printed right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 171 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore sight-words, letter sounds and short and long vowels, they independently master
reading skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonics & Word
Recognition

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore sound switching, short vowel sounds and rhyming sounds, they independently master
reading skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.32

Kids get skill-building phonics practice—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their own!
Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce
the activity…then students use fun activity mats and colorful pictures to sort words by their beginning &
ending sounds! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a
double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture
instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 activity mats, 32 picture pieces, 8 letter
pouches, plastic chips, plus a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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Kindergarten
Item

Item #

EE183

LC682

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Sound Switch Instant
Learning Center

Vowel Teaching Tubs

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.32

Kids build phonics and spelling skills—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their own!
Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce
the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and hands-on tiles to spell out simple words…then
switch a sound to create brand-new ones! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at
once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and
simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 16 mats, 54 tiles, plus a
write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.33

Our hands-on teaching tubs provide the extra reinforcement kids need to understand vowel sounds—and
develop word recognition and decoding skills, too! Each tub is filled with miniature objects whose names
contain one of 10 major vowel sounds…with separate tubs for long and short vowels so children can focus
on one sound at a time. Children practice vowel sounds as they explore the objects, sort them into the
proper tubs…or even match them to the words on the lids! You get 10 tubs, 60 miniatures and an activity
guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$79.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

$79.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

LA374

Blends & Digraphs Teaching
Tubs

Elementary
P.33

As children explore our skill-building tubs, they learn to identify initial blend and digraph sounds—and finetune decoding skills as they play. Each terrific tub is packed with lots of adorable miniatures for children to
explore…and each tub is labeled with the appropriate blend or digraph sound, so kids can sort the objects
into the tubs as they sound them out. You get 12 plastic tubs, plus 60 miniature objects and a complete
guide that’s packed with activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

GG369

Touch & Read CVC Words
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master CVC words—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG367

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master blends and digraphs—one phoneme at a time! Kids just
select a word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and
find its matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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Kindergarten
Item

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item #

Item Name

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

GG368

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master vowel sounds—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG472

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master vowel sounds in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG473

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master words with blends and digraphs in a hands-on, tactile way—within
the context of simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus
words, plus arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the
corresponding picture card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6
storage pockets and 6 answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG471

Touch & Read CVC Words
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master CVC words in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH746

Pop & Match Beginning
Sounds Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the beginning sounds
letter cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to
complete all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10".
Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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HH747

Pop & Match Middle Sounds
Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the middle sounds letter
cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to complete
all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10". Write &
wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH748

Pop & Match Ending Sounds
Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the ending sounds letter
cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to complete
all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10". Write &
wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Stack & Build Phonics Flip
Books

Elementary
P.37

Students flip, stack and build phonics skills—and grow their vocabularies—word after word! Kids simply
open one of the photographic flip books and build the first word with the stacking tiles…then they stack a
new tile on top, changing one beginning, middle or ending sound at a time until they’ve built all the words
in the book! You get 12 flip books covering short vowels, long vowels, blends and digraphs, plus 125 tiles in
3 bags. Flip books measure 2" x 7 3/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE706

Snap & Build Vowel Sounds

Elementary
P.37

Mastering vowel sounds is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 58 one-letter clips, 10 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4"
x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE707

Snap & Build Blends &
Digraphs

Elementary
P.37

Mastering blends and digraphs is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist!
Students just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And
with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the
same time! You get 20 picture boards, 49 one-letter clips, 20 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2
3/4" x 4 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

TT331

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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EE708

FF456

FF457

FF458

FF459

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Snap & Build CVC Words

Elementary
P.37

Mastering CVC words is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 60 letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4" x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify short vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify long vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify digraphs as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify blends as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Magnetic Short Vowels Word
Building Board

Magnetic Long Vowels Word
Building Board

Magnetic Digraphs Word
Building Board

Magnetic Blends Word
Building Board
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List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept
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PP249

Match & Sort Early Reading
Comprehension Quickies - KGr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of early reading comprehension practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card
games! This set features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with early reading
comprehension skills—from detecting main ideas to making inferences. Perfect for independent use, the
pouches have illustrated instructions printed right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 110
cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades K-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

$4.29

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT235

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own!
Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that reinforce common sightwords…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of
Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Early Childhood
just sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving kids all the focused reinforcement they need to master
Readers - Level 1
P.188
high-frequency words. In Level 1, children master 32 of the most common sight-words. You get 20 books
that fit in our Book Display Stand for 20 . Each 8-page book measures 6" x 6 3/4" and focuses on just 5 to 7
sight-words. Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT536

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own!
Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that reinforce common sightwords…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of
just sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving kids all the focused reinforcement they need to master
high-frequency words. Higher-level books review the same 32 sight-words in our Lakeshore Fiction SightWord Readers - Level 1 …and introduce 32 additional sight-words! You get 20 books that fit in our Book
Display Stand for 20 . Each book measures 6" x 6 3/4" and is 6 pages. Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

LL939

Teaching Comprehension
Skills Activity Center

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore reading comprehension—with involving activities
students can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading
skills, including identifying cause and effect, main ideas and more. Children just choose an activity mat and
a book, follow the step-by-step directions to complete it at their own pace…then use the included answer
cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4 students at once,
including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 books and a guide.

GG183

Sight-Word Daily Activity
Journal

Elementary
P.40

Our activity-filled journal builds sight-word skills day by day…for all 35 weeks of the school year—perfect
for daily practice in class or at home! Each week, children master two to three of the first 100 highfrequency sight-words—independently completing word scrambles, fill-in-the-blank sentences and much
more. Journal measures 8 1/2" x 10 1/2" and is 72 pages.

Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word
Readers - Level 2

Elementary
P.40
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TT557

Lakeshore Nonfiction SightWord Readers - Level 1

Early Childhood
P.188

Introduce early readers to nonfiction text—with high-interest books that provide tons of sight-word
practice! Each book features full-color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of sight-words and
rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children will love to discover—from farm animals to the five
senses. As students explore each book, they focus on just 5-10 sight-words at a time—and get the targeted
practice they need to make each word their own! You get 20 books.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.41

Introduce early readers to nonfiction text—with super-engaging books that provide tons of higher-level
sight-word practice! Each book features full-color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of sightwords and rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children will love to discover—from shapes to street
signs. The set reviews the 32 sight-words in our Lakeshore Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 1 …and
introduces 32 more! As students explore each book, they focus on just 4 to 9 new sight-words at a
time—and get the targeted practice they need to make each word their own! You get 20 books that fit in
our Book Display Stand for 20 . Each book measures 6" x 6 3/4". Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 1

Mastering the 25 most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children love
to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build the
Early Childhood word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect for
P.188
multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 67 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 2

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 82 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 93 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT559

TT752

TT753

TT754

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Lakeshore Nonfiction SightWord Readers - Level 2

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 3
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Item #

HH706

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Flip & Read Sight-Word
Sentences

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.41

Our easy-to-use flip books give students the practice they need to master 100 different sight-words…as
they create fun rebus sentences, then read them aloud! Each book has 5 sets of flips covering 10-15 sightwords, plus helpful rebus pictures and ending punctuation. Children just flip through the pages to build
each sentence and read it aloud, then flip to a new word or punctuation mark to change the meaning or
expression. Each book even has the targeted words on the cover for easy reference! You get a set of 15; in
a storage box. Flip books measure 3 1/4" x 9 1/4".

$49.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

FF468

Magnetic Sight-Word
Sentence Board

Elementary
P.43

With our easy-to-use magnetic sentence board, even the youngest readers can build tons of simple sightword sentences! Our color-coded magnetic board comes with 14 sight-word phrase magnets, 27 pictureword magnets and 3 punctuation magnets. Children just place a phrase magnet in the red column, any
picture-word magnet in the yellow column and finish off the rebus-style sentence with a period in the
green column—building vocabulary, reading fluency and more as they read each sentence aloud! Magnetic
board measures 8" x 10 1/2".

LC646

Match It! Spanish-English
Words Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from animals to parts of the body, the cards feature kid-friendly
images that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the
words in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

LC648

Match It! Spanish-English
Sentences Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from home to the outdoors, the cards feature kid-friendly images
that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the sentences
in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

LC647

Match It! Spanish-English
Phrases Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from food to weather, the cards feature kid-friendly images that are
a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the phrases in both
English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 128 activity cards and a guide. Pockets measure 6"
wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts
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LL571

LL572

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 1

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 2

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

LL573

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 3

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

DD522

Around Our Community
Vocabulary Development
Photo Card Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a community theme, our library has
50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

DD528

Foods Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a food and nutrition theme, our
library has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts
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DD529

School Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a school theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

DD527

All About Me Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a self-awareness theme, our library
has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

DD525

Animals Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on an animal theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish & EL

English Language
Arts

PP248

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of vocabulary practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that focus on important vocabulary concepts—from multiple-meaning
words to opposites. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions printed right
on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 146 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Vocabulary

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore shades of meaning, context clues and positional words, they independently master
reading and language skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder
games, each with easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start
playing—then check their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that
includes a reproducible assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Vocabulary

English Language
Arts

PP523

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1
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LL938

FF198

AA394

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Teaching Vocabulary Skills
Activity Center

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - Pre K-K

Early Writing Process Student
Folder

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore vocabulary concepts—with involving activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including identifying shades of meaning, adjectives, attributes and more. Children just choose an activity
mat, follow the step-by-step directions and use the word tiles to complete the activity at their own
pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 74 word tiles and
a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Vocabulary

English Language
Arts

As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice with opposites,
positional words, number and color words, and more! Our library features 10 self-checking folder games
Early Childhood covering 7 essential language skills. Kids select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then
P.175
just follow the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come precut and
sorted—so there’s no prep work required! Library comes in a sturdy storage box; folders measure 9 1/4" x
11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Vocabulary

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.66

Our folder guides early writers through the writing process—so they can turn out a polished piece every
time! Each folder simplifies the process into 3 steps—plan, write and finish—with helpful illustrations that
show kids what to do before moving on. Plus, when kids get stuck, they just flip the folder over and find
tons of helpful resources—including the alphabet, the first 50 sight-words, a list of adjectives and more.
Best of all, there’s room to store everything inside—from the story plan to the final draft! Folder measures
9 1/2" x 12".

$2.39

Grades K-1

Writing

English Language
Arts

$49.99

Grades K-1

Writing

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP567

Ready to Write! Prompt Box K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 100 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

EE117

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - K-Gr. 2

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.
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RR631

Draw & Write Journal

Early Childhood
P.195

From writing their own stories to illustrating and recording the day’s events—students express their
creative side while they learn! Our spiral-bound book features 60 handy journal pages filled with drawing
and lined writing space designed to help kids exercise their imaginations. There’s even a high-frequency
word list and a helpful writing guide to extend learning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.
Pages have 1/2" ruling.

$3.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD971

Phonics Interactive Journal

Elementary
P.71

Kids create their own phonics journals—building decoding skills every step of the way! Our journal is
packed with 36 activities to help students master word families, blends and digraphs, final -e and more.
Kids just choose an activity...find the corresponding cutouts at the back of the journal...and create
interactive pages that reinforce each skill! Journal measures 8 1/2" x 10 1/2" and is 58 pages.

$4.49

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Fractions

Math

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with partitioning shapes, defining shapes by
attributes and more! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch of tiles…follow
the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant
reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Geometry

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore geometry concepts—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on geometry
skills…plus enough 2-D and 3-D shapes for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just choose an
activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete the activity
at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center includes 15 activity
mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats measure 8" x 10".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Geometry

Math

Math - Kindergarten

PP714

EE658

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Geometry Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Teaching Geometry Activity
Center
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HH725X

LC770

EE110

LC610

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Boosting math skills is a blast—with super-fun folder games children can play on their own! Our ready-touse library comes with everything students need to play each game—no prep work required. Children
simply grab a color-coded folder and corresponding pouch of game tiles…follow the simple, 3-step
Shapes & Measurement
Early Childhood
instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Library
Folder Game Library - Pre K-K
P.205
includes 10 games that let children compare objects, measure with nonstandard units, identify shapes and
more—all in a storage box. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Geometry

Math

Elementary
P.88

These self-correcting puzzles give students hands-on practice with early math concepts—from number
patterns to word problems! Each set includes 30 color-coded 2-piece puzzles that focus on a specific skill.
Children just match up the pieces to solve equations, see equivalents side by side and more. Complete set
includes all 4 sets shown, for a total of 120 puzzles; each measures 3" x 6". Each set also available
separately.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for kindergarten and grade 1 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with
manipulatives that align to major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with
everything from counting and base 10 to comparing numbers and building shapes. Use the manipulatives
to review key concepts with a small or large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math
skills on their own. You get a write & wipe number line, a write & wipe 120-chart, 13 pattern blocks, base
10 blocks (10 tens rods and 25 ones cubes), 2 ten-frames and 20 double-sided counters! Plus, the sturdy
plastic toolbox is designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are always within reach.
Toolbox comes with an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$21.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get kindergartners talking about number concepts!
Our activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math
concepts, explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to
introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students
think about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

$29.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.90

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our number lines, counters and more to play—helping
children practice everything from making 10 to comparing numbers. Plus, an in-depth activity book
describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at school.
The pack includes 6 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus playing cards, dice and more—all in a
heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Kindergarten

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Self-Checking Math MatchUps - Complete Set

Math Manipulative Toolbox K-Gr. 1

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Kindergarten

Family Engagement Math
Pack - Kindergarten

Catalog Page

Product Description
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Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with measuring using nonstandard units,
gathering data to make graphs and more! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding
pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check their own
answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder measures 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Measurement &
Data

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to strengthen number sense—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on number sense
skills…plus enough number tiles and plastic chips for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just
choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete
the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center
includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats
measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Number Sense

Math

HH461

Boosting math skills is a blast—with super-fun folder games children can play on their own! Our ready-touse library comes with everything students need to play each game—no prep work required. Children
simply grab a color-coded folder and corresponding pouch of game tiles…follow the simple, 3-step
Numbers & Counting Folder Early Childhood
instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Library
Game Library - Pre K-K
P.205
includes 10 games covering number sense, quantities, counting, sequencing, greater than/less than and
more—all in a storage box. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Number Sense

Math

PP712

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with a variety of skills—from addition and
subtraction to decomposing numbers and making 10! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a
corresponding pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check
their own answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder
measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore operations—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on operations
skills…plus enough ten-frames, chips and number tiles for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children
just choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to
complete the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work!
Center includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity
mats measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Operations

Math

PP713

EE657

EE656

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Measurement & Data Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Teaching Number Sense
Activity Center

Operations Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Teaching Operations Activity
Center
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EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

HH462

Boosting math skills is a blast—with super-fun folder games children can play on their own! Our ready-touse library comes with everything students need to play each game—no prep work required. Children
simply grab a color-coded folder and corresponding pouch of game tiles…follow the simple, 3-step
Beginning Operations Folder Early Childhood
instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Library
Game Library - Pre K-K
P.205
includes 10 games covering addition, subtraction, number building and associating quantities with
numbers—all in a storage box. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

DD267

Elementary
P.102

Students build their own visual models as they explore our hands-on number bonds! Kids just write a
number from 1 to 20 on top of each board, snap on the counting pieces and slide them into two groups to
show as many number combinations as possible! You get four activity boards with write & wipe spaces to
write out each number bond, plus 84 counting pieces. Activity boards measure 14 1/2". Write & wipe
markers sold separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-1

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

TT326

TT327

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Snap & Slide Number Bonds Set of 4

Addition Facts Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 2

Subtraction Facts Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 2
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TT328

TT329

HH463

PP711

EE659

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Multiplication Facts Folder
Game Library - Gr. 3-5

Division Facts Folder Game
Library - Gr. 3-5

Patterning & Sorting Folder
Game Library - Pre K-K

Counting & Place Value
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Teaching Place Value Activity
Center

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Boosting math skills is a blast—with super-fun folder games children can play on their own! Our ready-touse library comes with everything students need to play each game—no prep work required. Children
simply grab a color-coded folder and corresponding pouch of game tiles…follow the simple, 3-step
Early Childhood
instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Library
P.205
includes 10 games that let students pattern and sort with everything from gems and jewels to food and
animals—all in a storage box. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Kindergarten

Patterning & Sorting
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need to practice a variety of skills—including sequencing and comparing
numbers, counting by ones and tens, matching numbers to quantities and more! Children simply grab a
color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete
the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a
storage box. Each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Place Value

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore place value concepts—with engaging activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on place value
skills…plus enough base 10 pieces and linking cubes for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just
choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete
the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center
includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats
measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Place Value

Math
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EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Place Value

Math

HH219

Can Do! Magnification
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover magnification…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get a magnifier, a jumbo specimen viewer and 5 real-life
specimens—everything children need to complete the activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH221

Can Do! Color & Light
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover color and light…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete the
activities—including 2 mirrors, 4 color paddles, a flashlight and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH223

Early Childhood
Can Do! Motion Discovery Kit
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover motion…with tons of materials for hands-on exploration!
Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on their
own—with no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete each
activity—including a ramp, balls, toy cars and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH224

Early Childhood
Can Do! Sound Discovery Kit
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover sound…with tons of materials for hands-on exploration! Kit
comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on their own—with
no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete each activity—including a tuning
fork, bells, wooden blocks and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - Kindergarten

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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HH220

Can Do! Sink or Float
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover buoyancy…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get a container, an eyedropper and 8 real-life
manipulatives—everything children need to complete the activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD Item contains small parts and marbles. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Kids learn how magnets attract and repel—as they “magically” move objects across a table, make magnets
float in midair and more! Our ready-to-use kit is packed with materials for hands-on exploration, including
Early Childhood 6 photo activity cards with simple visual instructions—so kids can conduct experiments on their own. Plus,
P.216
you get everything children need to complete the activities—including various types of magnets, iron filings
and colored plastic disks. Storage canister measures 6 1/2" tall.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$39.99

Grades K-1

Community,
Citizenship, Maps,
American figures, &
Symbols

Social Studies

$39.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

HH222

Can Do! Magnets Discovery
Kit

Social Studies - Kindergarten

PP856

Social Studies File Folder
Games - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for kindergartners & first-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include maps, citizenship, community, cardinal directions, and famous American figures, holidays
and symbols.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

TT760

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help kids master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3-step
instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing computational
thinking and problem-solving skills along the way! You get 10 different activity folders, each with game
tiles, a pawn and a storage pouch. Set of folders includes an activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide
when open.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

STEM - Kindergarten

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they build a chair even Goldilocks can’t break! Our kit helps
children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to explore a
challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 40 pegs, 36
platforms, 4 figures, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and full support. Longest
platform measures 5 3/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP639

Goldilocks & the Three Bears Early Childhood
Problem Solving STEM Kit
P.224

PP637

Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they design a house that can’t be blown down! Our kit helps
children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to explore a
The Three Little Pigs Problem Early Childhood
challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 18 foam blocks,
Solving STEM Kit
P.224
36 panels in 2 sizes, 3 pigs, a wolf, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and full support. Blocks
measure 1 1/2".

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP638

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Problem Solving STEM Kit

Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they construct a bridge that keeps 3 goats safe from the troll!
Our kit helps children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to
Early Childhood explore a challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 35
P.224
wooden blocks with hook & loop fastener, 3 goats, a troll, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with
lesson plans and full support. Troll measures 4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$59.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM Science Station Motion

Students get a hands-on understanding of objects in motion—as they race carts down ramps, launch
“bugs” toward a target and more! Our innovative STEM science station encourages children to learn about
motion through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform simple
Early Childhood
experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the station features an
P.223
engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills! Station
includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

TT158

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
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STEM Science Station Magnets

Children use magnets to push cars up a ramp, move a magnetic mouse through a maze and more—as they
learn all about magnetism and magnetic fields! Our innovative STEM science station encourages children to
learn about magnetism through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform
Early Childhood
simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the station features an
P.223
engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills! Station
includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM Science Station - Sink
or Float

From making a raft sink to getting a sea star to float, our innovative STEM science station is packed with
hands-on experiments that help children explore and understand the science behind buoyancy! It includes
Early Childhood 8 cards that prompt students to perform simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete
P.223
each one. Plus, the station features an engineering activity to extend the learning—and build criticalthinking and problem-solving skills! Station includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Kids set off a chain reaction of fun! Our set lets pre-k through second-grade students set up a course of
ramps, pendulums, hammers, switches and more…then drop a ball onto the tracks and go for the goal box!
After each test run, kids will fine-tune the placement, distance and angle of each piece—getting firsthand
practice with STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum! Packed with super-durable plastic
pieces, the set is perfect for open-ended building—or kids can use the leveled challenge cards to create a
variety of different courses from scratch! Set comes with 37 pieces, plus 4 balls, 6 challenge cards and a
guide. The tracks measure 12" in length.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and
small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Create-A-Chain Reaction
STEM Kit - Pre K-Gr. 2 Starter Set

Catalog Page

Elementary
P.122

Product Description
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Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with adjectives, adverbs, plural nouns and
more—with every spin! The language skills game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner,
plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to
select a question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they identify the correct verb tense, choose
the correct plural form of a word and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with
answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Language Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students master sequencing…with a skill-building learning center that lets them work at their own pace!
Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials, then
students use the included story mats and story puzzles to sequence a short fictional story! The center has
enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow.
Center includes 4 story mats, 4 pouches with 16 puzzle pieces and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide
with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - First Grade

HH412

LL596

Sequencing Instant Learning
Center

DD233

Contractions Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

Students get a hands-on grasp of contractions—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work at
their own pace! Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use activity mats and fun word tiles to analyze and build each contraction—and
develop grammar skills step-by-step! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. The center includes 4 activity mats and 4 drawstring
bags that each contain 18 tiles…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

LL582

Verb Tense Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

As children lace up verb tenses, they practice expressing the past, present and future…and build reading
skills! Our center comes with 4 activity mats and 4 write & wipe markers, so up to 4 kids can work at
once—plus a double-sided chart with step-by-step instructions that make independent practice a breeze.
You even get an assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students practice punctuation and capitalization—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work
at their own pace! Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out
the materials…then students use the included write & wipe sentence cards and handy sorting mats to
correct a variety of sentences! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. The center includes 4 sorting mats, 4
pouches that each include 15 different sentence cards, 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

DD238

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Can Do! Language Skills
Game - Gr. 1-2

Capitalization and
Punctuation Instant Learning
Center
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GG101

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Gr. 1

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help first
graders boost skills in vocabulary, phonics, grammar, writing and reading comprehension. Plus, kids can use
the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 76 pages.

$4.49

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

FF425

Writing Activity Stations

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential writing skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to produce poetry, descriptive
writing, imaginative writing and more! Set includes a guide with 4 reproducible activity sheets and a
recording sheet for informal assessments.

PP249

Match & Sort Early Reading
Comprehension Quickies - KGr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of early reading comprehension practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card
games! This set features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with early reading
comprehension skills—from detecting main ideas to making inferences. Perfect for independent use, the
pouches have illustrated instructions printed right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 110
cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP248

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of vocabulary practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that focus on important vocabulary concepts—from multiple-meaning
words to opposites. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions printed right
on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 146 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP247

Match & Sort Language Skills
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of language practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with a specific skill area—from capitalization
to subject-verb agreement. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions printed
right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 158 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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PP246

Match & Sort Phonics
Quickies - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.25

Pack tons of phonics practice into a short amount of time…with our ready-to-use card games! This set
features 8 different card games that provide focused practice with a specific phonics skill area—from long
vowels to two-syllable words. Perfect for independent use, the pouches have illustrated instructions
printed right on…so the games are a cinch to play! Set includes 171 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore sound switching, short vowel sounds and rhyming sounds, they independently master
reading skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore punctuation, capitalization and pronouns, they independently master reading and
language skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore shades of meaning, context clues and positional words, they independently master
reading and language skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder
games, each with easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start
playing—then check their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that
includes a reproducible assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

As students explore sight-words, letter sounds and short and long vowels, they independently master
reading skills hands on! Our ready-to-use library includes 10 exciting and unique folder games, each with
easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions so students can simply grab a game and start playing—then check
their answers when they’re finished! The library comes with a teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible
assessment for tracking student progress. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP521

PP524

PP523

PP522

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Phonological Awareness
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Language Skills Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Phonics & Word Recognition
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
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Item Name

Teaching Phonemic
Awareness Skills Activity
Center

Teaching Phonics Skills
Activity Center

Teaching Vocabulary Skills
Activity Center

Teaching Comprehension
Skills Activity Center

Teaching Fluency Skills
Activity Center

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept
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Elementary
P.28

Help students practice and reinforce phonemic awareness skills…as they complete these engaging, handson activities! Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential
component of reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use
colorful picture cards to count sounds, sort syllables, match up vowel sounds and more—building
phonemic awareness skills independently! The center includes 15 write & wipe activity mats, 62 picture
cards, 4 vinyl pouches, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 answer cards and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore phonics concepts—with involving activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including missing sounds, two-syllable words and more. Children just choose an activity mat, follow the
step-by-step directions and use the letter tiles to complete the activity at their own pace…then use the
included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4
students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 148 letter tiles and a guide.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore vocabulary concepts—with involving activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including identifying shades of meaning, adjectives, attributes and more. Children just choose an activity
mat, follow the step-by-step directions and use the word tiles to complete the activity at their own
pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 74 word tiles and
a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore reading comprehension—with involving activities
students can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading
skills, including identifying cause and effect, main ideas and more. Children just choose an activity mat and
a book, follow the step-by-step directions to complete it at their own pace…then use the included answer
cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4 students at once,
including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 books and a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Students get lots of skill-building fluency practice—as they complete these engaging, hands-on activities!
Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential component of
reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use fun flip books
to read high-interest stories, identify difficult words, time their reading speeds, read with expression and
more—developing essential fluency skills in a variety of genres. The center includes 15 write & wipe activity
mats, 4 flip books, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 one-minute timers and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH871

Multiple Meanings Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students define words with multiple meanings, use them to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH872

Prefixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match prefixes to root words, define words using prefixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH873

Suffixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match suffixes to root words, define words using suffixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH874

Synonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match up synonyms, use synonyms to build a story and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH875

Antonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students identify and define antonyms, use antonyms to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH876

Using Context Clues Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students use context clues to define words, build sentences, answer questions and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.30

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use our books, game
cards and more to play—helping children practice everything from describing characters to reading sightwords. Plus, an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even explains how family engagement
can boost student achievement at school. The pack includes 4 books, 115 letter pieces, 20 sight-word game
cards, a game board and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Students learn to identify beginning sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their
own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and fun picture pieces to explore
Early Childhood beginning sounds at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
P.177
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 64 game pieces, 16 activity mats,
4 drawstring bags and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains
small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC872

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Gr. 1

TT822

Beginning Sounds Instant
Learning Center

HH439

Can Do! Phonics Game - Gr. 12

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with blends, digraphs and more—with every
spin! The phonics game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and
60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to select a question in one of 3
categories, then collect tokens as they decode two-syllable words, identify the correct word ending and
more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH132

Can Do! Vowel Sounds Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with vowel sounds—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they identify long vowels, short vowels and vowel combinations. The first player to collect
10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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HH133

Can Do! Word Families Game
- Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with word families—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they use word families and identify onsets and rimes. The first player to collect 10 tokens
wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH131

Can Do! Phonemic
Awareness Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides the skill-building practice kids need to develop phonemic awareness—with
every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and
60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of
three categories, then collect tokens as they identify beginning, middle and ending sounds. The first player
to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students identify spelling patterns and build tons of words—with a skill-building center that lets them work
at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set
out the materials…then students use fun spinners and write & wipe mats to build and write word after
word! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch
for students to follow. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 spinners and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide
with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students build and sound out tons of words—with a skill-building phonics center that lets them work at
their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out
the materials…then kids use the included write & wipe mats and flip books to create each word—and
practice writing it on their own! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 flip books and 4 write
& wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card
to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential phonics skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build words with blends,
identify spelling patterns, sort vowel sounds and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

DD234

DD235

FF421

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Word Families Instant
Learning Center

Phonics Instant Learning
Center

Phonics Activity Stations
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Learning Center
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Learning Center

Sound Sort Instant Learning
Center
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Elementary
P.24

Students build essential word working skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their
own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build contractions, sort parts
of speech, construct plurals and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4 reproducible activity
sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.32

Children get super-involving practice with ending sounds—with a ready-to-use activity center they can
explore on their own! Just set out the materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity trays
and colorful picture pieces to explore ending sounds at their own pace! The all-in-one center has enough
materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate.
Center includes 64 game pieces, 4 activity trays and a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.32

Vowel sounds are easy to grasp—with a ready-to-use activity center kids can explore on their own! Our
instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce the
activity…then students sort colorful picture pieces into the activity trays—identifying middle sounds as
they go! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even
nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 sorting trays, 60 pieces, 4 drawstring bags, plus a write &
wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Children get a concrete grasp of syllables as they sort—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore
on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity mats to sort picture-words by their number
Early Childhood of syllables! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided
P.177
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even
nonreaders can participate. Center includes 40 picture pieces, 8 mats, 4 drawstring bags, plus a write &
wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Kids get skill-building phonics practice—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their own!
Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce
the activity…then students use fun activity mats and colorful pictures to sort words by their beginning &
ending sounds! The all-in-one center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a
double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture
instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 activity mats, 32 picture pieces, 8 letter
pouches, plastic chips, plus a write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.32
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Elementary
P.32

Kids build phonics and spelling skills—with a ready-to-use activity center they can explore on their own!
Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out the materials, introduce
the activity…then students use illustrated activity mats and hands-on tiles to spell out simple words…then
switch a sound to create brand-new ones! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at
once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and
simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 16 mats, 54 tiles, plus a
write & wipe assessment card.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

$34.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.33

Our hands-on teaching tubs provide the extra reinforcement kids need to understand vowel sounds—and
develop word recognition and decoding skills, too! Each tub is filled with miniature objects whose names
contain one of 10 major vowel sounds…with separate tubs for long and short vowels so children can focus
on one sound at a time. Children practice vowel sounds as they explore the objects, sort them into the
proper tubs…or even match them to the words on the lids! You get 10 tubs, 60 miniatures and an activity
guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$79.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

$79.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

LA374

Blends & Digraphs Teaching
Tubs

Elementary
P.33

As children explore our skill-building tubs, they learn to identify initial blend and digraph sounds—and finetune decoding skills as they play. Each terrific tub is packed with lots of adorable miniatures for children to
explore…and each tub is labeled with the appropriate blend or digraph sound, so kids can sort the objects
into the tubs as they sound them out. You get 12 plastic tubs, plus 60 miniature objects and a complete
guide that’s packed with activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

GG369

Touch & Read CVC Words
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master CVC words—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG367

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master blends and digraphs—one phoneme at a time! Kids just
select a word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and
find its matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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GG368

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master vowel sounds—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG472

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master vowel sounds in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG473

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master words with blends and digraphs in a hands-on, tactile way—within
the context of simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus
words, plus arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the
corresponding picture card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6
storage pockets and 6 answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

GG471

Touch & Read CVC Words
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master CVC words in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE591

Roll & Read Blends &
Digraphs Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with blends and digraphs…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
build words by matching initial blends and digraphs to word endings. Kids just roll the dice and try to be
the first to build all of their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity
cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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EE594

Roll & Read Long Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with long vowel sounds…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use long vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE597

Roll & Read Short Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with short vowel sounds...with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use short vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 4 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE568

Roll & Read Word Family
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids roll the dice, start the timer…then combine onsets and rimes to build tons of words before time is up!
Game highlights 24 different word families and includes 4 self-checking write & wipe activity cards, 4 write
& wipe markers, 8 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Stack & Build Phonics Flip
Books

Elementary
P.37

Students flip, stack and build phonics skills—and grow their vocabularies—word after word! Kids simply
open one of the photographic flip books and build the first word with the stacking tiles…then they stack a
new tile on top, changing one beginning, middle or ending sound at a time until they’ve built all the words
in the book! You get 12 flip books covering short vowels, long vowels, blends and digraphs, plus 125 tiles in
3 bags. Flip books measure 2" x 7 3/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Vowel Sounds

Elementary
P.37

Mastering vowel sounds is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 58 one-letter clips, 10 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4"
x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

TT331

EE706

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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EE707

Snap & Build Blends &
Digraphs

Elementary
P.37

Mastering blends and digraphs is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist!
Students just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And
with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the
same time! You get 20 picture boards, 49 one-letter clips, 20 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2
3/4" x 4 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE708

Snap & Build CVC Words

Elementary
P.37

Mastering CVC words is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 60 letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4" x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH746

Pop & Match Beginning
Sounds Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the beginning sounds
letter cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to
complete all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10".
Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH747

Pop & Match Middle Sounds
Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the middle sounds letter
cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to complete
all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10". Write &
wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

HH748

Pop & Match Ending Sounds
Game Box

Elementary
P.37

Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games! Children simply grab
a set of write & wipe game cards and a color-coded popper…take turns popping the ending sounds letter
cube inside…then use the letters to complete the words on their game cards. The first player to complete
all of their words wins! Box includes 4 games, each for 1-6 players. Game cards measure 8" x 10". Write &
wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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PP621

Prefixes & Suffixes Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master prefixes and suffixes—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to build words and identify prefixes and suffixes at their own pace! Center
includes enough materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment
card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP622

Decoding 2-Syllable Words
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids decode two-syllable words—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to complete fun word puzzles at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP623

Blends & Digraphs Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids explore blends and digraphs—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to complete blend and digraph riddles at their own pace! Center includes
enough materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and
more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP625

Final E Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master final-E words—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to unscramble final-E words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP624

Vowel Teams Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids explore vowel teams—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to write vowel-team words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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PP626

Short Vowels Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master short vowels—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to build short-vowel words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify short vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify long vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify digraphs as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify blends as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

FF456

FF457

FF458

FF459

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Magnetic Short Vowels Word
Building Board

Magnetic Long Vowels Word
Building Board

Magnetic Digraphs Word
Building Board

Magnetic Blends Word
Building Board
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$19.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

HH507

Can Do! Comprehension
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with context clues, key details and more—with
every spin! The comprehension game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44
game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to select a
question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they answer questions about key details, decode
context clues and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy
self-checking.

DD216

Reading Comprehension
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.22

Children learn to identify key details, major story events and characters—with our skill-building center that
lets them work at their own pace! Our center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students at
once—including 4 activity mats, 8 foam word cubes, a double-sided chart with easy-to-follow illustrated
instructions and an answer key. You even get an assessment card to track students’ progress!

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

FF424

Reading Comprehension
Activity Stations

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential reading comprehension skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work
at their own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with
enough hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to identify main ideas,
supporting details, nonfiction text features and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

DD812

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 12

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 1-2, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 76 pages and has a removable answer key in back.

$4.49

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP469

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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PP669

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in social studies, science, nature and more! Students just read through each high-interest text,
then use evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Each set includes 90 write & wipe and
reproducible activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11";
with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

HH134

Can Do! Sight-Words Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with sight-words—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they match, build and use sight-words. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game
comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Sight Words

English Language
Arts

GG183

Sight-Word Daily Activity
Journal

Elementary
P.40

Our activity-filled journal builds sight-word skills day by day…for all 35 weeks of the school year—perfect
for daily practice in class or at home! Each week, children master two to three of the first 100 highfrequency sight-words—independently completing word scrambles, fill-in-the-blank sentences and much
more. Journal measures 8 1/2" x 10 1/2" and is 72 pages.

$4.29

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT235

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own!
Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that reinforce common sightwords…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of
Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Early Childhood
just sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving kids all the focused reinforcement they need to master
Readers - Level 1
P.188
high-frequency words. In Level 1, children master 32 of the most common sight-words. You get 20 books
that fit in our Book Display Stand for 20 . Each 8-page book measures 6" x 6 3/4" and focuses on just 5 to 7
sight-words. Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT536

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own!
Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that reinforce common sightwords…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of
just sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving kids all the focused reinforcement they need to master
high-frequency words. Higher-level books review the same 32 sight-words in our Lakeshore Fiction SightWord Readers - Level 1 …and introduce 32 additional sight-words! You get 20 books that fit in our Book
Display Stand for 20 . Each book measures 6" x 6 3/4" and is 6 pages. Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word
Readers - Level 2

Elementary
P.40
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Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 1

Mastering the 25 most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children love
to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build the
Early Childhood word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect for
P.188
multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 67 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 2

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 82 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 93 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

$49.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 3

Catalog Page

Product Description

HH706

Flip & Read Sight-Word
Sentences

Elementary
P.41

Our easy-to-use flip books give students the practice they need to master 100 different sight-words…as
they create fun rebus sentences, then read them aloud! Each book has 5 sets of flips covering 10-15 sightwords, plus helpful rebus pictures and ending punctuation. Children just flip through the pages to build
each sentence and read it aloud, then flip to a new word or punctuation mark to change the meaning or
expression. Each book even has the targeted words on the cover for easy reference! You get a set of 15; in
a storage box. Flip books measure 3 1/4" x 9 1/4".

TT557

Lakeshore Nonfiction SightWord Readers - Level 1

Early Childhood
P.188

Introduce early readers to nonfiction text—with high-interest books that provide tons of sight-word
practice! Each book features full-color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of sight-words and
rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children will love to discover—from farm animals to the five
senses. As students explore each book, they focus on just 5-10 sight-words at a time—and get the targeted
practice they need to make each word their own! You get 20 books.
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Elementary
P.41

Introduce early readers to nonfiction text—with super-engaging books that provide tons of higher-level
sight-word practice! Each book features full-color photos and simple text that’s entirely made up of sightwords and rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics that children will love to discover—from shapes to street
signs. The set reviews the 32 sight-words in our Lakeshore Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 1 …and
introduces 32 more! As students explore each book, they focus on just 4 to 9 new sight-words at a
time—and get the targeted practice they need to make each word their own! You get 20 books that fit in
our Book Display Stand for 20 . Each book measures 6" x 6 3/4". Includes a teacher’s guide.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

FF468

Magnetic Sight-Word
Sentence Board

Elementary
P.43

With our easy-to-use magnetic sentence board, even the youngest readers can build tons of simple sightword sentences! Our color-coded magnetic board comes with 14 sight-word phrase magnets, 27 pictureword magnets and 3 punctuation magnets. Children just place a phrase magnet in the red column, any
picture-word magnet in the yellow column and finish off the rebus-style sentence with a period in the
green column—building vocabulary, reading fluency and more as they read each sentence aloud! Magnetic
board measures 8" x 10 1/2".

LC646

Match It! Spanish-English
Words Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from animals to parts of the body, the cards feature kid-friendly
images that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the
words in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LC648

Match It! Spanish-English
Sentences Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from home to the outdoors, the cards feature kid-friendly images
that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the sentences
in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LC647

Match It! Spanish-English
Phrases Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from food to weather, the cards feature kid-friendly images that are
a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the phrases in both
English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 128 activity cards and a guide. Pockets measure 6"
wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts
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DD522

Around Our Community
Vocabulary Development
Photo Card Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a community theme, our library has
50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD528

Foods Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a food and nutrition theme, our
library has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD529

School Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a school theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD527

All About Me Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a self-awareness theme, our library
has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD525

Animals Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on an animal theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts
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Item Name

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 1

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 2

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 3

Can Do! Vocabulary Game Gr. 1-2

Vocabulary Activity Stations

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with prefixes, suffixes, shades of meaning and
more—with every spin! The vocabulary game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner,
plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to
select a question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they distinguish between shades of
meaning, identify similar root words and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with
answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Vocabulary Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential vocabulary skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to explore synonyms and
antonyms, multiple-meaning words, homophones and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Vocabulary Skills

English Language
Arts
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$2.39

Grades K-1

Writing

English Language
Arts

AA394

Early Writing Process Student
Folder

Elementary
P.66

Our folder guides early writers through the writing process—so they can turn out a polished piece every
time! Each folder simplifies the process into 3 steps—plan, write and finish—with helpful illustrations that
show kids what to do before moving on. Plus, when kids get stuck, they just flip the folder over and find
tons of helpful resources—including the alphabet, the first 50 sight-words, a list of adjectives and more.
Best of all, there’s room to store everything inside—from the story plan to the final draft! Folder measures
9 1/2" x 12".

AA997

Build-A-Story Flip Book

Elementary
P.66

Our easy-to-use flip book gives children a fun, hands-on way to create their own stories! It features cute,
illustrated cards for each essential story element—including characters, settings, events and conclusions.
Kids just flip through the cards to choose the elements for their story…then fill in the details on their own!
Spiral-bound book includes 20 flip cards for each story element. Book measures 4 3/4" x 8 3/4".

$16.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

FF236

Sequence & Write Story Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get kids writing creatively—as they describe the
setting and characters, explain the story’s plot, and more! The set includes 10 sequencing mats and 10
different sets of illustrated story tiles. Children place the tiles in order on their mat, then use the pictures
to write their own story step-by-step! There are even key words on the back of each tile to get kids started.
You get a total of 60 tiles; mats measure 4 1/2" x 16 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

LL843

Nonfiction Sequence & Write
Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Students learn to instruct, inform and persuade through writing—with nonfiction tiles that guide young
writers through the process! Children simply sequence the beautifully photographed tiles right on the
mat—then use the pictures to help them write a nonfiction passage with a clear beginning, middle and
end. Each tile even has a word bank on back to help children get started! Includes 10 sequencing mats and
10 corresponding sets of tiles. With 50 tiles in all; mats measure 5 1/2" x 14".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE117

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - K-Gr. 2

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts
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Ready to Write! Prompt Box K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 100 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

$49.99

Grades K-1

Writing

English Language
Arts

RR631

Draw & Write Journal

Early Childhood
P.195

From writing their own stories to illustrating and recording the day’s events—students express their
creative side while they learn! Our spiral-bound book features 60 handy journal pages filled with drawing
and lined writing space designed to help kids exercise their imaginations. There’s even a high-frequency
word list and a helpful writing guide to extend learning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.
Pages have 1/2" ruling.

$3.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP161

Writing Prompts Journal - Gr.
1-2

Elementary
P.70

Our fun-to-use journal has 30 preprinted prompts to get writers started, plus writing and drawing space,
word banks and more. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages. Pages have 1/2" ruling.

$3.99

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD959

Correct the Sentence! Daily
Journal - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.71

$4.29

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG991

Growth Mindset Daily
Practice Journal - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.71

$4.49

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP567

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Reinforce punctuation, capitalization, grammar and understanding of sentence structure with skill-building
activities for every day of the school year! Our journal has daily level-appropriate sentences that contain
grammatical errors. Children just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day!
Journal measures 7" x 8 1/2" and is 84 pages.

Our journal is designed to help students develop a positive, optimistic approach toward learning! Journal
features 180 daily activities, including 36 weekly reading passages. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78
pages.
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DD971

Phonics Interactive Journal

Elementary
P.71

Kids create their own phonics journals—building decoding skills every step of the way! Our journal is
packed with 36 activities to help students master word families, blends and digraphs, final -e and more.
Kids just choose an activity...find the corresponding cutouts at the back of the journal...and create
interactive pages that reinforce each skill! Journal measures 8 1/2" x 10 1/2" and is 58 pages.

$4.49

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG121

Vocabulary Journal

Elementary
P.71

Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets kids record, organize and use tons of
new words! The journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for children to write definitions,
synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a
terrific way to remember each word's meaning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$3.99

Grades 1-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Writing Skills

English Language
Arts

LL597

Writing Super Sentences
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.22

Students learn to write super sentences…with a skill-building center that lets them work at their own pace!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials,
then students use the included activity mats and word and phrase cubes to build sentences! The center has
enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow.
Center includes 4 activity mats, 12 word and phrase cubes, and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress. Chart
measures 9" x 10 1/2".

LM251

Addition Grab & Play Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master addition facts through 20! Kids simply solve addition problems correctly to make their way through
a fun space scene—and the first player to reach the finish wins! You get a game board, 40 problem cards, 4
pawns and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master subtraction facts through 20! Kids simply roll the 10-sided die and match the number to a problem
on the board, placing a counter on the problem—and “bumping” other players’ counters as they go! The
first player to use all their counters wins! You get a game board, 40 problem cards at two levels, 2 card
storage pockets, 20 counters, a 10-sided die and 2 answer cards. For 2-4 players. Game board measures
12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Math - First Grade

LM252

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Subtraction Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 1-2
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$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM252

Subtraction Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master subtraction facts through 20! Kids simply roll the 10-sided die and match the number to a problem
on the board, placing a counter on the problem—and “bumping” other players’ counters as they go! The
first player to use all their counters wins! You get a game board, 40 problem cards at two levels, 2 card
storage pockets, 20 counters, a 10-sided die and 2 answer cards. For 2-4 players. Game board measures
12" x 12".

LM254

Place Value Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master place value skills! Kids simply spin the spinner to select a category, verbally identify numbers
represented in four different ways, and collect game tokens as they go. The first player to fill a tracking mat
with one of each game token wins! You get a game board, a spinner, 48 problem cards, 4 tracking mats, 16
game tokens and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM255

Time Grab & Play Game - Gr.
1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master time! Kids simply show various times on their clock boards, collecting tokens as they go—and the
first player to collect 10 tokens wins! You get 4 clock boards, 40 problem cards, 40 tokens, a drawstring bag
and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Clock boards measure 6 1/4" x 6 1/4".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM256

Money Grab & Play Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master money! Kids simply spin the spinner to collect coins, exchanging smaller values for higher
values—and the first player to reach a dollar wins! You get 4 money mats, 90 coins (pennies, nickels, dimes
and quarters), a spinner and a divided tray. For 2-4 players. Money mats measure 6" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

FF900X

Math Equivalency Puzzles Complete Set

Elementary
P.84

As students fit together our equivalency puzzles, they practice expressing everything from time and money
to operations and fractions...in 4 different ways! Each self-correcting puzzle has 4 simple pieces—students
choose a large puzzle piece that represents a specific value…then connect 3 corresponding pieces that
express the same value! Each set comes with 12 puzzles and an activity guide. Complete set includes all 5
sets shown, for a total of 60 puzzles. Puzzles measure 5" x 6". Each set also available separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$29.99

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE111

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Gr. 1

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get first graders talking about number concepts! Our
activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math concepts,
explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to introduce
a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students think
about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

EE941

Daily Math Practice Journal Gr. 1

Elementary
P.85

Refine kids’ math skills each day of the school year…with challenging activities that target important math
standards in operations, algebraic thinking, geometry and more! Our journal features 35 weeks of
problems that cover key math standards in first grade…and focus on building conceptual understanding
and procedural skills. We’ve even included an answer key for easy self-checking. The journal is 82 pages.

$4.49

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with a variety of skills—from addition and
subtraction to decomposing numbers and making 10! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a
corresponding pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check
their own answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder
measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with measuring using nonstandard units,
gathering data to make graphs and more! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding
pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check their own
answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder measures 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need to practice a variety of skills—including sequencing and comparing
numbers, counting by ones and tens, matching numbers to quantities and more! Children simply grab a
color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch of tiles…follow the simple, 3-step instructions to complete
the activity…then check their own answers for instant reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a
storage box. Each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP712

PP713

PP711

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Operations Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Measurement & Data Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 1

Counting & Place Value
Folder Game Library - K-Gr. 1
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$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP714

Geometry Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.86

Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder games children play on their own! Each ready-to-use game
includes everything students need for independent practice with partitioning shapes, defining shapes by
attributes and more! Children simply grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch of tiles…follow
the simple, 3-step instructions to complete the activity…then check their own answers for instant
reinforcement! Set includes 10 folder games in a storage box. Each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

HH725X

Self-Checking Math MatchUps - Complete Set

Elementary
P.88

These self-correcting puzzles give students hands-on practice with early math concepts—from number
patterns to word problems! Each set includes 30 color-coded 2-piece puzzles that focus on a specific skill.
Children just match up the pieces to solve equations, see equivalents side by side and more. Complete set
includes all 4 sets shown, for a total of 120 puzzles; each measures 3" x 6". Each set also available
separately.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore operations—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on operations
skills…plus enough ten-frames, chips and number tiles for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children
just choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to
complete the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work!
Center includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity
mats measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore place value concepts—with engaging activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on place value
skills…plus enough base 10 pieces and linking cubes for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just
choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete
the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center
includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats
measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore geometry concepts—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on geometry
skills…plus enough 2-D and 3-D shapes for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just choose an
activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete the activity
at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center includes 15 activity
mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats measure 8" x 10".⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE656

EE659

EE658

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Teaching Operations Activity
Center

Teaching Place Value Activity
Center

Teaching Geometry Activity
Center
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Elementary
P.88

Our skill-building center makes it easy to strengthen number sense—with engaging activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on number sense
skills…plus enough number tiles and plastic chips for up to 4 students to work with at once! Children just
choose an activity and the matching set of manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete
the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! Center
includes 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives, answer cards and a guide; activity mats
measure 8" x 10".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for kindergarten and grade 1 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with
manipulatives that align to major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with
everything from counting and base 10 to comparing numbers and building shapes. Use the manipulatives
to review key concepts with a small or large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math
skills on their own. You get a write & wipe number line, a write & wipe 120-chart, 13 pattern blocks, base
10 blocks (10 tens rods and 25 ones cubes), 2 ten-frames and 20 double-sided counters! Plus, the sturdy
plastic toolbox is designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are always within reach.
Toolbox comes with an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$21.99

Grades K-1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.90

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our addition cards, 120-chart and more to play—helping
children practice everything from adding and subtracting to balancing equations. Plus, an in-depth activity
book describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at
school. The pack includes 7 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus playing cards, dice and
more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students strengthen their understanding of shapes—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to
use! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the fun, train-shaped puzzle pieces to match up fractions and descriptions
with pictorial representations! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 80 puzzle pieces, 4
pouches (20 per pouch), plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students get focused place value practice—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use the included write & wipe mats and foam number dice to explore place value to hundreds at
their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a doublesided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a
cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 12 colored foam number dice, 4 write & wipe
activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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Elementary
P.94

Measurement concepts are easy to grasp—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use the included write & wipe mats, rulers and lizard shapes to estimate and measure lengths!
The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 4 write & wipe activity mats, 4 rulers, 16 die-cut lizards and 4 write
& wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card
to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students master analog and digital time—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use fun, watch-shaped puzzles to match each analog time with its digital and word forms! The
center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 120 puzzle pieces (30 per pouch), 4 pouches…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Graphing concepts are a cinch to understand—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and cute sea life manipulatives to collect
data, then create and interpret their own bar graphs! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students
to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the
activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4
activity mats, 72 sea life manipulatives, 4 write & wipe markers and more…plus a guide with differentiated
instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students explore geometric shapes—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our instant
center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then students
use the included write & wipe mats and fun-to-complete puzzles to build and describe a variety of shapes!
The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, four 12-piece puzzles and 4 write & wipe
markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to
track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students create and solve tons of equations—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and spinners to practice addition and
subtraction at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 spinners,
4 write & wipe markers and more…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write &
wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

DD573

Money Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.94

Students explore a variety of coin combinations—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and activity cards to compare money values
and count coin combinations! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, 36 activity
cards, plastic coins, 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a
write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE992

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Multiplication and Division
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize multiplication and division
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$24.99

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP221

Pop to Win! Math Game - Gr.
1

Elementary
P.96

Perfect for demonstrating understanding of math concepts, plus extra practice and review, this actionpacked math game lets children develop essential skills as they play! Our game features 75 questions based
on key math standards, including solving word problems, comparing numbers, telling time, interpreting
data, recognizing shapes and more. Children just draw a card and solve the problem…then pop the popper
to move around the game board! Game includes everything you need for 2-4 players; game board
measures 13" x 13".

EE486

Roll & Solve Addition Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced addition game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the dice
and using the values to fill in the missing numbers in all positions. The game includes 8 double-sided write
& wipe game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards
are self-checking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE487

Roll & Solve Subtraction
Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced subtraction game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the
dice and using the values to fill in missing numbers in all positions. The game includes 8 double-sided write
& wipe game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards
are self-checking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE488

Roll & Solve Money Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced money game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the dice
and using the values to fill in missing bill and coin values. The game includes 8 double-sided write & wipe
game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards are selfchecking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE489

Roll & Solve Place Value
Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced place value game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the
dice and using the values to fill in missing numbers. The game includes 8 double-sided write & wipe game
cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards are selfchecking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP661

Pick-A-Problem Math WarmUps - Gr. 1

Elementary
P.97

Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key math standards in just a few
minutes each day! Great for daily warm-ups, extra practice, math centers and more, our set includes 100
question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word problems—all targeting first-grade
standards for math. The set even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a mystery
box. Box measures 7 1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grade 1

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LC165

Place Value Activity Kit

Elementary
P.100

Our kit lets kids use colorful plastic place value blocks to visually represent ones, tens, hundreds and
thousands—even build and solve equations! Kit comes with 2 write & wipe mats, 100 unit cubes, ten 10unit rods, ten 100-unit flats and one 1,000-unit cube, plus 2 write & wipe markers.

$34.99

Grades 1-3

Numbers &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.102

Students build their own visual models as they explore our hands-on number bonds! Kids just write a
number from 1 to 20 on top of each board, snap on the counting pieces and slide them into two groups to
show as many number combinations as possible! You get four activity boards with write & wipe spaces to
write out each number bond, plus 84 counting pieces. Activity boards measure 14 1/2". Write & wipe
markers sold separately. ⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-1

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.102

As kids put together our skill-building sun puzzles, they boost addition fluency—in a concrete, visual way!
Each self-correcting puzzle features a number from 1 to 20, plus 5 equation pieces. Kids just match the
number in the sun’s center to the corresponding equations—developing addition fluency with instant
reinforcement! Each set includes 17 puzzles divided into 4 skill levels that gradually progress in difficulty.
Complete set includes all 3 sets shown, for a total of 51 puzzles. Puzzles measure 6". Each set also available
separately.

$69.99

Grades 1-2

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

DD267

AA620X

TT326

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Snap & Slide Number Bonds Set of 4

Addition Fluency Puzzles Complete Set

Addition Facts Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 2
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Subtraction Facts Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 2

Multiplication Facts Folder
Game Library - Gr. 3-5
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Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

TT329

Division Facts Folder Game
Library - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

DS101

Daily Science Reproducible
Activities - Gr. 1

Elementary
P.128

Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of the school year! Our engaging
book has daily 10- to 15-minute activities that teach first graders life, earth and physical science concepts
with reproducibles, hands-on experiments and more! Book is 192 pages.

$29.99

Grade 1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate rocks and soil in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including 15 rock
samples for students to examine, a magnifier, sieve and scale…plus write & wipe experiment posters,
vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - First Grade

FF982

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr.
1-3
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GG862

Rocks & Soil Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students dig a hole to the other side of Earth, blast through a volcano, learn to identify different types of
rocks and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help
students investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF987

Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of animals! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including photo cards, a food
chain slider, animal footprint stamps…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG866

Animals Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students solve an animal mystery, follow a fish through the food chain and more—with super-accessible
books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 13 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics even further—including
both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$28.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF984

Force & Motion Activity Tub Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate force and motion! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including toy cars, spools and marbles
for experimenting with action and reaction, ramps, a stopwatch and measuring tape…plus write & wipe
experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains marble. Not for children under 3
yrs.

GG864

Force & Motion Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students investigate gravity, race downhill in a soapbox derby, learn how forces make things move and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Force & Motion Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.
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$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF988

Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the different states of matter! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including foam, wood and
metal blocks, test tubes, eyedroppers, food coloring, a balance scale…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

GG867

Matter Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students search for liquids, learn about the properties of solids, watch water change into a gas and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further.

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF985

Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of insects! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including 14 plastic bugs, a
bug viewer, magnifier, insects flip book…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG863

Insects Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students meet giant insects, follow the adventures of a fascinating ladybug, learn how a butterfly grows
and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to
our Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$33.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to observe and investigate weather! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including thermometers, an
anemometer, a rain gauge, wind vane, weather maps and photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF983

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 13
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GG869

Weather Book Library - Gr. 13

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why the wind blows, practice weather forecasting, search for shelter in a thunderstorm and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$31.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF989

Solar System Activity Tub Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the solar system! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including a model of Earth, the sun and
moon, a constellation viewer, photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards,
writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

GG868

Solar System Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students take a field trip through space, learn why stars twinkle, observe the phases of the moon and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Solar System Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$34.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF986

Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate plants in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities covering
5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you get tons of
ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including seeds and peat pellets,
stamps with different plant parts, rulers…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG865

Plants Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why trees have leaves, discover the many fascinating functions of flowers, watch a seed
grow and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students
investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.
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HH219

Can Do! Magnification
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover magnification…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get a magnifier, a jumbo specimen viewer and 5 real-life
specimens—everything children need to complete the activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH221

Can Do! Color & Light
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover color and light…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete the
activities—including 2 mirrors, 4 color paddles, a flashlight and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH223

Early Childhood
Can Do! Motion Discovery Kit
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover motion…with tons of materials for hands-on exploration!
Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on their
own—with no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete each
activity—including a ramp, balls, toy cars and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH224

Early Childhood
Can Do! Sound Discovery Kit
P.216

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover sound…with tons of materials for hands-on exploration! Kit
comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on their own—with
no reading required! Plus, you get everything children need to complete each activity—including a tuning
fork, bells, wooden blocks and more.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Our ready-to-use kit invites children to discover buoyancy…with tons of materials for hands-on
exploration! Kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a cinch for kids to conduct experiments on
their own—with no reading required! Plus, you get a container, an eyedropper and 8 real-life
manipulatives—everything children need to complete the activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD Item contains small parts and marbles. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

HH220

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Can Do! Sink or Float
Discovery Kit

Early Childhood
P.216
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Kids learn how magnets attract and repel—as they “magically” move objects across a table, make magnets
float in midair and more! Our ready-to-use kit is packed with materials for hands-on exploration, including
Early Childhood 6 photo activity cards with simple visual instructions—so kids can conduct experiments on their own. Plus,
P.216
you get everything children need to complete the activities—including various types of magnets, iron filings
and colored plastic disks. Storage canister measures 6 1/2" tall.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$24.99

Grades K-1

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for kindergartners & first-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include maps, citizenship, community, cardinal directions, and famous American figures, holidays
and symbols.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Community,
Citizenship, Maps.
American Figures, &
Symbols

Social Studies

$99.50

Grades 1-3

Geography &
Mapping

Social Studies

Social Studies - First Grade

PP856

Social Studies File Folder
Games - K-Gr. 1

EE222

Landforms & Mapping
Resource Box

Elementary
P.138

Our activity-filled resource box has everything students need to learn about using maps and identifying
important geographical features…and develop reading and writing skills at the same time! The set features
realistic props that give students a tactile and visual sense of important topics—from a full-color map and
globe to a working compass and 3-D landform mold. Plus, we’ve provided tons of ready-to-use teaching
tools that support national social studies standards and build essential language skills—from reading for
information and developing comprehension to writing in a variety of styles and genres. You even get a
guide with over 20 pages of skill-building reproducibles and activities! Box measures 12" x 15".

TT760

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - K-Gr. 1

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help kids master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3-step
instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing computational
thinking and problem-solving skills along the way! You get 10 different activity folders, each with game
tiles, a pawn and a storage pouch. Set of folders includes an activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide
when open.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

Introduce 21st-century skills like electronics and robotics—as students design and build with our actionfilled circuits! Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direction for endless exploration, and a
variety of tiles let children experiment with light, sound, motion and more. Follow our guide to build 2-D
and 3-D circuits—from a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations! Set comes
with 15 tiles; each measures 3" x 3". Detailed guide features easy-to-follow instructions for 8 challenge
activities. Requires one 9-volt battery (not included).

$99.50

Grades 1-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM - First Grade

PP738

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Power Tiles Circuit Kit Starter Set
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Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they build a chair even Goldilocks can’t break! Our kit helps
children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to explore a
challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 40 pegs, 36
platforms, 4 figures, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and full support. Longest
platform measures 5 3/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children
under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP639

Goldilocks & the Three Bears Early Childhood
Problem Solving STEM Kit
P.224

PP637

Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they design a house that can’t be blown down! Our kit helps
children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to explore a
The Three Little Pigs Problem Early Childhood
challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 18 foam blocks,
Solving STEM Kit
P.224
36 panels in 2 sizes, 3 pigs, a wolf, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and full support. Blocks
measure 1 1/2".

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP638

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Problem Solving STEM Kit

Kids engineer a happy fairy tale ending—as they construct a bridge that keeps 3 goats safe from the troll!
Our kit helps children discover the STEM in one of their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspires them to
Early Childhood explore a challenging situation until they find a solution! The kit includes a STEM-focused story card, 35
P.224
wooden blocks with hook & loop fastener, 3 goats, a troll, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with
lesson plans and full support. Troll measures 4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$59.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM Science Station Motion

Students get a hands-on understanding of objects in motion—as they race carts down ramps, launch
“bugs” toward a target and more! Our innovative STEM science station encourages children to learn about
motion through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform simple
Early Childhood
experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the station features an
P.223
engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills! Station
includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM Science Station Magnets

Children use magnets to push cars up a ramp, move a magnetic mouse through a maze and more—as they
learn all about magnetism and magnetic fields! Our innovative STEM science station encourages children to
learn about magnetism through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform
Early Childhood
simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the station features an
P.223
engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills! Station
includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

TT158

TT156

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name
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PP565

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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or Float

Create-A-Chain Reaction
STEM Kit - Pre K-Gr. 2 Starter Set
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From making a raft sink to getting a sea star to float, our innovative STEM science station is packed with
hands-on experiments that help children explore and understand the science behind buoyancy! It includes
Early Childhood 8 cards that prompt students to perform simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete
P.223
each one. Plus, the station features an engineering activity to extend the learning—and build criticalthinking and problem-solving skills! Station includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-1

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Kids set off a chain reaction of fun! Our set lets pre-k through second-grade students set up a course of
ramps, pendulums, hammers, switches and more…then drop a ball onto the tracks and go for the goal box!
After each test run, kids will fine-tune the placement, distance and angle of each piece—getting firsthand
practice with STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum! Packed with super-durable plastic
pieces, the set is perfect for open-ended building—or kids can use the leveled challenge cards to create a
variety of different courses from scratch! Set comes with 37 pieces, plus 4 balls, 6 challenge cards and a
guide. The tracks measure 12" in length.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and
small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.122

Product Description
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Can Do! Phonics Game - Gr. 12

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with blends, digraphs and more—with every
spin! The phonics game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and
60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to select a question in one of 3
categories, then collect tokens as they decode two-syllable words, identify the correct word ending and
more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with context clues, key details and more—with
every spin! The comprehension game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44
game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to select a
question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they answer questions about key details, decode
context clues and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy
self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - Second Grade

HH439

HH507

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Can Do! Comprehension
Game - Gr. 1-2

HH412

Can Do! Language Skills
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with adjectives, adverbs, plural nouns and
more—with every spin! The language skills game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner,
plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to
select a question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they identify the correct verb tense, choose
the correct plural form of a word and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with
answer cards for easy self-checking.

HH132

Can Do! Vowel Sounds Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with vowel sounds—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they identify long vowels, short vowels and vowel combinations. The first player to collect
10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH133

Can Do! Word Families Game
- Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with word families—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they use word families and identify onsets and rimes. The first player to collect 10 tokens
wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH134

Can Do! Sight-Words Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with sight-words—with every spin! The game
canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards
written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then
collect tokens as they match, build and use sight-words. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game
comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH131

Can Do! Phonemic
Awareness Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides the skill-building practice kids need to develop phonemic awareness—with
every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and
60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of
three categories, then collect tokens as they identify beginning, middle and ending sounds. The first player
to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with prefixes, suffixes, shades of meaning and
more—with every spin! The vocabulary game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner,
plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards designed to build foundational skills. Players simply spin to
select a question in one of 3 categories, then collect tokens as they distinguish between shades of
meaning, identify similar root words and more! The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with
answer cards for easy self-checking.

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students learn to write super sentences…with a skill-building center that lets them work at their own pace!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials,
then students use the included activity mats and word and phrase cubes to build sentences! The center has
enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow.
Center includes 4 activity mats, 12 word and phrase cubes, and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress. Chart
measures 9" x 10 1/2".

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students identify spelling patterns and build tons of words—with a skill-building center that lets them work
at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set
out the materials…then students use fun spinners and write & wipe mats to build and write word after
word! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch
for students to follow. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 spinners and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide
with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH411

LL597

DD234

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Can Do! Vocabulary Game Gr. 1-2

Writing Super Sentences
Instant Learning Center

Word Families Instant
Learning Center
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$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

DD235

Phonics Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

Students build and sound out tons of words—with a skill-building phonics center that lets them work at
their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out
the materials…then kids use the included write & wipe mats and flip books to create each word—and
practice writing it on their own! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 flip books and 4 write
& wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card
to track students’ progress.

DD216

Reading Comprehension
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.22

Children learn to identify key details, major story events and characters—with our skill-building center that
lets them work at their own pace! Our center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students at
once—including 4 activity mats, 8 foam word cubes, a double-sided chart with easy-to-follow illustrated
instructions and an answer key. You even get an assessment card to track students’ progress!

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.22

Students master sequencing…with a skill-building learning center that lets them work at their own pace!
Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials, then
students use the included story mats and story puzzles to sequence a short fictional story! The center has
enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives
everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow.
Center includes 4 story mats, 4 pouches with 16 puzzle pieces and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide
with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LL596

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Sequencing Instant Learning
Center

DD233

Contractions Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

Students get a hands-on grasp of contractions—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work at
their own pace! Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use activity mats and fun word tiles to analyze and build each contraction—and
develop grammar skills step-by-step! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. The center includes 4 activity mats and 4 drawstring
bags that each contain 18 tiles…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

LL582

Verb Tense Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

As children lace up verb tenses, they practice expressing the past, present and future…and build reading
skills! Our center comes with 4 activity mats and 4 write & wipe markers, so up to 4 kids can work at
once—plus a double-sided chart with step-by-step instructions that make independent practice a breeze.
You even get an assessment card to track students’ progress.
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$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

DD238

Capitalization and
Punctuation Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.22

Students practice punctuation and capitalization—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work
at their own pace! Our instant center has everything kids need to build skills independently: Just set out
the materials…then students use the included write & wipe sentence cards and handy sorting mats to
correct a variety of sentences! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. The center includes 4 sorting mats, 4
pouches that each include 15 different sentence cards, 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

GG103

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Gr. 2

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help
second graders boost skills in vocabulary, phonics, grammar, writing and reading comprehension. Plus, kids
can use the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 77 pages.

$4.49

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential phonics skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build words with blends,
identify spelling patterns, sort vowel sounds and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential word working skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their
own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build contractions, sort parts
of speech, construct plurals and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4 reproducible activity
sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential vocabulary skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to explore synonyms and
antonyms, multiple-meaning words, homophones and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

FF421

FF422

FF423

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Phonics Activity Stations

Word Work Activity Stations

Vocabulary Activity Stations
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Elementary
P.24

Students build essential writing skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to produce poetry, descriptive
writing, imaginative writing and more! Set includes a guide with 4 reproducible activity sheets and a
recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

FF424

Reading Comprehension
Activity Stations

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential reading comprehension skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work
at their own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with
enough hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to identify main ideas,
supporting details, nonfiction text features and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

PP578

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover vocabulary concepts from shades of meaning to compound words. Students
just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to form and use nouns, pronouns, adverbs and more.
Center comes with 190 cards total and measures 8 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP579

Match & Sort Phonics
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches covering phonics concepts from word families to words with tricky spellings. Students
just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to decode two-syllable words, distinguish long and
short vowels, identify prefixes and suffixes, and more. Center comes with 160 cards total and measures 8
1/2".

PP576

Match & Sort Reading
Comprehension Quickies - Gr.
2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover reading concepts from sequencing to making inferences. Students just grab a
pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to compare and contrast key details, identify informational text
features and more. Center comes with 141 cards total and measures 8 1/2" .
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PP577

Match & Sort Language Skills
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover language skills from guide words to verbs. Students just grab a pouch, then
follow the 3-step instructions to form and use nouns, pronouns, adverbs and more. Center comes with 151
cards total and measures 8 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost reading skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Our
library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about learning—from
determining the main idea to comparing and contrasting key details from two texts. Best of all, the games
come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice,
then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost writing and language skills than with super-appealing games that students love
to play! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about
learning—from using proper punctuation to completing sentences with adjectives and adverbs. Best of all,
the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent
practice, then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity
guide. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost reading and language skills than with super-appealing games that students love
to play! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about
learning—from identifying vowel teams to decoding words with prefixes and suffixes. Best of all, the games
come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice,
then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost vocabulary skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play!
Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about learning—from using
context clues to distinguishing between shades of meaning. Best of all, the games come ready to play:
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the
simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide. Folders measure 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

RR797

RR796

RR799

RR798

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Reading Comprehension
Folder Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Grammar & Writing Folder
Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Phonics & Language Skills
Folder Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - Gr. 2-3
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LL938
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Teaching Phonemic
Awareness Skills Activity
Center

Teaching Phonics Skills
Activity Center

Teaching Vocabulary Skills
Activity Center

Teaching Comprehension
Skills Activity Center

Teaching Fluency Skills
Activity Center

Catalog Page

Product Description
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Grades
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Elementary
P.28

Help students practice and reinforce phonemic awareness skills…as they complete these engaging, handson activities! Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential
component of reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use
colorful picture cards to count sounds, sort syllables, match up vowel sounds and more—building
phonemic awareness skills independently! The center includes 15 write & wipe activity mats, 62 picture
cards, 4 vinyl pouches, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 answer cards and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore phonics concepts—with involving activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including missing sounds, two-syllable words and more. Children just choose an activity mat, follow the
step-by-step directions and use the letter tiles to complete the activity at their own pace…then use the
included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4
students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 148 letter tiles and a guide.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore vocabulary concepts—with involving activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including identifying shades of meaning, adjectives, attributes and more. Children just choose an activity
mat, follow the step-by-step directions and use the word tiles to complete the activity at their own
pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 74 word tiles and
a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore reading comprehension—with involving activities
students can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading
skills, including identifying cause and effect, main ideas and more. Children just choose an activity mat and
a book, follow the step-by-step directions to complete it at their own pace…then use the included answer
cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4 students at once,
including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 books and a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Students get lots of skill-building fluency practice—as they complete these engaging, hands-on activities!
Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential component of
reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use fun flip books
to read high-interest stories, identify difficult words, time their reading speeds, read with expression and
more—developing essential fluency skills in a variety of genres. The center includes 15 write & wipe activity
mats, 4 flip books, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 one-minute timers and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH871

Multiple Meanings Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students define words with multiple meanings, use them to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH872

Prefixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match prefixes to root words, define words using prefixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH873

Suffixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match suffixes to root words, define words using suffixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH874

Synonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match up synonyms, use synonyms to build a story and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH875

Antonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students identify and define antonyms, use antonyms to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH876

Using Context Clues Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students use context clues to define words, build sentences, answer questions and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.30

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use our booklets, cards
and more to play—helping children practice everything from detecting key details to sorting words. Plus,
an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even explains how family engagement can boost
student achievement at school. The pack includes 4 high-interest booklets covering fiction and nonfiction,
60 word tiles, 25 key detail question cards, a game board and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch.
Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.33

Our hands-on teaching tubs provide the extra reinforcement kids need to understand vowel sounds—and
develop word recognition and decoding skills, too! Each tub is filled with miniature objects whose names
contain one of 10 major vowel sounds…with separate tubs for long and short vowels so children can focus
on one sound at a time. Children practice vowel sounds as they explore the objects, sort them into the
proper tubs…or even match them to the words on the lids! You get 10 tubs, 60 miniatures and an activity
guide.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$79.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$79.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC874

LC682

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Gr. 2

Vowel Teaching Tubs

LA374

Blends & Digraphs Teaching
Tubs

Elementary
P.33

As children explore our skill-building tubs, they learn to identify initial blend and digraph sounds—and finetune decoding skills as they play. Each terrific tub is packed with lots of adorable miniatures for children to
explore…and each tub is labeled with the appropriate blend or digraph sound, so kids can sort the objects
into the tubs as they sound them out. You get 12 plastic tubs, plus 60 miniature objects and a complete
guide that’s packed with activities.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for
children under 3 yrs.

GG369

Touch & Read CVC Words
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master CVC words—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".
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GG367

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master blends and digraphs—one phoneme at a time! Kids just
select a word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and
find its matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG368

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Match

Elementary
P.34

With these engaging match-ups, children master vowel sounds—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find its
matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6 answer
cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG472

Touch & Read Vowel Sounds
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master vowel sounds in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG473

Touch & Read Blends &
Digraphs Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master words with blends and digraphs in a hands-on, tactile way—within
the context of simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus
words, plus arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the
corresponding picture card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6
storage pockets and 6 answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG471

Touch & Read CVC Words
Sentence Match

Elementary
P.34

Students build phonics skills and master CVC words in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of
simple sentences! The sentence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus
arrows to help kids blend the sounds together. Kids read a sentence, then find the corresponding picture
card to make a match! You get 48 textured sentence cards, 48 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and 6
answer cards. Pockets measure 3" x 10 1/4".

$34.99

Grades K-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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EE591

Roll & Read Blends &
Digraphs Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with blends and digraphs…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
build words by matching initial blends and digraphs to word endings. Kids just roll the dice and try to be
the first to build all of their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity
cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

EE594

Roll & Read Long Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with long vowel sounds…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use long vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE597

Roll & Read Short Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with short vowel sounds...with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use short vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 4 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE568

Roll & Read Word Family
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids roll the dice, start the timer…then combine onsets and rimes to build tons of words before time is up!
Game highlights 24 different word families and includes 4 self-checking write & wipe activity cards, 4 write
& wipe markers, 8 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.37

Students flip, stack and build phonics skills—and grow their vocabularies—word after word! Kids simply
open one of the photographic flip books and build the first word with the stacking tiles…then they stack a
new tile on top, changing one beginning, middle or ending sound at a time until they’ve built all the words
in the book! You get 12 flip books covering short vowels, long vowels, blends and digraphs, plus 125 tiles in
3 bags. Flip books measure 2" x 7 3/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

TT331

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Stack & Build Phonics Flip
Books
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EE706

Snap & Build Vowel Sounds

Elementary
P.37

Mastering vowel sounds is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 58 one-letter clips, 10 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4"
x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE707

Snap & Build Blends &
Digraphs

Elementary
P.37

Mastering blends and digraphs is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist!
Students just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And
with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the
same time! You get 20 picture boards, 49 one-letter clips, 20 two-letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2
3/4" x 4 1/2".

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE708

Snap & Build CVC Words

Elementary
P.37

Mastering CVC words is a snap —with hands-on picture boards and letter clips kids can’t resist! Students
just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the word that matches the picture. And with
enough letter clips to build all the words at once, the set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same
time! You get 20 picture boards, 60 letter clips and a guide. Boards measure 2 3/4" x 4 1/2".⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP621

Prefixes & Suffixes Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master prefixes and suffixes—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to build words and identify prefixes and suffixes at their own pace! Center
includes enough materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment
card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP622

Decoding 2-Syllable Words
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids decode two-syllable words—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to complete fun word puzzles at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts
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PP623

Blends & Digraphs Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids explore blends and digraphs—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to complete blend and digraph riddles at their own pace! Center includes
enough materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and
more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP625

Final E Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master final-E words—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to unscramble final-E words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP624

Vowel Teams Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids explore vowel teams—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to write vowel-team words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

PP626

Short Vowels Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.39

Kids master short vowels—with a ready-to-use learning center that helps children build skills
independently! Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction chart…then students follow the
simple, step-by-step directions to build short-vowel words at their own pace! Center includes enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, plus a teacher’s guide, write & wipe assessment card and more.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify short vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

FF456

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Magnetic Short Vowels Word
Building Board
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Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify long vowel sounds as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound!
Our magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify digraphs as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades K-2

Phonological
Awareness &
Phonics

English Language
Arts

FF459

Magnetic Blends Word
Building Board

Elementary
P.39

Students learn to identify blends as they practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our
magnetic board comes with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture
magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted.
Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by
sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns and building language skills as they go! Set includes an
8" x 10 1/2" board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide.

DD812

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 12

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 1-2, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 76 pages and has a removable answer key in back.

$4.49

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP469

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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PP467

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP669

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in social studies, science, nature and more! Students just read through each high-interest text,
then use evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Each set includes 90 write & wipe and
reproducible activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11";
with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-2

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP667

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in history, science and more! Students just read through each high-interest text, then use
evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Set includes 90 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer
cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL399

Understanding Idioms
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make idioms easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different idiom with
a simple sentence that shows how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve
even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each idiom, so children really master each
one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL397

Understanding Homophones
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make homophones easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different
homophone pair with simple sentences that show how each word is used in context, plus a picture clue for
extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
homophone, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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LL398

Understanding Multiple
Meanings Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make multiple-meaning words easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a
different multiple-meaning word with simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture
clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
word, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 1

Mastering the 25 most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children love
to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build the
Early Childhood word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect for
P.188
multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 67 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 2

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 82 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Early Childhood
P.188

Mastering 25 of the most common sight-words is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children
love to use! Kids just grab a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build
the word one letter at a time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words at once, the set is perfect
for multiple children to work with at the same time. You get 25 sight-word boards, 93 letter clips and an
activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small
parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.41

Our easy-to-use flip books give students the practice they need to master 100 different sight-words…as
they create fun rebus sentences, then read them aloud! Each book has 5 sets of flips covering 10-15 sightwords, plus helpful rebus pictures and ending punctuation. Children just flip through the pages to build
each sentence and read it aloud, then flip to a new word or punctuation mark to change the meaning or
expression. Each book even has the targeted words on the cover for easy reference! You get a set of 15; in
a storage box. Flip books measure 3 1/4" x 9 1/4".

$49.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

TT752

TT753

TT754

HH706

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Snap & Build Sight-Words Level 3

Flip & Read Sight-Word
Sentences
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$29.99

Grades K-2

Sight-Words

English Language
Arts

FF468

Magnetic Sight-Word
Sentence Board

Elementary
P.43

With our easy-to-use magnetic sentence board, even the youngest readers can build tons of simple sightword sentences! Our color-coded magnetic board comes with 14 sight-word phrase magnets, 27 pictureword magnets and 3 punctuation magnets. Children just place a phrase magnet in the red column, any
picture-word magnet in the yellow column and finish off the rebus-style sentence with a period in the
green column—building vocabulary, reading fluency and more as they read each sentence aloud! Magnetic
board measures 8" x 10 1/2".

LC646

Match It! Spanish-English
Words Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from animals to parts of the body, the cards feature kid-friendly
images that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the
words in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LC648

Match It! Spanish-English
Sentences Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from home to the outdoors, the cards feature kid-friendly images
that are a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the sentences
in both English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 160 activity cards and a guide. Pockets
measure 6" wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LC647

Match It! Spanish-English
Phrases Activity Pockets

Elementary
P.54

Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary skills—with every match students
make! With 8 different topics ranging from food to weather, the cards feature kid-friendly images that are
a cinch for children to identify. Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then read the phrases in both
English and Spanish. The set includes 8 pockets with 128 activity cards and a guide. Pockets measure 6"
wide.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD522

Around Our Community
Vocabulary Development
Photo Card Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a community theme, our library has
50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts
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DD528

Foods Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a food and nutrition theme, our
library has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD529

School Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a school theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD527

All About Me Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a self-awareness theme, our library
has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD525

Animals Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on an animal theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LL571

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 1
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Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades K-2

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

LL573

English Language
Development Activity Cards Level 3

Elementary
P.55

Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening! Ideal for
individual, small-group or whole-class instruction, our leveled set includes 50 double-sided cards that have
a step-by-step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students
master the concept on the other. As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they
need to strengthen their daily use of English. Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on
English language assessments! Plus, we’ve included a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script to walk kids
through the activities. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

FF358

The Writing Process Student
Folder

Elementary
P.67

This handy folder guides students step-by-step through the writing process—with fold-out pockets that
store everything from the initial story map to the final draft! Plus, each side of the folder is jam-packed
with information to help students along the way, including topic ideas, an editing checklist and more.
Students just follow the simple steps on each of the 4 inside pockets...and produce a polished piece every
time! Folder measures 9 1/2" x 12".

$2.59

Grades 2-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

AA997

Build-A-Story Flip Book

Elementary
P.66

Our easy-to-use flip book gives children a fun, hands-on way to create their own stories! It features cute,
illustrated cards for each essential story element—including characters, settings, events and conclusions.
Kids just flip through the cards to choose the elements for their story…then fill in the details on their own!
Spiral-bound book includes 20 flip cards for each story element. Book measures 4 3/4" x 8 3/4".

$16.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

Sequence & Write Story Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get kids writing creatively—as they describe the
setting and characters, explain the story’s plot, and more! The set includes 10 sequencing mats and 10
different sets of illustrated story tiles. Children place the tiles in order on their mat, then use the pictures
to write their own story step-by-step! There are even key words on the back of each tile to get kids started.
You get a total of 60 tiles; mats measure 4 1/2" x 16 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

FF236

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name
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LL843

Nonfiction Sequence & Write
Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Students learn to instruct, inform and persuade through writing—with nonfiction tiles that guide young
writers through the process! Children simply sequence the beautifully photographed tiles right on the
mat—then use the pictures to help them write a nonfiction passage with a clear beginning, middle and
end. Each tile even has a word bank on back to help children get started! Includes 10 sequencing mats and
10 corresponding sets of tiles. With 50 tiles in all; mats measure 5 1/2" x 14".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG139

Build-A-Paragraph Flip Book

Elementary
P.67

Our flip book gives children all the elements they need to write complete paragraphs one step at a time! It
features 72 flip cards that let kids choose their own topics…select 3 detail words to write supporting
sentences…then choose preprinted conclusions to make their paragraphs complete! Book measures 5" x 8
1/2".

$16.99

Grades 2-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE117

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - K-Gr. 2

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

Ready to Write! Prompt Box Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 100 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

$49.99

Grades 2-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

Draw & Write Journal

Early Childhood
P.195

From writing their own stories to illustrating and recording the day’s events—students express their
creative side while they learn! Our spiral-bound book features 60 handy journal pages filled with drawing
and lined writing space designed to help kids exercise their imaginations. There’s even a high-frequency
word list and a helpful writing guide to extend learning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.
Pages have 1/2" ruling.

$3.99

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP568

RR631

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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PP161

Writing Prompts Journal - Gr.
1-2

Elementary
P.70

Our fun-to-use journal has 30 preprinted prompts to get writers started, plus writing and drawing space,
word banks and more. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages. Pages have 1/2" ruling.

$3.99

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD959

Correct the Sentence! Daily
Journal - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.71

$4.29

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG991

Growth Mindset Daily
Practice Journal - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.71

Our journal is designed to help students develop a positive, optimistic approach toward learning! Journal
features 180 daily activities, including 36 weekly reading passages. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78
pages.

$4.49

Grades 1-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD971

Phonics Interactive Journal

Elementary
P.71

Kids create their own phonics journals—building decoding skills every step of the way! Our journal is
packed with 36 activities to help students master word families, blends and digraphs, final -e and more.
Kids just choose an activity...find the corresponding cutouts at the back of the journal...and create
interactive pages that reinforce each skill! Journal measures 8 1/2" x 10 1/2" and is 58 pages.

$4.49

Grades K-2

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG121

Vocabulary Journal

Elementary
P.71

Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets kids record, organize and use tons of
new words! The journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for children to write definitions,
synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a
terrific way to remember each word's meaning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$3.99

Grades 1-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

Reinforce punctuation, capitalization, grammar and understanding of sentence structure with skill-building
activities for every day of the school year! Our journal has daily level-appropriate sentences that contain
grammatical errors. Children just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day!
Journal measures 7" x 8 1/2" and is 84 pages.
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PP765

Fractions Discovery Can - Gr.
2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with fractions concepts! Inside, kids discover
25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a
card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice building fractions with plastic counters,
representing fractions on a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Fractions

Math

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Fractions

Math

PP633

Grab & Match Leveled
Fractions Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost fraction skills—with every match! The set features 15 games that
gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a pouch,
then work on their own to match fractions and visual representations, identify fractions in word and
number form, and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box
measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Fractions

Math

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

Math - Second Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

GG458

Build & Learn Geometric
Shapes Kit

Elementary
P.107

As students piece together our easy-fitting sticks and connectors, they learn to build, identify and describe
geometric shapes! The 12 activity cards guide children along as they build everything from a simple triangle
to a rectangular prism…and practice identifying faces and edges, comparing shapes and more. Kit includes
over 200 pieces; large sticks measure 4 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

TT566

Build & Learn Area &
Perimeter Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids solve area and perimeter problems…by building models that make these tough concepts easy to
grasp! Our kit includes 240 colorful wooden tiles, plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards with helpful pictures,
formulas and hints. We’ve even included a definition card—to help reinforce key vocabulary. Best of all,
when kids are done solving a problem, they just flip the card over to check their own work! Tiles measure
1".
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Build & Learn Volume Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids find the volume of rectangular prisms and rectilinear figures—with durable manipulatives that provide
tons of hands-on experience! Our kit comes with 160 wooden cubes—plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards.
Simply set the kit in your math center and let kids select an activity card…then watch as they uncover
volume concepts by building and deconstructing 3-D shapes. Best of all, kids just flip the cards over to
check their own answers! Cubes measure 1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Geometry &
Measurement

Math

PP768

Geometric Measurement
Discovery Can - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of geometric measurement
concepts! Inside, kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each
problem. Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice drawing shapes
on a write & wipe geoboard, finding the perimeter with perimeter sticks and more! Can measures 6 1/2"
tall.

PP636

Grab & Match Leveled
Geometry & Geometric
Measurement Quickies - Gr. 23

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost geometry and measurement skills—with every match! The set
features 15 games that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch.
Children just grab a pouch, then work on their own to identify shapes, solve word problems and more! You
get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Geometry &
Measurement

Math

FF900X

Math Equivalency Puzzles Complete Set

Elementary
P.84

As students fit together our equivalency puzzles, they practice expressing everything from time and money
to operations and fractions...in 4 different ways! Each self-correcting puzzle has 4 simple pieces—students
choose a large puzzle piece that represents a specific value…then connect 3 corresponding pieces that
express the same value! Each set comes with 12 puzzles and an activity guide. Complete set includes all 5
sets shown, for a total of 60 puzzles. Puzzles measure 5" x 6". Each set also available separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get second graders talking about number concepts!
Our activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math
concepts, explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to
introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students
think about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

$29.99

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE112

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Gr. 2
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EE942

Daily Math Practice Journal Gr. 2

Elementary
P.85

Refine kids’ math skills each day of the school year…with challenging activities that target important math
standards in operations, algebraic thinking, geometry and more! Our journal features 35 weeks of
problems that cover key math standards in second grade…and focus on building conceptual understanding
and procedural skills. We’ve even included an answer key for easy self-checking. The journal is 82 pages.

$4.49

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for grades 2-3 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with manipulatives that align to
major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with everything from addition and
multiplication to place value and fractions. Use the manipulatives to review key concepts with a small or
large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math skills on their own. You get a write &
wipe array work mat, a double-sided write & wipe number line, 36 fraction bars, 50 area tiles and 6 foam
dice! Plus, the sturdy plastic toolbox is designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are
always within reach. Toolbox comes with an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".

$21.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.90

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our number cards, mats and more to play—helping children
practice everything from adding and subtracting to drawing visual models. Plus, an in-depth activity book
describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at school.
The pack includes 6 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus number cards, dice and more—all in a
heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students strengthen their understanding of shapes—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to
use! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the fun, train-shaped puzzle pieces to match up fractions and descriptions
with pictorial representations! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 80 puzzle pieces, 4
pouches (20 per pouch), plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students get focused place value practice—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use the included write & wipe mats and foam number dice to explore place value to hundreds at
their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a doublesided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a
cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 12 colored foam number dice, 4 write & wipe
activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LC772

LC614

DD567

DD563

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Math Manipulative Toolbox Gr. 2-3

Family Engagement Math
Pack - Gr. 2

Partitioning Shapes Instant
Learning Center

Place Value Instant Learning
Center
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Elementary
P.94

Measurement concepts are easy to grasp—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use the included write & wipe mats, rulers and lizard shapes to estimate and measure lengths!
The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 4 write & wipe activity mats, 4 rulers, 16 die-cut lizards and 4 write
& wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card
to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students master analog and digital time—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our
instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then
students use fun, watch-shaped puzzles to match each analog time with its digital and word forms! The
center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 120 puzzle pieces (30 per pouch), 4 pouches…plus a guide with
differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Graphing concepts are a cinch to understand—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and cute sea life manipulatives to collect
data, then create and interpret their own bar graphs! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students
to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the
activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4
activity mats, 72 sea life manipulatives, 4 write & wipe markers and more…plus a guide with differentiated
instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students explore geometric shapes—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our instant
center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then students
use the included write & wipe mats and fun-to-complete puzzles to build and describe a variety of shapes!
The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students
to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, four 12-piece puzzles and 4 write & wipe
markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to
track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.94

Students create and solve tons of equations—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and spinners to practice addition and
subtraction at their own pace! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, 4 spinners,
4 write & wipe markers and more…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write &
wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$34.99

Grades 1-2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

DD573

Money Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.94

Students explore a variety of coin combinations—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use!
Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the
materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and activity cards to compare money values
and count coin combinations! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once,
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple
instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Center includes 4 activity mats, 36 activity
cards, plastic coins, 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a
write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

HH739

Addition & Subtraction
Strategies Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop addition and subtraction strategies—with an independent learning center that builds
skills at just the right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students
to work at once, including 4 sets of strategy and answer pieces, a double-sided chart with simple, step-bystep instructions and an answer card for easy self-checking. Plus, the center includes an activity guide and a
reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.95

Students master calculating elapsed time—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 4 sets of question cards and time
tiles, and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity
guide, an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track
students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH492

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Elapsed Time Instant
Learning Center

HH494

Comparing Numbers Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students practice comparing numbers—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 12 comparison tiles, 12 foam cubes, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe
markers, and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an
activity guide, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

HH781

Understanding Fractions
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop essential fractions skills—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just
the right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at
once, including 4 sets of fraction pieces, 4 write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a doublesided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions and an answer card for easy self-checking. Plus, the
center includes an activity guide and a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!
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$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH495

Beginning Multiplication
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students practice multiplication—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 flip books, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a drawstring bag with
over 150 counters and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even
includes an activity guide, an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ work!

HH497

Number Sense Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop number sense—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 vinyl pouches with 4 puzzles each, a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions
and an answer key for easy self-checking. The center even includes an activity guide, plus a reproducible
write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.95

Students get problem solving practice—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 4 problem-solving wheels and a
double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity guide, an
answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’
work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$24.99

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$29.99

Grade 2

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH498

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Problem Solving Instant
Learning Center

PP222

Pop to Win! Math Game - Gr.
2

Elementary
P.96

Perfect for demonstrating understanding of math concepts, plus extra practice and review, our actionpacked math game lets children develop essential skills as they play! This game features 75 questions
based on key math standards, including adding and subtracting, solving word problems, counting money,
telling time, identifying the attributes of shapes and more. Children just draw a card and solve the
problem…then pop the popper to move around the game board! Game includes everything you need for 24 players; game board measures 13" x 13".

PP662

Pick-A-Problem Math WarmUps - Gr. 2

Elementary
P.97

Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key math standards in just a few
minutes each day! Great for daily warm-ups, extra practice, math centers and more, our set includes 100
question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word problems—all targeting second-grade
standards for math. The set even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a mystery
box. Box measures 7 1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.
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TT486

Length, Perimeter & Area
Hands-On Measurement
Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain an understanding of length, perimeter and area—with hands-on activities that cover
customary and metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are
write & wipe and reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—from using rulers to measure
the lengths of different body parts to finding the size of real-life objects with measuring tape! You also get
a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with reproducibles and differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math

TT487

Capacity Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain a concrete understanding of capacity—with hands-on activities that cover customary and
metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are write & wipe and
reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—including a measuring cup and funnel to
measure out dry goods! You also get a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with reproducibles and
differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math

TT488

Weight Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain a concrete understanding of weight—with hands-on activities that cover customary and
metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are write & wipe and
reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—including a platform scale and balance scale to
determine the weight of classroom items! You also get a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with
reproducibles and differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math

PP767

Measurement Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of measurement concepts!
Inside, kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem.
Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice measuring objects with a
tape measure, comparing lengths with a ruler and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement &
Data

Math

LM256

Money Grab & Play Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master money! Kids simply spin the spinner to collect coins, exchanging smaller values for higher
values—and the first player to reach a dollar wins! You get 4 money mats, 90 coins (pennies, nickels, dimes
and quarters), a spinner and a divided tray. For 2-4 players. Money mats measure 6" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Money

Math
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$39.99

Grades 2-3

Money

Math

PP943

Money Folder Game Library Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including counting money, comparing values,
solving word problems involving money and more—so children get the practice they need to really master
money skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut and
sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each folder
comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even further.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

PP762

Money Discovery Can - Gr. 23

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of money concepts! Inside, kids
discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply
grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice counting up realistic coins, adding money
in a flip book and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Money

Math

PP631

Grab & Match Leveled
Money Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost money skills—with every match! The set features 15 games that
gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a pouch,
then work on their own to solve word problems, match coins and money values and more! You get a total
of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Money

Math

EE488

Roll & Solve Money Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced money game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the dice
and using the values to fill in missing bill and coin values. The game includes 8 double-sided write & wipe
game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards are selfchecking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Money

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master addition skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Numbers &
Operations in Base
10

Math

FF297

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Hands-On Addition
Regrouping Kit
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Elementary
P.101

Children master subtraction skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Numbers &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master multiplication skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math
problems easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens,
hundreds and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit
numbers. Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually
represent the equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy
write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Numbers &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master division skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens, hundreds
and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit numbers.
Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, then count out place value coins to solve the problem.
We’ve even included a handy write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8
5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Numbers &
Operations in Base
10

Math

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Operations

Math

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Operations

Math

LM252

Subtraction Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master subtraction facts through 20! Kids simply roll the 10-sided die and match the number to a problem
on the board, placing a counter on the problem—and “bumping” other players’ counters as they go! The
first player to use all their counters wins! You get a game board, 40 problem cards at two levels, 2 card
storage pockets, 20 counters, a 10-sided die and 2 answer cards. For 2-4 players. Game board measures
12" x 12".

PP766

Operations Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
kids complete on their own—providing targeted practice with operations! Inside, children discover 25 selfchecking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a card and
the corresponding manipulatives—then practice building equations with number tiles, solving
multiplication and division problems with frog counters and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.
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EE486

Roll & Solve Addition Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced addition game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the dice
and using the values to fill in the missing numbers in all positions. The game includes 8 double-sided write
& wipe game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards
are self-checking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Operations

Math

EE487

Roll & Solve Subtraction
Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced subtraction game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the
dice and using the values to fill in missing numbers in all positions. The game includes 8 double-sided write
& wipe game cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards
are self-checking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.102

As kids put together our skill-building sun puzzles, they boost addition fluency—in a concrete, visual way!
Each self-correcting puzzle features a number from 1 to 20, plus 5 equation pieces. Kids just match the
number in the sun’s center to the corresponding equations—developing addition fluency with instant
reinforcement! Each set includes 17 puzzles divided into 4 skill levels that gradually progress in difficulty.
Complete set includes all 3 sets shown, for a total of 51 puzzles. Puzzles measure 6". Each set also available
separately.

$69.99

Grades 1-2

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

AA620X

TT326

TT327

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Addition Fluency Puzzles Complete Set

Addition Facts Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 2

Subtraction Facts Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 2
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Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

TT329

Division Facts Folder Game
Library - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

LM251

Addition Grab & Play Game Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master addition facts through 20! Kids simply solve addition problems correctly to make their way through
a fun space scene—and the first player to reach the finish wins! You get a game board, 40 problem cards, 4
pawns and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including multiplication and division, solving
multistep word problems and more—so children get the practice they need to really master math skills.
Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut and sorted game
pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each folder comes with
an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even further. Folders measure
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with algebra concepts! Inside, kids discover
25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a
card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice identifying pattern rules with number tiles,
determining unknown numbers in equations, creating arrays with plastic chips and more! Can measures 6
1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

PP941

PP764

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Operations & Algebraic
Thinking Folder Game Library
- Gr. 2-3

Algebraic Thinking Discovery
Can - Gr. 2-3
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$34.99

Grades 2-3

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

HH496

Algebraic Thinking Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students become algebraic thinkers—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 ten-frames mats, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 drawstring bags with 100 counters
and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity guide,
an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’
work!

EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

EE992

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Multiplication and Division
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize multiplication and division
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

PP635

Grab & Match Leveled
Operations Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost operations skills—with every match! The set features 15 games
that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a
pouch, then work on their own to solve addition and subtraction problems, multiplication and division
problems, and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box
measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Operations &
Algebraic Thinking

Math

LM254

Place Value Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master place value skills! Kids simply spin the spinner to select a category, verbally identify numbers
represented in four different ways, and collect game tokens as they go. The first player to fill a tracking mat
with one of each game token wins! You get a game board, a spinner, 48 problem cards, 4 tracking mats, 16
game tokens and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Place Value

Math
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$39.99

Grades 2-3

Place Value

Math

PP942

Place Value Folder Game
Library - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including identifying place value, rounding
numbers, recognizing numbers in word form and more—so children get the practice they need to really
master place value skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with
precut and sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace!
Each folder comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even
further. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

PP761

Place Value Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of place value concepts! Inside,
kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children
simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice creating numbers with number
cubes, building numbers in expanded form with place value cards and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Place Value

Math

EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Place Value

Math

PP634

Grab & Match Leveled Place
Value Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost place value skills—with every match! The set features 15 games
that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a
pouch, then work on their own to round and compare numbers, match numbers to quantities, identify the
place value of each digit and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer
key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Place Value

Math

EE489

Roll & Solve Place Value
Game

Elementary
P.97

Our fast-paced place value game boosts math fluency! Kids race to complete their game cards, rolling the
dice and using the values to fill in missing numbers. The game includes 8 double-sided write & wipe game
cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide. For up to 4 players. The cards are selfchecking; each measures 5" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Place Value

Math
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LC165

Place Value Activity Kit

Elementary
P.100

Our kit lets kids use colorful plastic place value blocks to visually represent ones, tens, hundreds and
thousands—even build and solve equations! Kit comes with 2 write & wipe mats, 100 unit cubes, ten 10unit rods, ten 100-unit flats and one 1,000-unit cube, plus 2 write & wipe markers.

$34.99

Grades 1-3

Place Value

Math

LM255

Time Grab & Play Game - Gr.
1-2

Elementary
P.84

Our skill-building, easy-to-play game makes learning math fun—giving students the practice they need to
master time! Kids simply show various times on their clock boards, collecting tokens as they go—and the
first player to collect 10 tokens wins! You get 4 clock boards, 40 problem cards, 40 tokens, a drawstring bag
and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Clock boards measure 6 1/4" x 6 1/4".

$19.99

Grades 1-2

Time &
Measurement

Math

Time & Measurement Folder
Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including telling time, creating graphs,
comparing lengths and more—so children get the practice they need to really master time and
measurement skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut
and sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each
folder comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even
further. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Time &
Measurement

Math

PP763

Time Discovery Can - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of time concepts! Inside, kids
discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply
grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice telling time on analog and digital clocks,
showing time on a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Time &
Measurement

Math

PP632

Grab & Match Leveled Time
& Measurement Quickies Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost time and measurement skills—with every match! The set
features 15 games that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch.
Children just grab a pouch, then work on their own to match analog and digital clocks to their word forms,
measure lengths and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key.
Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Time &
Measurement

Math

PP944

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Elementary
P.126

Designed to support specific learning objectives of the Next Generation Science Standards* for second
grade, this hands-on kit targets essential standards—from developing a model to represent landforms to
identifying where water is found on Earth! The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards
that help students make inquiries and design investigations, 4 Connection cards that help relate findings to
the real world, 8 photo cards, a flip book, a water map, landform and cup land molds, erosion control
materials, a wind simulator squeeze bulb, 2 trays and a funnel. Plus, you get a detailed guide featuring full
lesson plans, possible outcomes and more! Develops skills in: • Using information from several sources to
provide evidence that Earth events can occur quickly or slowly • Comparing multiple solutions designed to
slow or prevent wind or water from changing the shape of the land • Developing a model to represent the
shapes and kinds of land and bodies of water in an area • Obtaining information to identify where water is
found on Earth and that it can be solid or liquid *NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither
Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were
involved in the production of this product and do not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 2

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.126

Designed to support specific learning objectives of the Next Generation Science Standards* for second
grade, this hands-on kit targets essential standards—from describing and classifying matter to assessing
material properties! The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that help students
make inquiries and design investigations, 4 Connection cards that help relate findings to the real world, a
bounce test tower, a classification card, 10 classifying materials, 16 building blocks and 6 bars of oven-bake
clay. Plus, you get a detailed guide featuring full lesson plans, possible outcomes and more! Develops skills
in: • Planning and conducting an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of materials by their
observable properties • Analyzing data obtained from testing different materials to determine which
materials have the properties that are best suited for an intended purpose • Making observations to
construct an evidence-based account of how an object made of a small set of pieces can be disassembled
and made into a new object • Constructing an argument with evidence that some changes caused by
heating or cooling can be reversed and some cannot *NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither
Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were
involved in the production of this product and do not endorse it.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item
contains small balls and marbles. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grade 2

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.126

Designed to support specific learning objectives of the Next Generation Science Standards* for second
grade, this hands-on kit targets essential standards—from determining what plants need to survive to
modeling how an animal assists with seed dispersal! The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11"
Investigation cards that help students make inquiries and design investigations, 4 Connection cards that
help relate findings to the real world, 3 planter cups, 2 dark boxes, a hook & loop bear, 10 hook & loop
seeds, a monkey digestion box, 6 fruit/seed cards and a habitats flip book. Plus, you get a detailed guide
featuring full lesson plans, possible outcomes and more! Develops skills in: • Planning and conducting an
investigation to determine if plants need sunlight and water • Developing a simple model that mimics an
animal’s role in seed dispersal or plant pollination • Making observations of plants and animals to compare
the diversity of life in different habitats • Using sketches, drawings or physical models to convey designs
and communicate ideas for a problem’s solution *NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither
Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were
involved in the production of this product and do not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 2

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - Second Grade

LM272

LM271

LM273

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Meet the Standards
Landforms & Erosion Kit - Gr.
2

Meet the Standards Matter
Kit - Gr. 2

Meet the Standards Seeds &
Plants Kit - Gr. 2
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DS102

Daily Science Reproducible
Activities - Gr. 2

Elementary
P.128

Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of the school year! Our engaging
book has daily 10- to 15-minute activities that teach second graders life, earth and physical science
concepts with reproducibles, hands-on experiments and more! Book is 192 pages.

$29.99

Grade 2

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE803

Can Do! Solar System Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from planets, stars and moons to asteroids, comets and meteors—as they race
to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the
lid…and comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE801

Can Do! Human Body Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about the human body—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled
game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE804

Can Do! Earth Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from rocks and minerals to weather and landforms—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE806

Can Do! Force & Motion
Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about force and motion—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our funfilled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science
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EE802

Can Do! Animals Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about animal classifications, habitats, life cycles and the food chain—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE805

Can Do! Matter Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about gases, liquids and solids—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our
fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF982

Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr.
1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate rocks and soil in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including 15 rock
samples for students to examine, a magnifier, sieve and scale…plus write & wipe experiment posters,
vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

GG862

Rocks & Soil Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students dig a hole to the other side of Earth, blast through a volcano, learn to identify different types of
rocks and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help
students investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of animals! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including photo cards, a food
chain slider, animal footprint stamps…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF987

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3
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GG866

Animals Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students solve an animal mystery, follow a fish through the food chain and more—with super-accessible
books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 13 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics even further—including
both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF984

Force & Motion Activity Tub Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate force and motion! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including toy cars, spools and marbles
for experimenting with action and reaction, ramps, a stopwatch and measuring tape…plus write & wipe
experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains marble. Not for children under 3
yrs.

GG864

Force & Motion Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students investigate gravity, race downhill in a soapbox derby, learn how forces make things move and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Force & Motion Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$28.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF988

Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the different states of matter! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including foam, wood and
metal blocks, test tubes, eyedroppers, food coloring, a balance scale…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

GG867

Matter Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students search for liquids, learn about the properties of solids, watch water change into a gas and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further.
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$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF985

Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of insects! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including 14 plastic bugs, a
bug viewer, magnifier, insects flip book…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG863

Insects Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students meet giant insects, follow the adventures of a fascinating ladybug, learn how a butterfly grows
and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to
our Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$33.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF983

Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 13

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to observe and investigate weather! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including thermometers, an
anemometer, a rain gauge, wind vane, weather maps and photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

GG869

Weather Book Library - Gr. 13

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why the wind blows, practice weather forecasting, search for shelter in a thunderstorm and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$31.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the solar system! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including a model of Earth, the sun and
moon, a constellation viewer, photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards,
writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF989

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Solar System Activity Tub Gr. 1-3
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GG868

Solar System Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students take a field trip through space, learn why stars twinkle, observe the phases of the moon and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Solar System Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$34.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF986

Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate plants in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities covering
5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you get tons of
ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including seeds and peat pellets,
stamps with different plant parts, rulers…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG865

Plants Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why trees have leaves, discover the many fascinating functions of flowers, watch a seed
grow and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students
investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.
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PP857

Social Studies File Folder
Games - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for second- and third-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include maps, time lines, American heroes and landmarks, and government and economics.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Community,
Government and
Economics

Social Studies

PP914

Cultures Around the World
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put diverse world cultures right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in
a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about
cultures around the world! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at
once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Community,
Government and
Economics

Social Studies

PP911

Economy Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put important economics concepts right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that
sets up in a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on
materials children need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover
fascinating facts about the economy! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4
students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Economy

Social Studies

$99.50

Grades 1-3

Geography

Social Studies

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Geography

Social Studies

Social Studies - Second Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

EE222

Landforms & Mapping
Resource Box

Elementary
P.138

Our activity-filled resource box has everything students need to learn about using maps and identifying
important geographical features…and develop reading and writing skills at the same time! The set features
realistic props that give students a tactile and visual sense of important topics—from a full-color map and
globe to a working compass and 3-D landform mold. Plus, we’ve provided tons of ready-to-use teaching
tools that support national social studies standards and build essential language skills—from reading for
information and developing comprehension to writing in a variety of styles and genres. You even get a
guide with over 20 pages of skill-building reproducibles and activities! Box measures 12" x 15".

PP916

Continents & Oceans Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put Earth’s continents and oceans right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that
sets up in a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on
materials children need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover
fascinating facts about continents and oceans! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up
to 4 students at once.
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PP913

Landforms & Mapping
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put landforms and maps right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a
flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about
landforms & mapping! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Geography

Social Studies

PP912

U.S. Symbols Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put U.S. symbols right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a flash!
Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children need to
complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about U.S.
symbols! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Government

Social Studies

PP915

Then & Now Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put history concepts right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a
flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating historical facts!
Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

History

Social Studies

Maker Space Project Cards

Elementary
P.115

With our unique STEM cards, students can build, test and modify everything from robots and circuits to
bridges and structures! The double-sided, 7" x 8" cards feature open-ended projects that can be built using
materials from our fully loaded Maker Space Mobile Project Cart and common classroom items. You get 55
cards organized into 3 levels of difficulty across 4 categories, plus a 60-page teacher’s guide with examples
of completed builds. Cards come in a handy storage box with dividers.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help students master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3step instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing
computational thinking and problem-solving skills as they create repeated commands! Perfect for learning
centers or independent practice, this grade-appropriate set includes 10 different activity folders at 3 levels
of difficulty, each with precut and sorted game tiles, a pawn and a handy storage pouch. Games include an
activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide when open.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM - Second Grade
LC991

TT761

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - Gr. 2-3
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Elementary
P.115

Introduce 21st-century skills like electronics and robotics—as students design and build with our actionfilled circuits! Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direction for endless exploration, and a
variety of tiles let children experiment with light, sound, motion and more. Follow our guide to build 2-D
and 3-D circuits—from a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations! Set comes
with 15 tiles; each measures 3" x 3". Detailed guide features easy-to-follow instructions for 8 challenge
activities. Requires one 9-volt battery (not included).

$99.50

Grades 1-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.122

Kids set off a chain reaction of fun! Our set lets pre-k through second-grade students set up a course of
ramps, pendulums, hammers, switches and more…then drop a ball onto the tracks and go for the goal box!
After each test run, kids will fine-tune the placement, distance and angle of each piece—getting firsthand
practice with STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum! Packed with super-durable plastic
pieces, the set is perfect for open-ended building—or kids can use the leveled challenge cards to create a
variety of different courses from scratch! Set comes with 37 pieces, plus 4 balls, 6 challenge cards and a
guide. The tracks measure 12" in length.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and
small balls. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$49.99

Grades K-2

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM
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LC441

Can Do! Reading Literature
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost literature reading skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select
one of three categories—character analysis, theme & key details or making inferences. Next, children draw
a card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a
handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a
game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC442

Can Do! Reading
Informational Text Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost informational text reading skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—main idea & details, making inferences or text structures & features.
Next, children draw a card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The
game comes in a handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient selfchecking—and a game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC443

Can Do! Writing Skills Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost writing skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select one of
three categories—correct the sentence, supporting details or revising sentences. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - Third Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

LC444

Can Do! Vocabulary Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost vocabulary skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select one of
three categories—context clues, multiple-meaning words or shades of meaning. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

LC445

Can Do! Prefixes & Suffixes
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using prefixes and suffixes with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—prefixes, suffixes or root words. Next, children draw a card and answer
the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can that
includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner built
right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.
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LC446

Can Do! Parts of Speech
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using parts of speech with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to
select one of three categories—nouns & pronouns, verbs or adjectives. Next, children draw a card and
answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can that
includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner built
right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC447

Can Do! Language
Conventions Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using language conventions with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just
spin to select one of three categories—capitalization, punctuation or spelling. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC448

Can Do! Figurative Language
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using figurative language with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—similes & metaphors, idioms or proverbs & adages. Next, children draw a
card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a
handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a
game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG105

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Gr. 3

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help third
graders boost skills in vocabulary, conventions, grammar, writing and reading comprehension. Plus, kids
can use the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 77 pages.

$4.49

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential phonics skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build words with blends,
identify spelling patterns, sort vowel sounds and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

FF421

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Phonics Activity Stations
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
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Vocabulary Activity Stations

Writing Activity Stations
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Elementary
P.24

Students build essential word working skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their
own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to build contractions, sort parts
of speech, construct plurals and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4 reproducible activity
sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential vocabulary skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to explore synonyms and
antonyms, multiple-meaning words, homophones and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential writing skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own
pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with enough
hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials,
introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to produce poetry, descriptive
writing, imaginative writing and more! Set includes a guide with 4 reproducible activity sheets and a
recording sheet for informal assessments.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

FF424

Reading Comprehension
Activity Stations

Elementary
P.24

Students build essential reading comprehension skills—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work
at their own pace! Set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with
enough hands-on materials for each student, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the
materials, introduce the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to identify main ideas,
supporting details, nonfiction text features and more! Set includes answer cards and a guide with 4
reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments.

PP578

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover vocabulary concepts from shades of meaning to compound words. Students
just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to form and use nouns, pronouns, adverbs and more.
Center comes with 190 cards total and measures 8 1/2".
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$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP579

Match & Sort Phonics
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches covering phonics concepts from word families to words with tricky spellings. Students
just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to decode two-syllable words, distinguish long and
short vowels, identify prefixes and suffixes, and more. Center comes with 160 cards total and measures 8
1/2".

PP576

Match & Sort Reading
Comprehension Quickies - Gr.
2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover reading concepts from sequencing to making inferences. Students just grab a
pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to compare and contrast key details, identify informational text
features and more. Center comes with 141 cards total and measures 8 1/2" .

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP577

Match & Sort Language Skills
Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.25

Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build grade-appropriate language
skills in a fun and involving way! This skill-building center comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8
individual pouches that cover language skills from guide words to verbs. Students just grab a pouch, then
follow the 3-step instructions to form and use nouns, pronouns, adverbs and more. Center comes with 151
cards total and measures 8 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost reading skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Our
library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about learning—from
determining the main idea to comparing and contrasting key details from two texts. Best of all, the games
come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice,
then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost writing and language skills than with super-appealing games that students love
to play! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about
learning—from using proper punctuation to completing sentences with adjectives and adverbs. Best of all,
the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent
practice, then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity
guide. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

RR797

RR796

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Reading Comprehension
Folder Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Grammar & Writing Folder
Game Library - Gr. 2-3
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RR799

RR798

LL961

LL929

LL938

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Phonics & Language Skills
Folder Game Library - Gr. 2-3

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - Gr. 2-3

Teaching Phonemic
Awareness Skills Activity
Center

Teaching Phonics Skills
Activity Center

Teaching Vocabulary Skills
Activity Center

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost reading and language skills than with super-appealing games that students love
to play! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about
learning—from identifying vowel teams to decoding words with prefixes and suffixes. Best of all, the games
come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice,
then follow the simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.26

What better way to boost vocabulary skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play!
Our library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about learning—from using
context clues to distinguishing between shades of meaning. Best of all, the games come ready to play:
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the
simple instructions to build skills at their own pace! Library includes an activity guide. Folders measure 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Help students practice and reinforce phonemic awareness skills…as they complete these engaging, handson activities! Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential
component of reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use
colorful picture cards to count sounds, sort syllables, match up vowel sounds and more—building
phonemic awareness skills independently! The center includes 15 write & wipe activity mats, 62 picture
cards, 4 vinyl pouches, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 answer cards and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under
3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore phonics concepts—with involving activities students can
complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including missing sounds, two-syllable words and more. Children just choose an activity mat, follow the
step-by-step directions and use the letter tiles to complete the activity at their own pace…then use the
included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4
students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 148 letter tiles and a guide.⚠
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore vocabulary concepts—with involving activities students
can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading skills,
including identifying shades of meaning, adjectives, attributes and more. Children just choose an activity
mat, follow the step-by-step directions and use the word tiles to complete the activity at their own
pace…then use the included answer cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough
materials for up to 4 students at once, including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 74 word tiles and
a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Teaching Comprehension
Skills Activity Center
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Elementary
P.28

Our skill-building center makes it easy to explore reading comprehension—with involving activities
students can complete on their own! The center includes write & wipe mats that focus on specific reading
skills, including identifying cause and effect, main ideas and more. Children just choose an activity mat and
a book, follow the step-by-step directions to complete it at their own pace…then use the included answer
cards to check their own work! The center comes with enough materials for up to 4 students at once,
including 15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 books and a guide.

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades K-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LL965

Teaching Fluency Skills
Activity Center

Elementary
P.28

Students get lots of skill-building fluency practice—as they complete these engaging, hands-on activities!
Our ready-to-use center includes 15 different write & wipe mats that focus on an essential component of
reading…plus enough hands-on materials for up to 4 students to work at once. Students use fun flip books
to read high-interest stories, identify difficult words, time their reading speeds, read with expression and
more—developing essential fluency skills in a variety of genres. The center includes 15 write & wipe activity
mats, 4 flip books, 4 write & wipe markers, 2 one-minute timers and an activity guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.

HH871

Multiple Meanings Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students define words with multiple meanings, use them to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH872

Prefixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match prefixes to root words, define words using prefixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH873

Suffixes Listening Center Skill
Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match suffixes to root words, define words using suffixes and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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HH874

Synonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students match up synonyms, use synonyms to build a story and more…with self-guided vocabulary
activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to
complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! Pack
includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH875

Antonyms Listening Center
Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students identify and define antonyms, use antonyms to build sentences and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

HH876

Using Context Clues Listening
Center Skill Pack

Elementary
P.28

Students use context clues to define words, build sentences, answer questions and more…with self-guided
vocabulary activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe
cards to complete skill-building activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go!
Pack includes a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. You even get a
reproducible assessment, a student progress chart and a teacher’s guide.

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LL863

5-Minute Vocabulary Practice
Cards - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.29

Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, identifying synonyms and antonyms,
and more...as they complete our quick, high-interest quiz cards! Each double-sided card features multiplechoice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill—and give students valuable test prep practice.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill areas, plus 5 answer cards...in a sturdy box for easy organization. Cards measure
4" x 6".

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.31

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use word cubes, a flip
book and more to play—helping children practice everything from building words to determining the
central message. Plus, an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even explains how family
engagement can boost student achievement at school. The pack includes a literature flip book, an
informational text reader, a game board and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board
measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC876

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Gr. 3
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EE591

Roll & Read Blends &
Digraphs Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with blends and digraphs…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
build words by matching initial blends and digraphs to word endings. Kids just roll the dice and try to be
the first to build all of their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity
cards, 4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness and
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE594

Roll & Read Long Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with long vowel sounds…with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use long vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 6 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness and
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE597

Roll & Read Short Vowel
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids get fast-paced practice with short vowel sounds...with every roll of the dice! Our game helps children
use short vowel sounds to build tons of words. Kids just roll the dice and try to be the first to build all of
their words—sound by sound! Game includes 8 self-checking, write & wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe
markers, 4 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness and
Phonics

English Language
Arts

EE568

Roll & Read Word Family
Game

Elementary
P.35

Kids roll the dice, start the timer…then combine onsets and rimes to build tons of words before time is up!
Game highlights 24 different word families and includes 4 self-checking write & wipe activity cards, 4 write
& wipe markers, 8 dice and a dice cup. For up to 4 players.

$19.99

Grades 1-3

Phonological
Awareness and
Phonics

English Language
Arts

DD813

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 34

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 3-4, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 78 pages and has a removable answer key in back.

$4.49

Grades 3-4

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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PP467

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP667

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in history, science and more! Students just read through each high-interest text, then use
evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Set includes 90 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer
cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL862

Nonfiction Comprehension
Quickie Cards

Elementary
P.51

These quick, high-interest activities help students build nonfiction comprehension—as they read
fascinating passages, interpret charts and more! Each card features brief, engaging text with review
questions on back—all in a simple, multiple-choice format that prepares students for standardized tests.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill-building categories, plus 5 answer cards—all in a sturdy storage box. Cards
measure 4" x 6".

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL399

Understanding Idioms
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make idioms easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different idiom with
a simple sentence that shows how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve
even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each idiom, so children really master each
one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL397

Understanding Homophones
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make homophones easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different
homophone pair with simple sentences that show how each word is used in context, plus a picture clue for
extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
homophone, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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LL398

Understanding Multiple
Meanings Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make multiple-meaning words easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a
different multiple-meaning word with simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture
clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
word, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

DD522

Around Our Community
Vocabulary Development
Photo Card Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a community theme, our library has
50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD528

Foods Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a food and nutrition theme, our
library has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD529

School Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a school theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

DD527

All About Me Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on a self-awareness theme, our library
has 50 cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from
Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards
measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts
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DD525

Animals Vocabulary
Development Photo Card
Library

Elementary
P.54

Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with full-color cards that make it easy to
integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for expanding on an animal theme, our library has 50
cards with a photo on front...and the word on back in English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to
Vietnamese. Plus, the cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! Cards measure 4 1/2"
x 5 3/4".

$21.99

Grades K-3

Spanish and EL

English Language
Arts

FF358

The Writing Process Student
Folder

Elementary
P.67

This handy folder guides students step-by-step through the writing process—with fold-out pockets that
store everything from the initial story map to the final draft! Plus, each side of the folder is jam-packed
with information to help students along the way, including topic ideas, an editing checklist and more.
Students just follow the simple steps on each of the 4 inside pockets...and produce a polished piece every
time! Folder measures 9 1/2" x 12".

$2.59

Grades 2-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

AA997

Build-A-Story Flip Book

Elementary
P.66

Our easy-to-use flip book gives children a fun, hands-on way to create their own stories! It features cute,
illustrated cards for each essential story element—including characters, settings, events and conclusions.
Kids just flip through the cards to choose the elements for their story…then fill in the details on their own!
Spiral-bound book includes 20 flip cards for each story element. Book measures 4 3/4" x 8 3/4".

$16.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

FF236

Sequence & Write Story Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get kids writing creatively—as they describe the
setting and characters, explain the story’s plot, and more! The set includes 10 sequencing mats and 10
different sets of illustrated story tiles. Children place the tiles in order on their mat, then use the pictures
to write their own story step-by-step! There are even key words on the back of each tile to get kids started.
You get a total of 60 tiles; mats measure 4 1/2" x 16 1/2".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

LL843

Nonfiction Sequence & Write
Tiles

Elementary
P.66

Students learn to instruct, inform and persuade through writing—with nonfiction tiles that guide young
writers through the process! Children simply sequence the beautifully photographed tiles right on the
mat—then use the pictures to help them write a nonfiction passage with a clear beginning, middle and
end. Each tile even has a word bank on back to help children get started! Includes 10 sequencing mats and
10 corresponding sets of tiles. With 50 tiles in all; mats measure 5 1/2" x 14".

$29.99

Grades 1-3

Writing

English Language
Arts
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GG139

Build-A-Paragraph Flip Book

Elementary
P.67

Our flip book gives children all the elements they need to write complete paragraphs one step at a time! It
features 72 flip cards that let kids choose their own topics…select 3 detail words to write supporting
sentences…then choose preprinted conclusions to make their paragraphs complete! Book measures 5" x 8
1/2".

$16.99

Grades 2-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE118

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

$49.99

Grades 2-3

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP568

Ready to Write! Prompt Box Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 100 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

GG274

Writing Prompts Journal - Gr.
3-4

Elementary
P.70

Our journal has 29 engaging prompts that cover narrative, opinion/argument and informative
writing—with helpful tips and checklists for self-editing, plus graphic organizers to get kids started. Journal
measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages. Pages have 3/8" ruling.

$3.99

Grades 3-4

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD957

Correct the Sentence! Daily
Journal - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.71

Reinforce punctuation, capitalization, grammar and understanding of sentence structure with skill-building
activities for every day of the school year! Our journal has daily level-appropriate sentences that contain
grammatical errors. Children just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day!
Journal measures 7" x 8 1/2" and is 86 pages.

$4.29

Grades 3-4

Writing

English Language
Arts
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GG993

Growth Mindset Daily
Practice Journal - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.71

Guide students toward becoming more flexible, confident learners—with 36 weekly reading passages and
corresponding daily activities for the whole school year! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78 pages.

$4.49

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG121

Vocabulary Journal

Elementary
P.71

Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets kids record, organize and use tons of
new words! The journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for children to write definitions,
synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a
terrific way to remember each word's meaning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$3.99

Grades 1-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.112

Give students a concrete understanding of how to build fractions—with a hands-on center that makes
difficult concepts easy to grasp! Our center includes a tray with 250 labeled fraction pieces…plus 22 activity
cards that prompt children to build a variety of fractions from halves to twelfths. Students simply combine
fraction pieces to cover the shaded area of circles on the cards…then write corresponding fraction
equations in the write & wipe space below. Children can even use the included answer key to check their
work! Tray measures 11 1/2" x 12 1/8". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$49.99

Grades 3-4

Fractions

Math

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

Math - Third Grade

HH978

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Building Fractions Activity
Center

GG458

Build & Learn Geometric
Shapes Kit

Elementary
P.107

As students piece together our easy-fitting sticks and connectors, they learn to build, identify and describe
geometric shapes! The 12 activity cards guide children along as they build everything from a simple triangle
to a rectangular prism…and practice identifying faces and edges, comparing shapes and more. Kit includes
over 200 pieces; large sticks measure 4 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

TT566

Build & Learn Area &
Perimeter Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids solve area and perimeter problems…by building models that make these tough concepts easy to
grasp! Our kit includes 240 colorful wooden tiles, plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards with helpful pictures,
formulas and hints. We’ve even included a definition card—to help reinforce key vocabulary. Best of all,
when kids are done solving a problem, they just flip the card over to check their own work! Tiles measure
1".
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TT567

Build & Learn Volume Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids find the volume of rectangular prisms and rectilinear figures—with durable manipulatives that provide
tons of hands-on experience! Our kit comes with 160 wooden cubes—plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards.
Simply set the kit in your math center and let kids select an activity card…then watch as they uncover
volume concepts by building and deconstructing 3-D shapes. Best of all, kids just flip the cards over to
check their own answers! Cubes measure 1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

LM331

Multiplication Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they master multiplication facts through 100! Players solve
multiplication problems and use colored chips to mark the products on the game board—and the first
player to mark three answers in a row (horizontally, vertically or diagonally) wins! Our ready-to-play game
is easy to set up and includes a game board, 50 problem cards, 80 chips in 4 colors, a reference card and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM333

Adding & Subtracting
Fractions Grab & Play Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they add and subtract fractions with like denominators! Kids draw
game cards and solve problems—and if they answer correctly, they move forward on the game board. The
first player to make it back to their start space wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes
a game board, 50 game cards featuring three levels of difficulty, 4 pawns and an answer card. For 2-4
players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM334

Comparing Fractions Grab &
Play Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they compare fractions and identify equivalencies! Kids draw game
cards and solve problems—and if they answer correctly, they move forward on the game board. The first
player to reach FINISH wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game board, 60
problem cards covering halves through hundredths, 4 pawns and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game
board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM335

Place Value Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they explore place value to the hundred thousands! For each round
of play, students follow directions to build the highest six-digit number, the lowest six-digit number and
more. The player with the most victories after four rounds is the winner! Our ready-to-play game is easy to
set up and includes 4 game mats, 20 number building cards, 60 number tiles, 4 write & wipe markers and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game mats measure 6" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM336

Geometric Measurement
Grab & Play Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they explore measurement in this fun memory match game! As
students turn over measurement problem cards and the matching answers, they build their understanding
of angles, perimeter and area. For each match, kids place a chip on the game board—and the player with
the most chips at the end of the game wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game
board, 3 boxes of 20 memory match cards (60 cards total), 40 chips in four colors, 3 answer cards and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

LM332

Division Grab & Play Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they master division facts within 100! Players place dividends,
divisors and quotients on the game board to build and solve division problems—and the first player to use
all their tiles wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game board, 80 game tiles, 4 tile
stands and a reference card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

FF900X

Math Equivalency Puzzles Complete Set

Elementary
P.84

As students fit together our equivalency puzzles, they practice expressing everything from time and money
to operations and fractions...in 4 different ways! Each self-correcting puzzle has 4 simple pieces—students
choose a large puzzle piece that represents a specific value…then connect 3 corresponding pieces that
express the same value! Each set comes with 12 puzzles and an activity guide. Complete set includes all 5
sets shown, for a total of 60 puzzles. Puzzles measure 5" x 6". Each set also available separately.

$59.99

Grades 1-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$29.99

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$4.49

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE113

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Gr. 3

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get third graders talking about number concepts!
Our activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math
concepts, explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to
introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students
think about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

EE943

Daily Math Practice Journal Gr. 3

Elementary
P.85

Refine kids’ math skills each day of the school year…with challenging activities that target important math
standards in operations, algebraic thinking, measurement & data, and more! Our journal features 35 weeks
of problems that cover key math standards in third grade…and focus on building conceptual understanding
and procedural skills. We’ve even included an answer key for easy self-checking. The journal is 82 pages.
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Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including identifying place value, rounding
numbers, recognizing numbers in word form and more—so children get the practice they need to really
master place value skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with
precut and sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace!
Each folder comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even
further. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including multiplication and division, solving
multistep word problems and more—so children get the practice they need to really master math skills.
Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut and sorted game
pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each folder comes with
an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even further. Folders measure
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including counting money, comparing values,
solving word problems involving money and more—so children get the practice they need to really master
money skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut and
sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each folder
comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even further.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.86

Students boost their math skills independently…with fun folder games they’ll love to play! Our library
features 10 different games that target key math standards—including telling time, creating graphs,
comparing lengths and more—so children get the practice they need to really master time and
measurement skills. Students just grab a color-coded folder and a corresponding pouch filled with precut
and sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step instructions to build skills at their own pace! Each
folder comes with an answer card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to reinforce skills even
further. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for grades 2-3 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with manipulatives that align to
major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with everything from addition and
multiplication to place value and fractions. Use the manipulatives to review key concepts with a small or
large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math skills on their own. You get a write &
wipe array work mat, a double-sided write & wipe number line, 36 fraction bars, 50 area tiles and 6 foam
dice! Plus, the sturdy plastic toolbox is designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are
always within reach. Toolbox comes with an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".

$21.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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Elementary
P.91

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our number cards, fraction bars and more to play—helping
children practice everything from multiplying and dividing to comparing fractions. Plus, an in-depth activity
book describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at
school. The pack includes 8 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus playing cards, dice and
more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP768

Geometric Measurement
Discovery Can - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of geometric measurement
concepts! Inside, kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each
problem. Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice drawing shapes
on a write & wipe geoboard, finding the perimeter with perimeter sticks and more! Can measures 6 1/2"
tall.

PP767

Measurement Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of measurement concepts!
Inside, kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem.
Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice measuring objects with a
tape measure, comparing lengths with a ruler and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP762

Money Discovery Can - Gr. 23

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of money concepts! Inside, kids
discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply
grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice counting up realistic coins, adding money
in a flip book and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with algebra concepts! Inside, kids discover
25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a
card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice identifying pattern rules with number tiles,
determining unknown numbers in equations, creating arrays with plastic chips and more! Can measures 6
1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP764

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Algebraic Thinking Discovery
Can - Gr. 2-3
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PP766

Operations Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
kids complete on their own—providing targeted practice with operations! Inside, children discover 25 selfchecking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a card and
the corresponding manipulatives—then practice building equations with number tiles, solving
multiplication and division problems with frog counters and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP761

Place Value Discovery Can Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of place value concepts! Inside,
kids discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children
simply grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice creating numbers with number
cubes, building numbers in expanded form with place value cards and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP763

Time Discovery Can - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of time concepts! Inside, kids
discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply
grab a card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice telling time on analog and digital clocks,
showing time on a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP765

Fractions Discovery Can - Gr.
2-3

Elementary
P.92

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, our ready-to-use math can is overflowing with fun hands-on activities
children complete on their own—providing targeted practice with fractions concepts! Inside, kids discover
25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to solve each problem. Children simply grab a
card and the corresponding manipulatives—then practice building fractions with plastic counters,
representing fractions on a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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EE992

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Multiplication and Division
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize multiplication and division
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH739

Addition & Subtraction
Strategies Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop addition and subtraction strategies—with an independent learning center that builds
skills at just the right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students
to work at once, including 4 sets of strategy and answer pieces, a double-sided chart with simple, step-bystep instructions and an answer card for easy self-checking. Plus, the center includes an activity guide and a
reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.95

Students master calculating elapsed time—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 4 sets of question cards and time
tiles, and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity
guide, an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track
students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH492

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Elapsed Time Instant
Learning Center
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HH494

Comparing Numbers Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students practice comparing numbers—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 12 comparison tiles, 12 foam cubes, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe
markers, and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an
activity guide, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH781

Understanding Fractions
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop essential fractions skills—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just
the right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at
once, including 4 sets of fraction pieces, 4 write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a doublesided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions and an answer card for easy self-checking. Plus, the
center includes an activity guide and a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH495

Beginning Multiplication
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students practice multiplication—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 flip books, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, a drawstring bag with
over 150 counters and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even
includes an activity guide, an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe
assessment card to track students’ work!

HH497

Number Sense Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students develop number sense—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 vinyl pouches with 4 puzzles each, a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions
and an answer key for easy self-checking. The center even includes an activity guide, plus a reproducible
write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.95

Students get problem solving practice—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the
right pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, 4 problem-solving wheels and a
double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity guide, an
answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’
work!

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH498

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Problem Solving Instant
Learning Center
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$34.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH496

Algebraic Thinking Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.95

Students become algebraic thinkers—with an independent learning center that builds skills at just the right
pace! Our ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at once,
including 4 ten-frames mats, 4 reusable write & wipe activity mats, 4 drawstring bags with 100 counters
and a double-sided chart with simple, step-by-step instructions. The center even includes an activity guide,
an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’
work!

PP631

Grab & Match Leveled
Money Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost money skills—with every match! The set features 15 games that
gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a pouch,
then work on their own to solve word problems, match coins and money values and more! You get a total
of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP634

Grab & Match Leveled Place
Value Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost place value skills—with every match! The set features 15 games
that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a
pouch, then work on their own to round and compare numbers, match numbers to quantities, identify the
place value of each digit and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer
key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP636

Grab & Match Leveled
Geometry & Geometric
Measurement Quickies - Gr. 23

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost geometry and measurement skills—with every match! The set
features 15 games that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch.
Children just grab a pouch, then work on their own to identify shapes, solve word problems and more! You
get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP635

Grab & Match Leveled
Operations Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost operations skills—with every match! The set features 15 games
that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a
pouch, then work on their own to solve addition and subtraction problems, multiplication and division
problems, and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box
measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP633

Grab & Match Leveled
Fractions Quickies - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost fraction skills—with every match! The set features 15 games that
gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch. Children just grab a pouch,
then work on their own to match fractions and visual representations, identify fractions in word and
number form, and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key. Box
measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP632

Grab & Match Leveled Time
& Measurement Quickies Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.95

Our quick, easy-to-play card games boost time and measurement skills—with every match! The set
features 15 games that gradually progress in difficulty, each with 16 game cards in a storage pouch.
Children just grab a pouch, then work on their own to match analog and digital clocks to their word forms,
measure lengths and more! You get a total of 240 game cards and an activity guide with an answer key.
Box measures 10 1/2".

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$24.99

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP223

Pop to Win! Math Game - Gr.
3

Elementary
P.96

Perfect for demonstrating understanding of math concepts, plus extra practice and review, our actionpacked math game lets children develop essential skills as they play! This game features 75 questions
based on key math standards, including plotting fractions on a number line, rounding, calculating
perimeters, solving word problems, telling time and more. Children just draw a card and solve the
problem…then pop the popper to move around the game board! Game includes everything you need for 24 players; game board measures 13" x 13".

PP663

Pick-A-Problem Math WarmUps - Gr. 3

Elementary
P.97

Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key math standards in just a few
minutes each day! Great for daily warm-ups, extra practice, math centers and more, our set includes 100
question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word problems—all targeting third-grade
standards for math. The set even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a mystery
box. Box measures 7 1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grade 3

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

TT486

Length, Perimeter & Area
Hands-On Measurement
Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain an understanding of length, perimeter and area—with hands-on activities that cover
customary and metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are
write & wipe and reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—from using rulers to measure
the lengths of different body parts to finding the size of real-life objects with measuring tape! You also get
a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with reproducibles and differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math
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TT487

Capacity Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain a concrete understanding of capacity—with hands-on activities that cover customary and
metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are write & wipe and
reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—including a measuring cup and funnel to
measure out dry goods! You also get a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with reproducibles and
differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math

TT488

Weight Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.110

Students gain a concrete understanding of weight—with hands-on activities that cover customary and
metric units! Our ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are write & wipe and
reproducible, plus all the tools to complete each activity—including a platform scale and balance scale to
determine the weight of classroom items! You also get a freestanding reference chart…plus a guide with
reproducibles and differentiated instruction strategies.

$59.99

Grades 2-3

Measurement

Math

LC165

Place Value Activity Kit

Elementary
P.100

Our kit lets kids use colorful plastic place value blocks to visually represent ones, tens, hundreds and
thousands—even build and solve equations! Kit comes with 2 write & wipe mats, 100 unit cubes, ten 10unit rods, ten 100-unit flats and one 1,000-unit cube, plus 2 write & wipe markers.

$34.99

Grades 1-3

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master division skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens, hundreds
and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit numbers.
Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, then count out place value coins to solve the problem.
We’ve even included a handy write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8
5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master addition skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

FF294

FF297

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Hands-On Division
Regrouping Kit

Hands-On Addition
Regrouping Kit
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Regrouping Kit
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Regrouping Kit

Addition Facts Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 2

Subtraction Facts Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 2

Multiplication Facts Folder
Game Library - Gr. 3-5
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Elementary
P.101

Children master subtraction skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master multiplication skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math
problems easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens,
hundreds and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit
numbers. Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually
represent the equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy
write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math
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Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.105

It’s easy to solve complex multiplication and division problems…with this hands-on approach! Our kit
includes a work tray, place value blocks and self-checking problem cards. Kids simply place a card in the
handy well at the top of the tray and create an area model using the ones, tens and hundreds
blocks—making it a breeze to visualize each problem and solve it. Each problem card shows the answer on
back…so kids can check their own work as they go. Kit includes 60 ones cubes, 30 tens rods and 4 hundreds
flats, plus 40 problem cards, a plastic tray and a guide. Tray measures 11".

$39.99

Grades 3-4

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.126

Get students thinking like scientists as they master key Next Generation Science Standards* for third
grade—observing an object’s movement patterns to predict future motion, asking questions to determine
cause-and-effect relationships of magnetic interactions, and more! The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x
11" Investigation cards that help students make inquiries and design investigations, 4 Connection cards for
relating findings to the real world, a cart and cart launcher, measuring tape, 2 bar magnets, 4 circle
magnets and a circle magnet stand, a magnetic force distance detector, a magnet wand, 3 metal rings, a
drainpipe model, a pendulum measurement card, and a pendulum with a weight and stand. You also get a
comprehensive guide with lesson plans, safety tips and more! Develops skills in: • Planning and conducting
an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an
object • Making observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to provide evidence that a
pattern can be used to predict future motion • Asking questions to determine cause-and-effect
relationships of magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with each other • Defining a
simple design problem that can be solved by applying scientific ideas about magnets *NGSS is a registered
trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next
Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - Third Grade

LM274

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Meet the Standards Force &
Motion Kit - Gr. 3
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& Climate Kit - Gr. 3
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Elementary
P.126

Get students thinking like scientists as they master key Next Generation Science Standards* for third
grade—using data to forecast weather, assessing design solutions to prevent weather damage and more!
The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that help students make inquiries and
design investigations, 4 Connection cards for relating findings to the real world, a rain gauge and wind
vane, a world climate map and world temperatures flip book, a climate data card, a water cup, a tray, a
house base, 4 plastic blocks, 3 sticks of molding clay, 2 sandbags and 10 plastic houses. You also get a
comprehensive guide with lesson plans, safety tips and more! Develops skills in:
• Representing data in tables and graphs to describe typical weather conditions expected during a
particular season • Obtaining and combining information to describe climates in different regions of the
world • Making a claim about the merit of a design solution that reduces the impact of a weather-related
hazard *NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$49.99

Grade 3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

LM276

Meet the Standards Habitats
Kit - Gr. 3

Elementary
P.126

Get students thinking like scientists as they master key Next Generation Science Standards* for third
grade—analyzing fossil data, constructing an argument about the survival rate for different organisms in a
particular habitat, and more! The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that help
students make inquiries and design investigations, 4 Connection cards for relating findings to the real
world, a piranha fossil, a magnifier, a fossil map, a habitat flip book, a dolphin feeding zone can, 10 foam
fish, a tray, 3 sticks of molding clay, a clear tube, a fish launcher squeeze bulb and 4 plastic salmon. You
also get a comprehensive guide with lesson plans, safety tips and more! Develops skills in: • Constructing
an argument that some animals form groups that help members survive • Analyzing and interpreting data
from fossils to provide evidence of the organisms and the environments in which they lived long ago •
Constructing an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can survive well, some
survive less well and some cannot survive at all • Making a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem
caused when the environment changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

DS103

Daily Science Reproducible
Activities - Gr. 3

Elementary
P.128

Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of the school year! Our engaging
book has daily 10- to 15-minute activities that teach third graders life, earth and physical science concepts
with reproducibles, hands-on experiments and more! Book is 192 pages.

$29.99

Grade 3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE803

Can Do! Solar System Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from planets, stars and moons to asteroids, comets and meteors—as they race
to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the
lid…and comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science
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EE801

Can Do! Human Body Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about the human body—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled
game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE804

Can Do! Earth Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from rocks and minerals to weather and landforms—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE806

Can Do! Force & Motion
Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about force and motion—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our funfilled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE802

Can Do! Animals Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about animal classifications, habitats, life cycles and the food chain—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE805

Can Do! Matter Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about gases, liquids and solids—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our
fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science
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Force & Motion Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students develop a concrete understanding of gravity, energy, friction and more…as they experiment with
forces & learn how they affect motion! Children just follow simple instructions to complete 7 hands-on
experiments—from creating pendulums and experimenting with friction to measuring pull forces and
building inclined planes! You get 53 experiment pieces, including pulleys, spring scales, ramps, launchers
and more.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Simple Machines Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students discover how simple machines make work easier…as they build realistic models and perform
hands-on experiments! Our lab includes high-quality, extra-durable beechwood components, plus 7 handson experiment cards that walk students through how to build and use a pulley, an inclined plane, a wheel
and axle, and more. The cards even include information on back that explains each machine and how it’s
used in the real world! Lab comes complete with 39 experiment pieces.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Magnet Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our ready-to-use lab has everything students need to explore magnetism—hands on! You get 7 easy-tofollow experiment cards with skill-building investigations on front and scientific information on back…plus
all the materials students need for unlimited exploration and discovery—including bar magnets,
compasses, electromagnets and more. Lab comes with 50 experiment pieces. Requires 4 “AA” batteries
(not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Electricity Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our classroom-safe lab makes electricity concepts easy to grasp—with hands-on experiments and ready-touse tools! The 29 pieces come with 7 cards featuring step-by-step experiments, from testing for conductors
to creating a simple switched circuit. Plus, the back of each card has background information on the
scientific concept covered by the experiment—so children learn important facts as they work! Requires 4
“D” batteries (not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate rocks and soil in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including 15 rock
samples for students to examine, a magnifier, sieve and scale…plus write & wipe experiment posters,
vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr.
1-3
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GG862

Rocks & Soil Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students dig a hole to the other side of Earth, blast through a volcano, learn to identify different types of
rocks and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Rocks & Soil Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help
students investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF987

Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of animals! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including photo cards, a food
chain slider, animal footprint stamps…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG866

Animals Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students solve an animal mystery, follow a fish through the food chain and more—with super-accessible
books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our Animals Activity Tub - Gr. 13 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics even further—including
both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$30.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$28.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF984

Force & Motion Activity Tub Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate force and motion! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including toy cars, spools and marbles
for experimenting with action and reaction, ramps, a stopwatch and measuring tape…plus write & wipe
experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated
instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains marble. Not for children under 3
yrs.

GG864

Force & Motion Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students investigate gravity, race downhill in a soapbox derby, learn how forces make things move and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Force & Motion Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.
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$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF988

Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the different states of matter! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including foam, wood and
metal blocks, test tubes, eyedroppers, food coloring, a balance scale…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

GG867

Matter Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students search for liquids, learn about the properties of solids, watch water change into a gas and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further.

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF985

Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the amazing world of insects! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based
activities covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts.
Plus, you get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including 14 plastic bugs, a
bug viewer, magnifier, insects flip book…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG863

Insects Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students meet giant insects, follow the adventures of a fascinating ladybug, learn how a butterfly grows
and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to
our Insects Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$33.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to observe and investigate weather! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including thermometers, an
anemometer, a rain gauge, wind vane, weather maps and photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment
posters, vocabulary cards, writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction
strategies.

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF983

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 13
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GG869

Weather Book Library - Gr. 13

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why the wind blows, practice weather forecasting, search for shelter in a thunderstorm and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Weather Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate topics
even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$31.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF989

Solar System Activity Tub Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate the solar system! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities
covering 5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including a model of Earth, the sun and
moon, a constellation viewer, photo cards…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards,
writing prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.⚠ WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

GG868

Solar System Book Library Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students take a field trip through space, learn why stars twinkle, observe the phases of the moon and
more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly coordinated to our
Solar System Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students investigate
topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.

$34.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$36.50

Grades 1-3

Scientific Inquiry

Science

FF986

Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

From exciting experiments to high-interest writing projects, our activity tub has everything students need
to investigate plants in depth! The tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities covering
5 different curriculum areas: math, language, science, social studies, and arts & crafts. Plus, you get tons of
ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in a super-involving way, including seeds and peat pellets,
stamps with different plant parts, rulers…plus write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards, writing
prompts and more! Tub includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

GG865

Plants Book Library - Gr. 1-3

Elementary
P.133

Students learn why trees have leaves, discover the many fascinating functions of flowers, watch a seed
grow and more—with super-accessible books that make science concepts easy to grasp! Perfectly
coordinated to our Plants Activity Tub - Gr. 1-3 , our library contains 5 paperback books that help students
investigate topics even further—including both fiction and nonfiction titles.
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PP857

Social Studies File Folder
Games - Gr. 2-3

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for second- and third-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include maps, time lines, American heroes and landmarks, and government and economics.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Community,
Government and
Economics

Social Studies

PP914

Cultures Around the World
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put diverse world cultures right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in
a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about
cultures around the world! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at
once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Community,
Government and
Economics

Social Studies

PP911

Economy Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put important economics concepts right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that
sets up in a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on
materials children need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover
fascinating facts about the economy! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4
students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Economy

Social Studies

$99.50

Grades 1-3

Geography

Social Studies

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Geography

Social Studies

Social Studies - Third Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

EE222

Landforms & Mapping
Resource Box

Elementary
P.138

Our activity-filled resource box has everything students need to learn about using maps and identifying
important geographical features…and develop reading and writing skills at the same time! The set features
realistic props that give students a tactile and visual sense of important topics—from a full-color map and
globe to a working compass and 3-D landform mold. Plus, we’ve provided tons of ready-to-use teaching
tools that support national social studies standards and build essential language skills—from reading for
information and developing comprehension to writing in a variety of styles and genres. You even get a
guide with over 20 pages of skill-building reproducibles and activities! Box measures 12" x 15".

PP916

Continents & Oceans Instant
Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put Earth’s continents and oceans right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that
sets up in a flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on
materials children need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover
fascinating facts about continents and oceans! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up
to 4 students at once.
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PP913

Landforms & Mapping
Instant Learning Center

Elementary
P.138

Put landforms and maps right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a
flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about
landforms & mapping! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Geography

Social Studies

FF773

Landforms & Mapping Grab
& Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore landforms, direction and symbols on a real map! The
game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children take
turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

FF772

The World Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the cultures, landmarks and geography of all 7
continents! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point
tokens. To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and
social studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to
earn 100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 18". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

PP912

U.S. Symbols Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put U.S. symbols right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a flash!
Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children need to
complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about U.S.
symbols! Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

Government

Social Studies

PP915

Then & Now Instant Learning
Center

Elementary
P.138

Put history concepts right at children’s fingertips—with a ready-to-use learning center that sets up in a
flash! Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart & all the hands-on materials children
need to complete the activity…then students work at their own pace to discover fascinating historical facts!
Center comes with a guide and everything you need for up to 4 students at once.

$34.99

Grades 2-3

History

Social Studies
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FF774

Native Americans Grab &
Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the culture, history and geography of native tribes!
The game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children
take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

Explorers Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they discover famous explorers and their expeditions around the
globe! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens.
To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social
studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn
100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

Maker Space Project Cards

Elementary
P.115

With our unique STEM cards, students can build, test and modify everything from robots and circuits to
bridges and structures! The double-sided, 7" x 8" cards feature open-ended projects that can be built using
materials from our fully loaded Maker Space Mobile Project Cart and common classroom items. You get 55
cards organized into 3 levels of difficulty across 4 categories, plus a 60-page teacher’s guide with examples
of completed builds. Cards come in a handy storage box with dividers.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help students master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3step instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing
computational thinking and problem-solving skills as they create repeated commands! Perfect for learning
centers or independent practice, this grade-appropriate set includes 10 different activity folders at 3 levels
of difficulty, each with precut and sorted game tiles, a pawn and a handy storage pouch. Games include an
activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide when open.

$39.99

Grades 2-3

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

Introduce 21st-century skills like electronics and robotics—as students design and build with our actionfilled circuits! Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direction for endless exploration, and a
variety of tiles let children experiment with light, sound, motion and more. Follow our guide to build 2-D
and 3-D circuits—from a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations! Set comes
with 15 tiles; each measures 3" x 3". Detailed guide features easy-to-follow instructions for 8 challenge
activities. Requires one 9-volt battery (not included).

$99.50

Grades 1-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

FF775

STEM - Third Grade

LC991

TT761

PP738

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - Gr. 2-3

Power Tiles Circuit Kit Starter Set
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$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP129

John Henry Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of John Henry—then build a working conveyor belt to help him race a steampowered drill! Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on
materials to design, build and test a conveyor belt that really hauls rocks…then improve their design like
real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson
plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 102 pieces to build a conveyor belt, 10 rocks, a crate, a 16 1/2"
mountain facade and a ruler.

PP128

Johnny Appleseed Problem
Solving STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Johnny Appleseed—then design a fence shaped to hold the most apple trees!
Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to
design, build and test a sturdy log fence…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with
a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design
sheet—plus 30 apple trees, 20 logs, two 16" double-sided landscape mats and a ruler.

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP127

Paul Bunyan Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Paul Bunyan—then design a wagon to carry his heavy knapsack! Our kit helps
kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to design, build and
test a working wagon…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused
story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 52 pieces
to build a wagon, a 2-pound, 4 1/2" weighted knapsack, rubber bands and a tape measure.

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.123

Students learn firsthand how STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum can create a chain
reaction! Our kid-pleasing set challenges third- through fifth-grade students to build a variety of chain
reaction courses—and comes complete with everything kids need to build from scratch, including switches,
seesaws, hammers and more. Students simply grab a challenge card...design and build each of the pictured
components with help from the “how-to” book...then set up their course. With a drop of the ball onto the
tracks, kids will find out whether their course works—fine-tuning the distance and angle of the pieces until
the ball reaches the goal box. Perfect for building 21st-century skills like perseverance and STEM problem
solving, our set even lets students create their very own chain reaction courses—for unlimited building
possibilities! Set includes 59 tough plastic builders, 4 balls, 4 cords, 8 challenge cards, a “how-to” book and
a guide. The largest piece measures 12" in length.

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.124

Kids explore the mechanical power of liquid in motion—as they build their own hydraulic machines! Our kit
includes 4 step-by-step activity booklets and all the reusable building pieces kids need to create 4 different
hydraulic machines—from a working drawbridge to a crane that really lifts objects. Plus, we’ve included
syringes and tubes kids fill with water and connect to each machine—learning how to convert energy as
they set each machine in motion! The kit includes 4 activity booklets, a hydraulics information card, 126
sturdy plastic building and testing pieces, and a guide. Longest building piece measures 6 1/2".

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP848

PP438

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Create-A-Chain Reaction
STEM Kit - Gr. 3-5 - Starter
Set

Hydraulics Engineering STEM
Kit
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TT759

Building Brick STEM
Challenge Kit - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.125

Young engineers boost STEM skills as they complete one hands-on challenge after another—from
constructing a spinning windmill to building a solvable maze! Students simply choose a challenge card, use
the snap-together building pieces to engineer a solution…and then test their creation, revising and
retesting until their design is successful. Our kit includes over 250 building pieces and 10 double-sided
challenge cards with possible solutions on the back. Cards measure 8 1/2" wide.

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM
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LC441

Can Do! Reading Literature
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost literature reading skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select
one of three categories—character analysis, theme & key details or making inferences. Next, children draw
a card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a
handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a
game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC442

Can Do! Reading
Informational Text Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost informational text reading skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—main idea & details, making inferences or text structures & features.
Next, children draw a card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The
game comes in a handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient selfchecking—and a game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC443

Can Do! Writing Skills Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost writing skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select one of
three categories—correct the sentence, supporting details or revising sentences. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - Fourth Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

LC444

Can Do! Vocabulary Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost vocabulary skills with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to select one of
three categories—context clues, multiple-meaning words or shades of meaning. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

LC445

Can Do! Prefixes & Suffixes
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using prefixes and suffixes with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—prefixes, suffixes or root words. Next, children draw a card and answer
the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can that
includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner built
right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.
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LC446

Can Do! Parts of Speech
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using parts of speech with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin to
select one of three categories—nouns & pronouns, verbs or adjectives. Next, children draw a card and
answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can that
includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner built
right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC447

Can Do! Language
Conventions Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using language conventions with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just
spin to select one of three categories—capitalization, punctuation or spelling. Next, children draw a card
and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a handy can
that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game spinner
built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC448

Can Do! Figurative Language
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.23

Boost skills in using figurative language with a hands-on game students will love to play! Children just spin
to select one of three categories—similes & metaphors, idioms or proverbs & adages. Next, children draw a
card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they answer correctly! The game comes in a
handy can that includes 60 game cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a
game spinner built right into the lid! For 2-4 players. Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

GG107

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help
fourth graders boost skills in vocabulary, conventions, grammar, writing and reading comprehension. Plus,
kids can use the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78
pages.

$4.49

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP958

Match & Sort Literature
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students master literary devices in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game
pouches covering topics like character traits, point of view and words in context. Plus, each game has
answer cards and simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn
independently! Set includes 121 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts
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PP956

Match & Sort Grammar &
Writing Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students sharpen grammar and writing skills in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8
game pouches covering topics like capitalization, punctuation and verb tense. Plus, each game has answer
cards and simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn
independently! Set includes 145 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP957

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students boost vocabulary skills in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game pouches
covering topics like dictionary skills, context clues and idioms. Plus, each game has answer cards and simple
instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn independently! Set includes
137 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP959

Match & Sort Informational
Text Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students master informational text in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game
pouches covering topics like text features and supporting evidence. Plus, each game has answer cards and
simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn independently! Set
includes 120 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.27

From Hole in One—where kids compare and contrast two fables while miniature golfing—to Drill
Down—where kids dig into different points of view—our folder games target key literature standards while
keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice!
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on
the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x
11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.27

From A-maze-ing —where kids help an archaeologist navigate a maze of antonyms—to Robot Lab —where
defining homographs brings robots to life—our folder games target key vocabulary standards while
keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice!
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on
the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x
11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

AA792

AA794

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Reading Literature Folder
Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - Gr. 4-5
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Elementary
P.27

From Text it Up—where kids add commas to text messages—to Pagoda Race—where kids race to the
Emperor’s throne by identifying pronouns and adverbs—our folder games target key grammar and writing
standards while keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for
independent practice! Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3step instructions on the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders
measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

AA793

Reading Informational Text
Folder Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.27

From Super Bike Speedway—where kids race to make inferences—to Super Spy—where analyzing text
structure is a covert operation—our folder games target informational text standards while keeping kids
engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice! Students just
grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on the front. Best
of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and
come in a storage box.

LL863

5-Minute Vocabulary Practice
Cards - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.29

Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, identifying synonyms and antonyms,
and more...as they complete our quick, high-interest quiz cards! Each double-sided card features multiplechoice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill—and give students valuable test prep practice.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill areas, plus 5 answer cards...in a sturdy box for easy organization. Cards measure
4" x 6".

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$4.49

Grades 3-4

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LC878

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.31

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use our cards, reading
clips and more to play—helping children practice everything from drawing inferences to analyzing
figurative language. Plus, an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even explains how family
engagement can boost student achievement at school. The pack includes 10 informational text cards, 10
literature cards, 6 reading clips, a game board and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board
measures 12" x 12".

DD813

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 34

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 3-4, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 78 pages and has a removable answer key in back.
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DD814

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 45

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 4-5, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 76 pages and has a removable answer key in back.

$4.49

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP468

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP668

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in social studies, science, the arts and more! Students just read through each high-interest text,
then use evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Set includes 90 write & wipe and
reproducible activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11";
with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL862

Nonfiction Comprehension
Quickie Cards

Elementary
P.51

These quick, high-interest activities help students build nonfiction comprehension—as they read
fascinating passages, interpret charts and more! Each card features brief, engaging text with review
questions on back—all in a simple, multiple-choice format that prepares students for standardized tests.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill-building categories, plus 5 answer cards—all in a sturdy storage box. Cards
measure 4" x 6".

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL399

Understanding Idioms
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make idioms easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different idiom with
a simple sentence that shows how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve
even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each idiom, so children really master each
one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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LL397

Understanding Homophones
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make homophones easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different
homophone pair with simple sentences that show how each word is used in context, plus a picture clue for
extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
homophone, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL398

Understanding Multiple
Meanings Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make multiple-meaning words easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a
different multiple-meaning word with simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture
clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
word, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

FF358

The Writing Process Student
Folder

Elementary
P.67

This handy folder guides students step-by-step through the writing process—with fold-out pockets that
store everything from the initial story map to the final draft! Plus, each side of the folder is jam-packed
with information to help students along the way, including topic ideas, an editing checklist and more.
Students just follow the simple steps on each of the 4 inside pockets...and produce a polished piece every
time! Folder measures 9 1/2" x 12".

$2.59

Grades 2-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE118

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 98 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

$49.99

Grades 4-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP569

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Ready to Write! Prompt Box Gr. 4-5
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GG274

Writing Prompts Journal - Gr.
3-4

Elementary
P.70

Our journal has 29 engaging prompts that cover narrative, opinion/argument and informative
writing—with helpful tips and checklists for self-editing, plus graphic organizers to get kids started. Journal
measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages. Pages have 3/8" ruling.

$3.99

Grades 3-4

Writing

English Language
Arts

DD957

Correct the Sentence! Daily
Journal - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.71

Reinforce punctuation, capitalization, grammar and understanding of sentence structure with skill-building
activities for every day of the school year! Our journal has daily level-appropriate sentences that contain
grammatical errors. Children just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day!
Journal measures 7" x 8 1/2" and is 86 pages.

$4.29

Grades 3-4

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG993

Growth Mindset Daily
Practice Journal - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.71

Guide students toward becoming more flexible, confident learners—with 36 weekly reading passages and
corresponding daily activities for the whole school year! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78 pages.

$4.49

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG121

Vocabulary Journal

Elementary
P.71

Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets kids record, organize and use tons of
new words! The journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for children to write definitions,
synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a
terrific way to remember each word's meaning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$3.99

Grades 1-6

Writing

English Language
Arts
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Elementary
P.101

Children master addition skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Base 10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master subtraction skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Base 10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master multiplication skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math
problems easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens,
hundreds and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit
numbers. Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually
represent the equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy
write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Base 10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master division skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens, hundreds
and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit numbers.
Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, then count out place value coins to solve the problem.
We’ve even included a handy write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8
5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Base 10

Math

Elementary
P.112

Give students a concrete understanding of how to build fractions—with a hands-on center that makes
difficult concepts easy to grasp! Our center includes a tray with 250 labeled fraction pieces…plus 22 activity
cards that prompt children to build a variety of fractions from halves to twelfths. Students simply combine
fraction pieces to cover the shaded area of circles on the cards…then write corresponding fraction
equations in the write & wipe space below. Children can even use the included answer key to check their
work! Tray measures 11 1/2" x 12 1/8". Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$49.99

Grades 3-4

Fractions

Math

Math - Fourth Grade

FF297

FF298

FF293

FF294

HH978

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Hands-On Addition
Regrouping Kit

Hands-On Subtraction
Regrouping Kit

Hands-On Multiplication
Regrouping Kit

Hands-On Division
Regrouping Kit

Building Fractions Activity
Center
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GG458

Build & Learn Geometric
Shapes Kit

Elementary
P.107

As students piece together our easy-fitting sticks and connectors, they learn to build, identify and describe
geometric shapes! The 12 activity cards guide children along as they build everything from a simple triangle
to a rectangular prism…and practice identifying faces and edges, comparing shapes and more. Kit includes
over 200 pieces; large sticks measure 4 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

TT566

Build & Learn Area &
Perimeter Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids solve area and perimeter problems…by building models that make these tough concepts easy to
grasp! Our kit includes 240 colorful wooden tiles, plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards with helpful pictures,
formulas and hints. We’ve even included a definition card—to help reinforce key vocabulary. Best of all,
when kids are done solving a problem, they just flip the card over to check their own work! Tiles measure
1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

TT567

Build & Learn Volume Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids find the volume of rectangular prisms and rectilinear figures—with durable manipulatives that provide
tons of hands-on experience! Our kit comes with 160 wooden cubes—plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards.
Simply set the kit in your math center and let kids select an activity card…then watch as they uncover
volume concepts by building and deconstructing 3-D shapes. Best of all, kids just flip the cards over to
check their own answers! Cubes measure 1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

LM331

Multiplication Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they master multiplication facts through 100! Players solve
multiplication problems and use colored chips to mark the products on the game board—and the first
player to mark three answers in a row (horizontally, vertically or diagonally) wins! Our ready-to-play game
is easy to set up and includes a game board, 50 problem cards, 80 chips in 4 colors, a reference card and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM333

Adding & Subtracting
Fractions Grab & Play Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they add and subtract fractions with like denominators! Kids draw
game cards and solve problems—and if they answer correctly, they move forward on the game board. The
first player to make it back to their start space wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes
a game board, 50 game cards featuring three levels of difficulty, 4 pawns and an answer card. For 2-4
players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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LM334

Comparing Fractions Grab &
Play Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they compare fractions and identify equivalencies! Kids draw game
cards and solve problems—and if they answer correctly, they move forward on the game board. The first
player to reach FINISH wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game board, 60
problem cards covering halves through hundredths, 4 pawns and an answer card. For 2-4 players. Game
board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM335

Place Value Grab & Play
Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they explore place value to the hundred thousands! For each round
of play, students follow directions to build the highest six-digit number, the lowest six-digit number and
more. The player with the most victories after four rounds is the winner! Our ready-to-play game is easy to
set up and includes 4 game mats, 20 number building cards, 60 number tiles, 4 write & wipe markers and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game mats measure 6" x 7".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LM336

Geometric Measurement
Grab & Play Game - Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they explore measurement in this fun memory match game! As
students turn over measurement problem cards and the matching answers, they build their understanding
of angles, perimeter and area. For each match, kids place a chip on the game board—and the player with
the most chips at the end of the game wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game
board, 3 boxes of 20 memory match cards (60 cards total), 40 chips in four colors, 3 answer cards and a
drawstring bag. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

LM332

Division Grab & Play Game Gr. 3-4

Elementary
P.84

Students get engaging math practice as they master division facts within 100! Players place dividends,
divisors and quotients on the game board to build and solve division problems—and the first player to use
all their tiles wins! Our ready-to-play game is easy to set up and includes a game board, 80 game tiles, 4 tile
stands and a reference card. For 2-4 players. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$19.99

Grades 3-4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get fourth graders talking about number concepts!
Our activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math
concepts, explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to
introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students
think about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

$29.99

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE114

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Gr. 4
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EE944

Daily Math Practice Journal Gr. 4

Elementary
P.85

Refine kids’ math skills each day of the school year…with challenging activities that target important math
standards in operations, algebraic thinking, fractions and more! Our journal features 35 weeks of problems
that cover key math standards in fourth grade…and focus on building conceptual understanding and
procedural skills. We’ve even included an answer key for easy self-checking. The journal is 80 pages.

$4.49

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students compare and sequence multi-digit numbers as they scale down a mountain, multiply by powers of
10 as they travel around the world and more—with super-engaging folder games that target critical math
standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for independent practice.
Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to solve the problems.
Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students have learned.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Children play soccer, miniature golf and more—solving operations and developing algebraic thinking skills
as they go! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for independent practice.
Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to solve 2- and 3-digit
operations, division with remainders, mixed operations and more—in a super-involving way! Each folder
comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students have learned. Folders measure 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students search for treasure by solving measurement and time word problems, calculate conversions to
snowboard down a mountain, define geometric terms in a fast-paced quiz show and more—with superengaging folder games that target critical math standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking
games designed for independent practice. Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the
corresponding game pieces to solve the problems. Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus
activity that tests what students have learned. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students trek through the jungle as they multiply fractions, venture into space while dividing fractions by
whole numbers, add fractions while playing a game of hoops and more—with super-engaging folder games
that target critical math standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for
independent practice. Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to
solve the problems. Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students
have learned. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH334

Place Value Folder Game
Library - Gr. 4-5

HH423

Operations & Algebraic
Thinking Folder Game Library
- Gr. 4-5

HH337

HH336

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Geometry & Measurement
Folder Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Fractions & Decimals Folder
Game Library - Gr. 4-5
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Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for grades 4-5 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with manipulatives that align to
major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with everything from basic operations
and working with decimals to multiplying fractions and measuring angles. Use the manipulatives to review
key concepts with a small or large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math skills on
their own. You get a write & wipe area model mat, 50 double-sided fraction/decimal circles, 8 fraction array
cards, 8 fraction array transparencies, 55 number tiles and a protractor! Plus, the sturdy plastic toolbox is
designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are always within reach. Toolbox comes with
an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".

$21.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

$29.99

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

LC618

Family Engagement Math
Pack - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.91

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our fraction cards, number lines and more to play—helping
children practice everything from comparing decimals to working with money. Plus, an in-depth activity
book describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at
school. The pack includes 10 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus playing cards, dice and
more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

PP416

Volume Discovery Can - Gr. 45

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as solving for
volume using hands-on manipulatives! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts, the can comes with 25
self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including volume trays, unit cubes, a formula card
and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP414

Decimals Discovery Can - Gr.
4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as creating
numbers with decimals, comparing decimals, and adding and subtracting decimals! Perfect for reinforcing
key math concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including
decimal place value cards, foam dice, operation grids and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP413

Fractions Discovery Can Level 1 - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key fraction skills such as
adding, comparing and decomposing fractions! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes with
25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including fraction pieces, a fraction number line
and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP411

Fractions Discovery Can Level 2 - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as
multiplying fractions, adding fractions with unlike denominators and more! Perfect for reinforcing key math
concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including fraction
array cards, division cubes, a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP409

Multiplication & Division
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key multiplication and
division skills! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and
lots of manipulatives—including division cubes, an array mat, a spinner and more! Can measures 6 1/2"
tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP417

Angles & Symmetry
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as drawing
angles, measuring angles and exploring symmetrical shapes! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts, the
can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including a miniature protractor,
symmetry cards and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP415

Measurement Conversion
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as converting
units of measure and solving real-world measurement problems! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts,
the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including a ruler, a
measurement scale card, foam dice and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP412

Place Value Discovery Can Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key place value skills such as
building numbers, rounding numbers up and more! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes
with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including place value cards, a spinner, a
rounding cube and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE992

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Multiplication and Division
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize multiplication and division
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP361

Grab & Match Leveled
Operations Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging math operations
concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep
students focused and engaged as they match up multiplication and division problems with their solutions,
solve word problems and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP362

Grab & Match Leveled
Geometry & Measurement
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging geometry and
measurement concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in
difficulty to keep students focused and engaged as they match angle measurements to triangles and
quadrilaterals, 3-D figures to their volumes and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10
1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP363

Grab & Match Leveled
Measurement & Data
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging measurement and
data concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to
keep students focused and engaged as they match up measurement conversions, identify area and
perimeter, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP364

Grab & Match Leveled
Algebraic Thinking Quickies Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging algebra concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up expressions with their numeric forms, solve for unknown numbers
and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP365

Grab & Match Leveled
Fractions Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging fraction concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up equivalent fractions, multiply and divide fractions by whole
numbers, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP366

Grab & Match Leveled Place
Value Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging place value concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up numbers based on place value, round and estimate to solve realworld problems, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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$24.99

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP224

Pop to Win! Math Game - Gr.
4

Elementary
P.96

Perfect for demonstrating understanding of math concepts, plus extra practice and review, our actionpacked math game lets children develop essential skills as they play! This game features 75 questions
based on key math standards, including solving word problems, rounding, multiplying and dividing,
decomposing fractions, identifying angles and more. Children just draw a card and solve the problem…then
pop the popper to move around the game board! Game includes everything you need for 2-4 players;
game board measures 13" x 13".

PP664

Pick-A-Problem Math WarmUps - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.97

Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key math standards in just a few
minutes each day! Great for daily warm-ups, extra practice, math centers and more, our set includes 100
question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word problems—all targeting fourth-grade
standards for math. The set even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a mystery
box. Box measures 7 1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grade 4

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

TT491

Angles Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using a protractor
to identify angles to using angle circles to solve word problems. Plus, the ready-to-use center includes a
freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a reproducible assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using cubes to
build figures and determine volumes to using a ruler to find the missing measurement. Plus, the ready-touse center includes a freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a reproducible
assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using meter sticks
for exploring the length of classroom items to using a platform scale to determine weight and mass. Plus,
the ready-to-use center includes a freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a
reproducible assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

TT492

TT493

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Volume Hands-On
Measurement Center

Conversions Hands-On
Measurement Center
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TT327

TT328

TT329

LC166

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Addition Facts Folder Game
Library - K-Gr. 2

Subtraction Facts Folder
Game Library - K-Gr. 2

Multiplication Facts Folder
Game Library - Gr. 3-5

Division Facts Folder Game
Library - Gr. 3-5

Hands-On Multiplication &
Division Kit

Catalog Page

Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept

Content Area

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.105

It’s easy to solve complex multiplication and division problems…with this hands-on approach! Our kit
includes a work tray, place value blocks and self-checking problem cards. Kids simply place a card in the
handy well at the top of the tray and create an area model using the ones, tens and hundreds
blocks—making it a breeze to visualize each problem and solve it. Each problem card shows the answer on
back…so kids can check their own work as they go. Kit includes 60 ones cubes, 30 tens rods and 4 hundreds
flats, plus 40 problem cards, a plastic tray and a guide. Tray measures 11".

$39.99

Grades 3-4

Operations

Math
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Elementary
P.127

From comparing potential and kinetic energy to predicting how energy changes when objects collide, our
engaging kit supports Next Generation Science Standards* for fourth grade! The kit includes 4 doublesided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that encourage critical and scientific thinking, 4 Connection cards for
making real-world connections, a wooden cart, 2 ramps, an open box, a bulb holder and 3 bulbs, a battery
holder, 2 wires, 14 wooden blocks, and a fan and fan stand. Plus, you get a guide with detailed lesson
plans, investigation tips, possible solutions and much more!
Develops skills in:
• Using evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object to the energy of that object
• Making observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to place by sound,
light, heat and electric currents
• Asking questions and predicting outcomes about the changes in energy that occur when objects collide
• Applying scientific ideas to design, test and refine a device that converts energy from one form to
another
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.127

From using evidence to explain the changes in a landscape over time to analyzing maps to describe
geologic patterns, our engaging kit supports Next Generation Science Standards* for fourth grade! The kit
includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that encourage critical and scientific thinking, 4
Connection cards for making real-world connections, fossiliferous limestone, sandstone, obsidian, chalk, 20
additional rocks, a dropper, a plastic insect, a tray, a jar, beads, 50 sponge cubes, 3 rolls of clay and a clay
tool. Plus, you get a guide with detailed lesson plans, investigation tips, possible solutions and much more!
Develops skills in:
• Identifying evidence from patterns in rock formations and fossils in rock layers to support an explanation
for changes in a landscape over time
• Making observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the effects of weathering or the rate
of erosion by water, ice, wind or vegetation
• Analyzing and interpreting data from maps to describe patterns of Earth’s features
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - Fourth Grade

LM311

LM312

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Meet the Standards Energy
Kit - Gr. 4

Meet the Standards Changes
in Landscape Kit - Gr. 4
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$49.99

Grade 4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

LM313

Meet the Standards Human
Body Kit - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.127

From understanding the functions of the skeletal system to exploring how information is processed in the
brain, our engaging kit supports Next Generation Science Standards* for fourth grade! The kit includes 4
double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards that encourage critical and scientific thinking; 4 Connection
cards for making real-world connections; a skeleton model and assembly card; 5 strings; 12 straws; models
of a human hand, human teeth and a human eye; a flip book; and a lens. Plus, you get a guide with detailed
lesson plans, investigation tips, possible solutions and much more!
Develops skills in:
• Constructing an argument that animals have internal and external structures that function to support
survival, growth, behavior and reproduction
• Using a model to describe how animals receive different types of information through their senses,
process the information in their brain and respond to the information in different ways
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

DS104

Daily Science Reproducible
Activities - Gr. 4

Elementary
P.128

Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of the school year! Our engaging
book has daily 10- to 15-minute activities that teach fourth graders life, earth and physical science concepts
with reproducibles, hands-on experiments and more! Book is 192 pages.

$29.99

Grade 4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE803

Can Do! Solar System Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from planets, stars and moons to asteroids, comets and meteors—as they race
to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the
lid…and comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE801

Can Do! Human Body Game Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about the human body—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled
game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science
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EE804

Can Do! Earth Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn about everything from rocks and minerals to weather and landforms—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE806

Can Do! Force & Motion
Game - Gr. 2-4

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about force and motion—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our funfilled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE802

Can Do! Animals Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about animal classifications, habitats, life cycles and the food chain—as they race to answer
skill-building science questions! Our fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and
comes with everything children need to play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking
question cards written in standardized test format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science
question…and collect game tokens for each correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

EE805

Can Do! Matter Game - Gr. 24

Elementary
P.128

Kids learn all about gases, liquids and solids—as they race to answer skill-building science questions! Our
fun-filled game canister has a spinner built right into the lid…and comes with everything children need to
play—including themed game tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test
format. Players just spin to answer each fascinating science question…and collect game tokens for each
correct answer!

$19.99

Grades 2-4

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Force & Motion Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students develop a concrete understanding of gravity, energy, friction and more…as they experiment with
forces & learn how they affect motion! Children just follow simple instructions to complete 7 hands-on
experiments—from creating pendulums and experimenting with friction to measuring pull forces and
building inclined planes! You get 53 experiment pieces, including pulleys, spring scales, ramps, launchers
and more.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

PP527

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Simple Machines Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students discover how simple machines make work easier…as they build realistic models and perform
hands-on experiments! Our lab includes high-quality, extra-durable beechwood components, plus 7 handson experiment cards that walk students through how to build and use a pulley, an inclined plane, a wheel
and axle, and more. The cards even include information on back that explains each machine and how it’s
used in the real world! Lab comes complete with 39 experiment pieces.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Magnet Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our ready-to-use lab has everything students need to explore magnetism—hands on! You get 7 easy-tofollow experiment cards with skill-building investigations on front and scientific information on back…plus
all the materials students need for unlimited exploration and discovery—including bar magnets,
compasses, electromagnets and more. Lab comes with 50 experiment pieces. Requires 4 “AA” batteries
(not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Electricity Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our classroom-safe lab makes electricity concepts easy to grasp—with hands-on experiments and ready-touse tools! The 29 pieces come with 7 cards featuring step-by-step experiments, from testing for conductors
to creating a simple switched circuit. Plus, the back of each card has background information on the
scientific concept covered by the experiment—so children learn important facts as they work! Requires 4
“D” batteries (not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$43.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD351

Electricity Activity Tub - Gr. 46

Elementary
P.135

Students build simple circuits, send messages in Morse code, make their own burglar alarms and
more—with a ready-to-use kit that explores electricity hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from light bulbs and a static
electricity tube to a fun quiz card, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp!
We’ve even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE466

Electricity Book Library - Gr. 46

Elementary
P.135

Students take a trip through an electrical circuit, explore the properties of magnets, learn how batteries
work and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our
Electricity Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make
concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.
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Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students build a model of a molecule, create slimy goo to investigate chemical change and more—with
ready-to-use activities that explore matter hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment
cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to
complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from thermometers, beakers and modeling clay
to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even
included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Matter Book Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students investigate states of matter, take an up-close look at atoms, learn how to make invisible ink and
more—with involving books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 4-6 . Our skill-building
library features fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Matter
Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts super-easy to
grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD356

Simple Machines Activity Tub
- Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Our all-in-one activity tub contains everything you need to help students learn about simple machines—as
they build marshmallow catapults, create their own pulley systems and more! You get 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, we’ve included tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from a spring scale and lever to a
fun flip book, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! You even get a
handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE468

Simple Machines Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students investigate the power of pulleys, explore first-class and second-class levers, learn how to make
their own machines and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented
in our Simple Machines Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest
titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$46.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.135

Students race cars down ramps, build their own roller coasters, watch balloon rockets zoom by and
more…and get an exciting look at force and motion in action! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from ramps, carts, measuring tape
and a stopwatch to handy vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve
even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD354

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Force & Motion Activity Tub Gr. 4-6
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EE194

Force & Motion Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students discover how gravity works, explore simple machines, investigate the effects of friction and
more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Force & Motion
Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts
super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$46.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD358

Cells & Organisms Activity
Tub - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students get a firsthand look at cells and organisms—as they create cell models, view cell division, observe
osmosis in action and more! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving
activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment
and explore concepts in depth—from microscopes and slides to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and fullcolor charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with
reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE195

Cells & Organisms Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students take a closer look at fossils, follow the life cycle of a frog, investigate cells up close and
more—with involving books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 4-6 . Our skill-building
library features fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Cells &
Organisms Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts
super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$40.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD352

Human Body Activity Tub Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students learn all about the human body as they create a model lung, find their heart rates, log reaction
times to check their reflexes and more! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with
involving, hands-on activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to
complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from models of a heart, skeleton and digestive
system to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve
even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE464

Human Body Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students watch the human heart in action, learn how muscles and bones work, and more—with involving
books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Grades 4-6 . Our skill-building library features 5
fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Human Body Activity
Tub …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. You get a
set of 5 paperback books.
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$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD357

Properties of Earth Activity
Tub - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

As students form fossils, make mountains crumble, wear down rocks and more, they learn about Earth’s
properties and forces—hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving
activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment
and explore concepts in depth—from real rock samples and erosion trays to vocabulary cards, diagram
cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with
reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE192

Properties of Earth Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students discover Earth’s natural resources, take an up-close look at rocks and gems, learn how to make
their own volcanoes and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented
in our Properties of Earth Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest
titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD355

Solar System Activity Tub Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students use models to simulate seasonal changes, calculate gravity on other planets, create a phases of
the moon slider and more—with an all-in-one kit that explores the solar system hands on! Our ready-touse tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards.
Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from an
Earth/moon rotation model and flashlight to a fun flip book, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that
make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas
and more.

EE193

Solar System Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students take a trip on the space shuttle, look through a giant telescope, learn fascinating facts about the
planets and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Solar
System Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make
concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$44.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Landforms & Mapping Grab
& Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore landforms, direction and symbols on a real map! The
game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children take
turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

Social Studies - Fourth Grade

FF773

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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The World Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the cultures, landmarks and geography of all 7
continents! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point
tokens. To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and
social studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to
earn 100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 18". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

$99.50

Grades 4-5

Government

Social Studies

HH175

United States Government
Resource Box

Elementary
P.137

Our ready-to-use resource box contains everything you need to teach students about the U.S. government!
It comes packed with reading comprehension folders, writing prompt cards and information-filled photo
cards that boost reading and writing skills—while allowing students to explore the government’s history
and function. It also comes with a variety of hands-on materials that bring each topic to life—including
realistic props like a gavel, stamps, a checks and balances flip book and more. You even get a guide with
over 20 pages of skill-building reproducibles and activities that students will love to complete—from
creating a class constitution to holding a mock trial! Box measures 12" x 15".

PP858

Social Studies File Folder
Games - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for fourth- and fifth-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include colonial America, U.S. states and capitals, and westward expansion.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

History

Social Studies

FF774

Native Americans Grab &
Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the culture, history and geography of native tribes!
The game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children
take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

Explorers Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they discover famous explorers and their expeditions around the
globe! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens.
To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social
studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn
100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

FF775

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name
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Maker Space Project Cards

Elementary
P.115

With our unique STEM cards, students can build, test and modify everything from robots and circuits to
bridges and structures! The double-sided, 7" x 8" cards feature open-ended projects that can be built using
materials from our fully loaded Maker Space Mobile Project Cart and common classroom items. You get 55
cards organized into 3 levels of difficulty across 4 categories, plus a 60-page teacher’s guide with examples
of completed builds. Cards come in a handy storage box with dividers.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help students master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3step instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing
computational thinking and problem-solving skills as they create the most efficient sequence of actions in
their codes. Perfect for learning centers or independent practice, this grade-appropriate set includes 10
different activity folders at 3 levels of difficulty, each with precut and sorted game tiles, a pawn and a
handy storage pouch. Games include an activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide when open.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

Introduce 21st-century skills like electronics and robotics—as students design and build with our actionfilled circuits! Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direction for endless exploration, and a
variety of tiles let children experiment with light, sound, motion and more. Follow our guide to build 2-D
and 3-D circuits—from a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations! Set comes
with 15 tiles; each measures 3" x 3". Detailed guide features easy-to-follow instructions for 8 challenge
activities. Requires one 9-volt battery (not included).

$99.50

Grades 1-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM - Fourth Grade

LC991

TT762

PP738

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - Gr. 4-5

Power Tiles Circuit Kit Starter Set

PP129

John Henry Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of John Henry—then build a working conveyor belt to help him race a steampowered drill! Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on
materials to design, build and test a conveyor belt that really hauls rocks…then improve their design like
real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson
plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 102 pieces to build a conveyor belt, 10 rocks, a crate, a 16 1/2"
mountain facade and a ruler.

PP128

Johnny Appleseed Problem
Solving STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Johnny Appleseed—then design a fence shaped to hold the most apple trees!
Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to
design, build and test a sturdy log fence…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with
a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design
sheet—plus 30 apple trees, 20 logs, two 16" double-sided landscape mats and a ruler.
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PP127

Paul Bunyan Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Paul Bunyan—then design a wagon to carry his heavy knapsack! Our kit helps
kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to design, build and
test a working wagon…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused
story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 52 pieces
to build a wagon, a 2-pound, 4 1/2" weighted knapsack, rubber bands and a tape measure.

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.123

Students learn firsthand how STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum can create a chain
reaction! Our kid-pleasing set challenges third- through fifth-grade students to build a variety of chain
reaction courses—and comes complete with everything kids need to build from scratch, including switches,
seesaws, hammers and more. Students simply grab a challenge card...design and build each of the pictured
components with help from the “how-to” book...then set up their course. With a drop of the ball onto the
tracks, kids will find out whether their course works—fine-tuning the distance and angle of the pieces until
the ball reaches the goal box. Perfect for building 21st-century skills like perseverance and STEM problem
solving, our set even lets students create their very own chain reaction courses—for unlimited building
possibilities! Set includes 59 tough plastic builders, 4 balls, 4 cords, 8 challenge cards, a “how-to” book and
a guide. The largest piece measures 12" in length.

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP848

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Create-A-Chain Reaction
STEM Kit - Gr. 3-5 - Starter
Set

PP438

Hydraulics Engineering STEM
Kit

Elementary
P.124

Kids explore the mechanical power of liquid in motion—as they build their own hydraulic machines! Our kit
includes 4 step-by-step activity booklets and all the reusable building pieces kids need to create 4 different
hydraulic machines—from a working drawbridge to a crane that really lifts objects. Plus, we’ve included
syringes and tubes kids fill with water and connect to each machine—learning how to convert energy as
they set each machine in motion! The kit includes 4 activity booklets, a hydraulics information card, 126
sturdy plastic building and testing pieces, and a guide. Longest building piece measures 6 1/2".

TT759

Building Brick STEM
Challenge Kit - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.125

Young engineers boost STEM skills as they complete one hands-on challenge after another—from
constructing a spinning windmill to building a solvable maze! Students simply choose a challenge card, use
the snap-together building pieces to engineer a solution…and then test their creation, revising and
retesting until their design is successful. Our kit includes over 250 building pieces and 10 double-sided
challenge cards with possible solutions on the back. Cards measure 8 1/2" wide.
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GG109

Daily Language Practice
Journal - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.23

Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use activities for every day of the school
year! Our journal features 35 weeks of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help fifth
graders boost skills in vocabulary, conventions, grammar, writing and reading comprehension. Plus, kids
can use the helpful answer key to check their own work. Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78 pages.

$4.49

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP958

Match & Sort Literature
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students master literary devices in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game
pouches covering topics like character traits, point of view and words in context. Plus, each game has
answer cards and simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn
independently! Set includes 121 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP956

Match & Sort Grammar &
Writing Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students sharpen grammar and writing skills in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8
game pouches covering topics like capitalization, punctuation and verb tense. Plus, each game has answer
cards and simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn
independently! Set includes 145 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP957

Match & Sort Vocabulary
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students boost vocabulary skills in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game pouches
covering topics like dictionary skills, context clues and idioms. Plus, each game has answer cards and simple
instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn independently! Set includes
137 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

PP959

Match & Sort Informational
Text Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.25

Students master informational text in a flash—with our quick-to-play games! This set includes 8 game
pouches covering topics like text features and supporting evidence. Plus, each game has answer cards and
simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so students can play and learn independently! Set
includes 120 cards for 8 games. Box measures 8".

$29.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

English Language Arts - Fifth Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Lakeshore Learning Materials
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Reading Literature Folder
Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Vocabulary Folder Game
Library - Gr. 4-5

Grammar & Writing Folder
Game Library - Gr. 4-5
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Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept
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Elementary
P.27

From Hole in One—where kids compare and contrast two fables while miniature golfing—to Drill
Down—where kids dig into different points of view—our folder games target key literature standards while
keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice!
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on
the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x
11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.27

From A-maze-ing —where kids help an archaeologist navigate a maze of antonyms—to Robot Lab —where
defining homographs brings robots to life—our folder games target key vocabulary standards while
keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice!
Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on
the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x
11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

Elementary
P.27

From Text it Up—where kids add commas to text messages—to Pagoda Race—where kids race to the
Emperor’s throne by identifying pronouns and adverbs—our folder games target key grammar and writing
standards while keeping kids engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for
independent practice! Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3step instructions on the front. Best of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders
measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and come in a storage box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

AA793

Reading Informational Text
Folder Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.27

From Super Bike Speedway—where kids race to make inferences—to Super Spy—where analyzing text
structure is a covert operation—our folder games target informational text standards while keeping kids
engaged! The library includes 10 unique folder games—perfect for independent practice! Students just
grab a folder filled with everything they need, then follow the simple 3-step instructions on the front. Best
of all, the activities are self-checking…for instant reinforcement! Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8" and
come in a storage box.

LL863

5-Minute Vocabulary Practice
Cards - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.29

Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, identifying synonyms and antonyms,
and more...as they complete our quick, high-interest quiz cards! Each double-sided card features multiplechoice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill—and give students valuable test prep practice.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill areas, plus 5 answer cards...in a sturdy box for easy organization. Cards measure
4" x 6".
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$29.99

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

English Language
Arts

LC880

Family Engagement Reading
Pack - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.31

Keep kids learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and
engage the whole family in the learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English
and Spanish…plus materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities. Simply use our cards, folders
and more to play—helping children practice everything from identifying the theme to comparing genres.
Plus, an in-depth activity book describes each activity…and even explains how family engagement can
boost student achievement at school. The pack includes 8 literature cards, 4 informational text folders, 25
Greek and Latin root cards, a game board and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board
measures 12" x 12".

DD814

Reading Comprehension
Daily Practice Journal - Gr. 45

Elementary
P.47

Our skill-building practice journal helps kids develop reading comprehension skills—day by day! Designed
to help children meet key standards in grades 4-5, our journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension
activities that encourage children to think critically about what they are reading. Kids read an engaging
fiction or nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to
deepen their understanding of the text. The journal is 76 pages and has a removable answer key in back.

$4.49

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP468

Reading Comprehension
Practice Cards - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.48

Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide variety of
genres! Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading passage with followup questions. Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence from the text to support their
answers! Set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, so kids remain challenged as they develop
skills. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11"; with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

PP668

Nonfiction Reading
Comprehension Practice
Cards - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.49

Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade-appropriate
knowledge in social studies, science, the arts and more! Students just read through each high-interest text,
then use evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions. Set includes 90 write & wipe and
reproducible activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged and engaged. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11";
with answer cards. Write & wipe markers sold separately.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL862

Nonfiction Comprehension
Quickie Cards

Elementary
P.51

These quick, high-interest activities help students build nonfiction comprehension—as they read
fascinating passages, interpret charts and more! Each card features brief, engaging text with review
questions on back—all in a simple, multiple-choice format that prepares students for standardized tests.
You get 125 cards in 5 skill-building categories, plus 5 answer cards—all in a sturdy storage box. Cards
measure 4" x 6".

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts
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LL399

Understanding Idioms
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make idioms easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different idiom with
a simple sentence that shows how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve
even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each idiom, so children really master each
one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL397

Understanding Homophones
Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make homophones easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a different
homophone pair with simple sentences that show how each word is used in context, plus a picture clue for
extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
homophone, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

LL398

Understanding Multiple
Meanings Teaching Cards

Elementary
P.52

Our teaching cards make multiple-meaning words easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card has a
different multiple-meaning word with simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture
clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each
word, so children really master each one! Set includes 40 cards; each measures 7" x 9".

$21.99

Grades 2-5

Reading
Comprehension

English Language
Arts

FF358

The Writing Process Student
Folder

Elementary
P.67

This handy folder guides students step-by-step through the writing process—with fold-out pockets that
store everything from the initial story map to the final draft! Plus, each side of the folder is jam-packed
with information to help students along the way, including topic ideas, an editing checklist and more.
Students just follow the simple steps on each of the 4 inside pockets...and produce a polished piece every
time! Folder measures 9 1/2" x 12".

$2.59

Grades 2-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

EE118

Grab & Write SocialEmotional Prompts - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.67

Strengthen social-emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards! Great for daily
writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & teamwork, self-control and
more. Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the class to write about or discuss—or let students
choose and respond on their own. Set includes 100 prompt cards and a mystery box. Box measures 7
1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts
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$49.99

Grades 4-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

PP569

Ready to Write! Prompt Box Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.68

Our prompt box is a fantastic way to strengthen young writers’ skills…with focused practice in 3 different
writing styles! The set includes 98 prompt cards that cover narrative, informative/explanatory and
opinion/argument writing—perfect for independent use, small groups and writing centers! The cards
feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so kids can complete the writing
activities on their own and get experience with everything from the pre-writing process and gathering
ideas to grouping related information into paragraphs. Set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers,
and includes a wooden display stand and a rubric for evaluating student work. Cards measure 8" x 8".

DD955

Correct the Sentence! Daily
Journal - Gr. 5-6

Elementary
P.71

Reinforce punctuation, capitalization, grammar and understanding of sentence structure with skill-building
activities for every day of the school year! Our journal has daily level-appropriate sentences that contain
grammatical errors. Children just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day!
Journal measures 7" x 8 1/2" and is 86 pages.

$4.29

Grades 5-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG993

Growth Mindset Daily
Practice Journal - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.71

Guide students toward becoming more flexible, confident learners—with 36 weekly reading passages and
corresponding daily activities for the whole school year! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 78 pages.

$4.49

Grades 3-5

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG121

Vocabulary Journal

Elementary
P.71

Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets kids record, organize and use tons of
new words! The journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for children to write definitions,
synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a
terrific way to remember each word's meaning! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$3.99

Grades 1-6

Writing

English Language
Arts

GG458

Build & Learn Geometric
Shapes Kit

Elementary
P.107

As students piece together our easy-fitting sticks and connectors, they learn to build, identify and describe
geometric shapes! The 12 activity cards guide children along as they build everything from a simple triangle
to a rectangular prism…and practice identifying faces and edges, comparing shapes and more. Kit includes
over 200 pieces; large sticks measure 4 1/4".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

Math - Fifth Grade

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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TT566

Build & Learn Area &
Perimeter Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids solve area and perimeter problems…by building models that make these tough concepts easy to
grasp! Our kit includes 240 colorful wooden tiles, plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards with helpful pictures,
formulas and hints. We’ve even included a definition card—to help reinforce key vocabulary. Best of all,
when kids are done solving a problem, they just flip the card over to check their own work! Tiles measure
1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

Build & Learn Volume Kit

Elementary
P.107

Kids find the volume of rectangular prisms and rectilinear figures—with durable manipulatives that provide
tons of hands-on experience! Our kit comes with 160 wooden cubes—plus 20 kid-friendly activity cards.
Simply set the kit in your math center and let kids select an activity card…then watch as they uncover
volume concepts by building and deconstructing 3-D shapes. Best of all, kids just flip the cards over to
check their own answers! Cubes measure 1".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Geometry

Math

$29.99

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

TT567

EE115

Number Talk Daily Activity
Center - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.85

Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get fifth graders talking about number concepts!
Our activity center includes 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging students to model math
concepts, explain their reasoning and critique the reasoning of others. Simply use the front of each card to
introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the follow-up questions on back. As students
think about and discuss each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and strengthen mathematical
reasoning! Center includes 3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1/2" display tray.

EE945

Daily Math Practice Journal Gr. 5

Elementary
P.85

Refine kids’ math skills each day of the school year…with challenging activities that target important math
standards in operations, algebraic thinking, fractions and more! Our journal features 35 weeks of problems
that cover key math standards in fifth grade…and focus on building conceptual understanding and
procedural skills. We’ve even included an answer key for easy self-checking. The journal is 78 pages.

$4.49

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students compare and sequence multi-digit numbers as they scale down a mountain, multiply by powers of
10 as they travel around the world and more—with super-engaging folder games that target critical math
standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for independent practice.
Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to solve the problems.
Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students have learned.
Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

HH334

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Place Value Folder Game
Library - Gr. 4-5
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Operations & Algebraic
Thinking Folder Game Library
- Gr. 4-5

HH337

HH336

LC774

LC620

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Geometry & Measurement
Folder Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Fractions & Decimals Folder
Game Library - Gr. 4-5

Math Manipulative Toolbox Gr. 4-5

Family Engagement Math
Pack - Gr. 5
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Product Description

List Price

Grades

Skill / Concept
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Elementary
P.87

Children play soccer, miniature golf and more—solving operations and developing algebraic thinking skills
as they go! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for independent practice.
Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to solve 2- and 3-digit
operations, division with remainders, mixed operations and more—in a super-involving way! Each folder
comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students have learned. Folders measure 9
1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students search for treasure by solving measurement and time word problems, calculate conversions to
snowboard down a mountain, define geometric terms in a fast-paced quiz show and more—with superengaging folder games that target critical math standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking
games designed for independent practice. Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the
corresponding game pieces to solve the problems. Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus
activity that tests what students have learned. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.87

Students trek through the jungle as they multiply fractions, venture into space while dividing fractions by
whole numbers, add fractions while playing a game of hoops and more—with super-engaging folder games
that target critical math standards! Our library includes 10 different self-checking games designed for
independent practice. Students just open a color-coded folder, then use the corresponding game pieces to
solve the problems. Each folder comes with an answer card, plus a bonus activity that tests what students
have learned. Folders measure 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.89

Reinforce math concepts for grades 4-5 with our versatile toolbox! Packed with manipulatives that align to
major standards, the toolbox provides lots of hands-on experience with everything from basic operations
and working with decimals to multiplying fractions and measuring angles. Use the manipulatives to review
key concepts with a small or large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math skills on
their own. You get a write & wipe area model mat, 50 double-sided fraction/decimal circles, 8 fraction array
cards, 8 fraction array transparencies, 55 number tiles and a protractor! Plus, the sturdy plastic toolbox is
designed to fit inside most student desks—so manipulatives are always within reach. Toolbox comes with
an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1/4".

$21.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

Elementary
P.91

Keep kids learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage the whole family in the
learning process! Our pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus materials for
15 different hands-on math games. Simply use our number line, expression cards and more to
play—helping children practice everything from building equations to multiplying fractions. Plus, an indepth activity book describes each game…and even explains how family engagement can boost student
achievement at school. The pack includes 10 write & wipe game mats and a game board, plus playing cards,
dice and more—all in a heavy-duty plastic pouch. Game board measures 12" x 12".

$29.99

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP416

Volume Discovery Can - Gr. 45

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as solving for
volume using hands-on manipulatives! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts, the can comes with 25
self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including volume trays, unit cubes, a formula card
and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP414

Decimals Discovery Can - Gr.
4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as creating
numbers with decimals, comparing decimals, and adding and subtracting decimals! Perfect for reinforcing
key math concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including
decimal place value cards, foam dice, operation grids and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP413

Fractions Discovery Can Level 1 - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key fraction skills such as
adding, comparing and decomposing fractions! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes with
25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including fraction pieces, a fraction number line
and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP411

Fractions Discovery Can Level 2 - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as
multiplying fractions, adding fractions with unlike denominators and more! Perfect for reinforcing key math
concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including fraction
array cards, division cubes, a number line and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP409

Multiplication & Division
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key multiplication and
division skills! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and
lots of manipulatives—including division cubes, an array mat, a spinner and more! Can measures 6 1/2"
tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP417

Angles & Symmetry
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as drawing
angles, measuring angles and exploring symmetrical shapes! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts, the
can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including a miniature protractor,
symmetry cards and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP415

Measurement Conversion
Discovery Can - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can targets essential skills such as converting
units of measure and solving real-world measurement problems! Perfect for reinforcing key math concepts,
the can comes with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including a ruler, a
measurement scale card, foam dice and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP412

Place Value Discovery Can Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.93

Part of our Math in a Flash! series, this ready-to-use discovery can emphasizes key place value skills such as
building numbers, rounding numbers up and more! Perfect for reinforcing math concepts, the can comes
with 25 self-checking activity cards and lots of manipulatives—including place value cards, a spinner, a
rounding cube and more! Can measures 6 1/2" tall.

$19.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE991

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Addition and Subtraction
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize addition and subtraction
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE992

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Multiplication and Division
Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize multiplication and division
problems! Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value.
After children solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect
for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a
sturdy box with tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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EE993

Visualize It! Part-Whole Place
Value Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize place value problems! Each
card features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children
solve for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups,
math centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with
tabbed dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

EE994

Visualize It! Part-Whole
Fractions Cards

Elementary
P.94

Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help kids visualize fraction problems! Each card
features a kid-friendly bar model with a question mark representing the missing value. After children solve
for the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer! Perfect for small groups, math
centers and independent practice, the set includes 100 double-sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed
dividers. Cards measure 4" x 6".

$19.99

Grades K-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP361

Grab & Match Leveled
Operations Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging math operations
concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep
students focused and engaged as they match up multiplication and division problems with their solutions,
solve word problems and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP362

Grab & Match Leveled
Geometry & Measurement
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging geometry and
measurement concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in
difficulty to keep students focused and engaged as they match angle measurements to triangles and
quadrilaterals, 3-D figures to their volumes and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10
1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP363

Grab & Match Leveled
Measurement & Data
Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging measurement and
data concepts become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to
keep students focused and engaged as they match up measurement conversions, identify area and
perimeter, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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PP364

Grab & Match Leveled
Algebraic Thinking Quickies Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging algebra concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up expressions with their numeric forms, solve for unknown numbers
and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP365

Grab & Match Leveled
Fractions Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging fraction concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up equivalent fractions, multiply and divide fractions by whole
numbers, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP366

Grab & Match Leveled Place
Value Quickies - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.95

Our card games encourage critical thinking, speed and accuracy—to help challenging place value concepts
become second nature for students! You get 15 different games that progress in difficulty to keep students
focused and engaged as they match up numbers based on place value, round and estimate to solve realworld problems, and more. Set includes 240 cards, plus an answer key; in a 10 1/2" box.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP225

Pop to Win! Math Game - Gr.
5

Elementary
P.96

Perfect for demonstrating understanding of math concepts, plus extra practice and review, our actionpacked math game lets children develop essential skills as they play! This game features 75 questions
based on key math standards, covering place value, fractions, decimals, classification of shapes and more.
Children just draw a card and solve the problem…then pop the popper to move around the game board!
Game includes everything you need for 2-4 players; game board measures 13" x 13".

$24.99

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math

PP665

Pick-A-Problem Math WarmUps - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.97

Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key math standards in just a few
minutes each day! Great for daily warm-ups, extra practice, math centers and more, our set includes 100
question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word problems—all targeting fifth-grade
standards for math. The set even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a mystery
box. Box measures 7 1/2"w x 7 1/2"d x 6 1/2"h.

$29.99

Grade 5

Mastering Basic
Skills

Math
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TT491

Angles Hands-On
Measurement Center

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using a protractor
to identify angles to using angle circles to solve word problems. Plus, the ready-to-use center includes a
freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a reproducible assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using cubes to
build figures and determine volumes to using a ruler to find the missing measurement. Plus, the ready-touse center includes a freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a reproducible
assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

Elementary
P.111

Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to understand when students get their hands on our
activity-filled center! Great for self-directed learning, our center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible
activity cards, plus all the hands-on tools students need to complete each activity—from using meter sticks
for exploring the length of classroom items to using a platform scale to determine weight and mass. Plus,
the ready-to-use center includes a freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide with a
reproducible assessment.

$59.99

Grades 4-5

Measurement

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master addition skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master subtraction skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 75 place value tiles representing ones, tens and
hundreds, plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two- and three-digit numbers. Children simply
place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually represent each number in the
equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy write & wipe
card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$34.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

TT492

TT493

FF297

FF298

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Volume Hands-On
Measurement Center

Conversions Hands-On
Measurement Center

Hands-On Addition
Regrouping Kit

Hands-On Subtraction
Regrouping Kit
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Game Library - Gr. 3-5
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Elementary
P.101

Children master multiplication skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math
problems easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens,
hundreds and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit
numbers. Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, count out place value tiles to visually
represent the equation—then just regroup the tiles to work out the answer. We’ve even included a handy
write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8 5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.101

Children master division skills…with a fun-to-use regrouping kit that makes complicated math problems
easy to solve! Our kit includes a regrouping tray with 85 place value tiles representing ones, tens, hundreds
and thousands—plus 40 self-checking problem cards that feature two-, three- and four-digit numbers.
Children simply place a problem card onto the tray, then count out place value coins to solve the problem.
We’ve even included a handy write & wipe card that lets children record their work. Plastic tray measures 8
5/8" x 14 1/4".

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Number &
Operations in Base
10

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential addition facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library focuses on addition facts and strategies for sums within 20, with 10 folder games that allow up
to 10 students to play at once—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and the colorcoded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the game
independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the reinforcement
they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures 9 1/4" x 11
5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential subtraction facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play!
Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once and get plenty of
practice subtracting numbers 0 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder and
the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play the
game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential multiplication facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to
play! Our library comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can play at once, learning to
fluently multiply within 100 and mastering factors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children
simply grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions
on the folder to play the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work
and get all the reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each
folder measures 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math
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Elementary
P.103

What better way to learn essential division facts than with hands-on games that are super-fun to play! Our
library focuses on dividing up to 100 and comes complete with 10 folder games, so up to 10 students can
play at once, mastering divisors 1 through 10—with no prep work required. Children simply grab a folder
and the color-coded pouch of game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step instructions on the folder to play
the game independently…then use the included answer card to check their own work and get all the
reinforcement they need to master the math facts! Library includes 10 folder games; each folder measures
9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

$39.99

Grades K-5

Operations

Math

Elementary
P.127

Our information-packed kit encourages kids to conduct investigations that support Next Generation
Science Standards* for fifth grade! From supporting an argument about what plants need to grow to
creating and observing their own small ecosystem, kids map out investigations, explain their process and
relate findings to the real world. The kit includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards, 4
Connection cards, 4 cups, pebbles, charcoal, sand, a jar, 2 lids, a compost container, 2 food web circles, 2
passages and 2 strings. Plus, you get a guide with extensive lesson plans, possible answers and more!
Cotton balls, soil, seeds and apple are not included.
Develops skills in:
• Supporting an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth chiefly from air and water
• Developing a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers and the
environment
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.127

Our information-packed kit encourages kids to conduct investigations that support Next Generation
Science Standards* for fifth grade! From developing a model to show that matter is made of microscopic
particles to making observations and measurements to identify materials based on their properties, kids
map out investigations, explain their process and relate findings to the real world. The kit includes 4 doublesided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards, 4 Connection cards, a balance scale, a plastic tube, 2 syringes, a
dropper, 3 measuring cups, 25 stacking weights, a mystery powders card, 4 test tubes in a stand, and a
funnel. Plus, you get a guide with extensive lesson plans, possible answers and more!
Develops skills in:
• Developing a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small to be seen
• Measuring and graphing quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the type of change that occurs
when heating, cooling or mixing substances, the total weight of matter is conserved
• Making observations and measurements to identify materials based on their properties
• Conducting an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more substances results in new
substances
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

$49.99

Grade 5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Science - Fifth Grade

LM316

LM314

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Meet the Standards
Ecosystems Kit - Gr. 5

Meet the Standards
Properties of Matter Kit - Gr.
5
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$49.99

Grade 5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

LM315

Meet the Standards Water
Conservation Kit - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.127

Our information-packed kit encourages kids to conduct investigations that support Next Generation
Science Standards* for fifth grade! From using mathematics and computational thinking to find out how
much freshwater there is on Earth to researching how communities use science to protect Earth’s
resources, kids map out investigations, explain their process and relate findings to the real world. The kit
includes 4 double-sided, 8 1/2" x 11" Investigation cards, 4 Connection cards, a water map, 3 measuring
beakers, food coloring, 2 large cups with lids, a small cup, a measuring tape, a funnel, 30 pipe builders, 20
craft sticks and 2 strings. Plus, you get a guide with extensive lesson plans, possible answers and more!
Develops skills in:
• Developing a model using an example to describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and/or
atmosphere interact
• Describing and graphing the amounts of saltwater and freshwater in various reservoirs to provide
evidence about the distribution of water on Earth
• Obtaining and combining information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect
Earth’s resources and environment
*NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that
developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product and do
not endorse it.

DS105

Daily Science Reproducible
Activities - Gr. 5

Elementary
P.128

Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of the school year! Our engaging
book has daily 10- to 15-minute activities that teach fifth graders life, earth and physical science concepts
with reproducibles, hands-on experiments and more! Book is 192 pages.

$29.99

Grade 5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Force & Motion Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students develop a concrete understanding of gravity, energy, friction and more…as they experiment with
forces & learn how they affect motion! Children just follow simple instructions to complete 7 hands-on
experiments—from creating pendulums and experimenting with friction to measuring pull forces and
building inclined planes! You get 53 experiment pieces, including pulleys, spring scales, ramps, launchers
and more.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Simple Machines Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Students discover how simple machines make work easier…as they build realistic models and perform
hands-on experiments! Our lab includes high-quality, extra-durable beechwood components, plus 7 handson experiment cards that walk students through how to build and use a pulley, an inclined plane, a wheel
and axle, and more. The cards even include information on back that explains each machine and how it’s
used in the real world! Lab comes complete with 39 experiment pieces.

$79.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

PP527

PP226

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name
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Magnet Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our ready-to-use lab has everything students need to explore magnetism—hands on! You get 7 easy-tofollow experiment cards with skill-building investigations on front and scientific information on back…plus
all the materials students need for unlimited exploration and discovery—including bar magnets,
compasses, electromagnets and more. Lab comes with 50 experiment pieces. Requires 4 “AA” batteries
(not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Electricity Activity Lab

Elementary
P.129

Our classroom-safe lab makes electricity concepts easy to grasp—with hands-on experiments and ready-touse tools! The 29 pieces come with 7 cards featuring step-by-step experiments, from testing for conductors
to creating a simple switched circuit. Plus, the back of each card has background information on the
scientific concept covered by the experiment—so children learn important facts as they work! Requires 4
“D” batteries (not included).

$69.99

Grades 3-5

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD351

Electricity Activity Tub - Gr. 46

Elementary
P.135

Students build simple circuits, send messages in Morse code, make their own burglar alarms and
more—with a ready-to-use kit that explores electricity hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from light bulbs and a static
electricity tube to a fun quiz card, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp!
We’ve even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE466

Electricity Book Library - Gr. 46

Elementary
P.135

Students take a trip through an electrical circuit, explore the properties of magnets, learn how batteries
work and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our
Electricity Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make
concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$43.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.135

Students build a model of a molecule, create slimy goo to investigate chemical change and more—with
ready-to-use activities that explore matter hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment
cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to
complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from thermometers, beakers and modeling clay
to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even
included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD353

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Matter Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6
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Matter Book Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students investigate states of matter, take an up-close look at atoms, learn how to make invisible ink and
more—with involving books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 4-6 . Our skill-building
library features fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Matter
Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts super-easy to
grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD356

Simple Machines Activity Tub
- Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Our all-in-one activity tub contains everything you need to help students learn about simple machines—as
they build marshmallow catapults, create their own pulley systems and more! You get 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, we’ve included tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from a spring scale and lever to a
fun flip book, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! You even get a
handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE468

Simple Machines Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students investigate the power of pulleys, explore first-class and second-class levers, learn how to make
their own machines and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented
in our Simple Machines Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest
titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$46.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$46.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD354

Force & Motion Activity Tub Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students race cars down ramps, build their own roller coasters, watch balloon rockets zoom by and
more…and get an exciting look at force and motion in action! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different
experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of
materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from ramps, carts, measuring tape
and a stopwatch to handy vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve
even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE194

Force & Motion Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students discover how gravity works, explore simple machines, investigate the effects of friction and
more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Force & Motion
Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts
super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.
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$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD358

Cells & Organisms Activity
Tub - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students get a firsthand look at cells and organisms—as they create cell models, view cell division, observe
osmosis in action and more! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving
activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment
and explore concepts in depth—from microscopes and slides to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and fullcolor charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with
reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE195

Cells & Organisms Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students take a closer look at fossils, follow the life cycle of a frog, investigate cells up close and
more—with involving books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Gr. 4-6 . Our skill-building
library features fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Cells &
Organisms Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts
super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD352

Human Body Activity Tub Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students learn all about the human body as they create a model lung, find their heart rates, log reaction
times to check their reflexes and more! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with
involving, hands-on activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to
complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from models of a heart, skeleton and digestive
system to vocabulary cards, diagram cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve
even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

EE464

Human Body Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students watch the human heart in action, learn how muscles and bones work, and more—with involving
books coordinated to our Learning Science Activity Tubs - Grades 4-6 . Our skill-building library features 5
fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Human Body Activity
Tub …with wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. You get a
set of 5 paperback books.

$40.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Elementary
P.135

As students form fossils, make mountains crumble, wear down rocks and more, they learn about Earth’s
properties and forces—hands on! Our all-in-one tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving
activities based on national science standards. Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment
and explore concepts in depth—from real rock samples and erosion trays to vocabulary cards, diagram
cards and full-color charts that make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with
reproducibles, extension ideas and more.

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD357

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Item Name

Properties of Earth Activity
Tub - Gr. 4-6
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EE192

Properties of Earth Book
Library - Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students discover Earth’s natural resources, take an up-close look at rocks and gems, learn how to make
their own volcanoes and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented
in our Properties of Earth Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest
titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$47.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

$69.99

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

DD355

Solar System Activity Tub Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students use models to simulate seasonal changes, calculate gravity on other planets, create a phases of
the moon slider and more—with an all-in-one kit that explores the solar system hands on! Our ready-touse tub includes 8 different experiment cards with involving activities based on national science standards.
Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each experiment and explore concepts in depth—from an
Earth/moon rotation model and flashlight to a fun flip book, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that
make concepts easy to grasp! We’ve even included a handy guide filled with reproducibles, extension ideas
and more.

EE193

Solar System Book Library Gr. 4-6

Elementary
P.135

Students take a trip on the space shuttle, look through a giant telescope, learn fascinating facts about the
planets and more—with fascinating books that reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our Solar
System Activity Tub - Gr. 4-6 ! Our library features wonderfully illustrated, high-interest titles that make
concepts super-easy to grasp. Set includes 5 paperback books.

$44.50

Grades 4-6

Scientific Inquiry

Science

Landforms & Mapping Grab
& Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore landforms, direction and symbols on a real map! The
game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children take
turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

The World Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the cultures, landmarks and geography of all 7
continents! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point
tokens. To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and
social studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to
earn 100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 18". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

Geography

Social Studies

Social Studies - Fifth Grade

FF773

FF772

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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$99.50

Grades 4-5

Government

Social Studies

HH175

United States Government
Resource Box

Elementary
P.137

Our ready-to-use resource box contains everything you need to teach students about the U.S. government!
It comes packed with reading comprehension folders, writing prompt cards and information-filled photo
cards that boost reading and writing skills—while allowing students to explore the government’s history
and function. It also comes with a variety of hands-on materials that bring each topic to life—including
realistic props like a gavel, stamps, a checks and balances flip book and more. You even get a guide with
over 20 pages of skill-building reproducibles and activities that students will love to complete—from
creating a class constitution to holding a mock trial! Box measures 12" x 15".

PP858

Social Studies File Folder
Games - Gr. 4-5

Elementary
P.137

Our folder games are a fun way for fourth- and fifth-graders to explore social studies at community,
national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps them retain what they learn! There’s no prep
work required—the set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing precut, sorted & colorcoded pieces. Students just choose a folder & start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!
Topics include colonial America, U.S. states and capitals, and westward expansion.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

History

Social Studies

FF774

Native Americans Grab &
Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they explore the culture, history and geography of native tribes!
The game includes a full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens. To play, children
take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social studies knowledge to
answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points! Map
measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

Explorers Grab & Play Game

Elementary
P.139

As kids play our fun skill-building game, they discover famous explorers and their expeditions around the
globe! The game includes a full-color map of the world and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens.
To play, children take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and social
studies knowledge to answer them. For each correct answer, players collect tokens—as they race to earn
100 points! Map measures 11 1/2" x 13 1/2". For 2-4 players.

$19.99

Grades 3-5

History

Social Studies

FF775

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354
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Maker Space Project Cards

Elementary
P.115

With our unique STEM cards, students can build, test and modify everything from robots and circuits to
bridges and structures! The double-sided, 7" x 8" cards feature open-ended projects that can be built using
materials from our fully loaded Maker Space Mobile Project Cart and common classroom items. You get 55
cards organized into 3 levels of difficulty across 4 categories, plus a 60-page teacher’s guide with examples
of completed builds. Cards come in a handy storage box with dividers.

$39.99

Grades 2-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

These ready-to-use folder games help students master early coding skills! Children just follow the simple 3step instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—developing
computational thinking and problem-solving skills as they create the most efficient sequence of actions in
their codes. Perfect for learning centers or independent practice, this grade-appropriate set includes 10
different activity folders at 3 levels of difficulty, each with precut and sorted game tiles, a pawn and a
handy storage pouch. Games include an activity guide; folders measure 17 1/2" wide when open.

$39.99

Grades 4-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.115

Introduce 21st-century skills like electronics and robotics—as students design and build with our actionfilled circuits! Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direction for endless exploration, and a
variety of tiles let children experiment with light, sound, motion and more. Follow our guide to build 2-D
and 3-D circuits—from a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations! Set comes
with 15 tiles; each measures 3" x 3". Detailed guide features easy-to-follow instructions for 8 challenge
activities. Requires one 9-volt battery (not included).

$99.50

Grades 1-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

STEM - Fifth Grade

LC991

TT762

PP738

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Learn to Code File Folder
Games - Gr. 4-5

Power Tiles Circuit Kit Starter Set

PP129

John Henry Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of John Henry—then build a working conveyor belt to help him race a steampowered drill! Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on
materials to design, build and test a conveyor belt that really hauls rocks…then improve their design like
real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson
plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 102 pieces to build a conveyor belt, 10 rocks, a crate, a 16 1/2"
mountain facade and a ruler.

PP128

Johnny Appleseed Problem
Solving STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Johnny Appleseed—then design a fence shaped to hold the most apple trees!
Our kit helps kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to
design, build and test a sturdy log fence…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with
a STEM-focused story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design
sheet—plus 30 apple trees, 20 logs, two 16" double-sided landscape mats and a ruler.
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PP127

Paul Bunyan Problem Solving
STEM Kit

Elementary
P.118

Kids explore the legend of Paul Bunyan—then design a wagon to carry his heavy knapsack! Our kit helps
kids discover the STEM in a classic folk tale—inspiring them to use hands-on materials to design, build and
test a working wagon…then improve their design like real engineers! This kit comes with a STEM-focused
story card, student challenge cards, a detailed lesson plan and a reproducible design sheet—plus 52 pieces
to build a wagon, a 2-pound, 4 1/2" weighted knapsack, rubber bands and a tape measure.

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

Elementary
P.123

Students learn firsthand how STEM concepts such as gravity, force and momentum can create a chain
reaction! Our kid-pleasing set challenges third- through fifth-grade students to build a variety of chain
reaction courses—and comes complete with everything kids need to build from scratch, including switches,
seesaws, hammers and more. Students simply grab a challenge card...design and build each of the pictured
components with help from the “how-to” book...then set up their course. With a drop of the ball onto the
tracks, kids will find out whether their course works—fine-tuning the distance and angle of the pieces until
the ball reaches the goal box. Perfect for building 21st-century skills like perseverance and STEM problem
solving, our set even lets students create their very own chain reaction courses—for unlimited building
possibilities! Set includes 59 tough plastic builders, 4 balls, 4 cords, 8 challenge cards, a “how-to” book and
a guide. The largest piece measures 12" in length.

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$59.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

$49.99

Grades 3-5

Critical
Thinking/ProblemSolving

STEM

PP848

Lakeshore Learning Materials
(800) 421-5354

Create-A-Chain Reaction
STEM Kit - Gr. 3-5 - Starter
Set

PP438

Hydraulics Engineering STEM
Kit

Elementary
P.124

Kids explore the mechanical power of liquid in motion—as they build their own hydraulic machines! Our kit
includes 4 step-by-step activity booklets and all the reusable building pieces kids need to create 4 different
hydraulic machines—from a working drawbridge to a crane that really lifts objects. Plus, we’ve included
syringes and tubes kids fill with water and connect to each machine—learning how to convert energy as
they set each machine in motion! The kit includes 4 activity booklets, a hydraulics information card, 126
sturdy plastic building and testing pieces, and a guide. Longest building piece measures 6 1/2".

TT759

Building Brick STEM
Challenge Kit - Gr. 3-5

Elementary
P.125

Young engineers boost STEM skills as they complete one hands-on challenge after another—from
constructing a spinning windmill to building a solvable maze! Students simply choose a challenge card, use
the snap-together building pieces to engineer a solution…and then test their creation, revising and
retesting until their design is successful. Our kit includes over 250 building pieces and 10 double-sided
challenge cards with possible solutions on the back. Cards measure 8 1/2" wide.
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